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The. dynamj c res p~;mse . ·to ice fo.rce~ of _a . pi 1 e~supported framed 
offshore .structure . is studied 'for two types of . foundation condit1ons': 
• ' • • • · ' !!. ' . ' •• 
;). Ri'~·id ·b~s~ and .ii)i .~.~mi~Rigid :base • .. Th~· s~mi~·rigip 'base .is· .1~eal .iied . 
, ·. • _: , . , . . . . \ ' ·. . . , ' . . . . . ·, .· , , . , , \ • , ... , ; I : 
· · . · · h1 two ways: f-)- ~1 umped parame.ter (alsQ called · half;_s·pace, continuum 
• •• • • • • .. ' • • • • • f' • • 
·. • . . . , . . . , ' I 
and soil' spring). foundation model with linear soil springs,- ,and 11.) .. ( · 
• . . • •. • . . . ·• • • ' • ' • ' ' .· . . . • . . ·• . • : : 1, /' • 
finite eletnented . foJndation ' model with 1 ine~r and nonl ioear soil ,; . . 
. . . .. ~ . I 
. . . . , . , .. 
behaviour •. : . 
: The structure an.alysed is an offshore tower support'ed· 6/ piles.<' · . . I 
~ ~ . ~ / . 
• ' , ' ' • , ' • • ' ' ', ' ' • • • • • ' , • • • ' 1' ' • I 
The memb.ers..are assumed ' to be ·rigidly connected and. the ·added. ·water1 mass . 
\ ' . . . . . . ' . , _. . ' ' . ' 
..- iis assume~ equ~J. to, the ~·ss of th'e wate~ · dis_placed.. t~e Jstj..~Ciura~ ·.-.. :. ~. : 
~delling 1~·' based··on a .two~dimens1onal r~prese~tati~n of the ·tower: 
• . . , ..... , . : . -. : . I ,· . , . . . - . . ' '. . ~ ... , . .Q -· . • • 
assuming ~ . constant dimension .. equal to the base length perpendicular to 
. · .· . . ' · . I ' . ' · · • ' , ~ . -1 
·, the pla'ne. Th:e masses per unit : l~tigth - ~f the members . .in· the:· plane of 
' ' • I • , • ' ' ' ~ ' ' ' I t • ' ; 
ttle frame are ··corhputed bY sunmfn·g· u'p the . structural mass, . the ma~s of 
• • ' ' • • • J • • • • ' • • . • • . . . • ~. . • • • • 
... . the wate~ - ~ontain~d in the tub~ and.' the · mas~· ·of ·the .water displaced •. 
' • ' I ' >, ' ' • ' ' ' ' • ' • ' • 
· · . · The .masses of the -:;oomber~ ·perp~ndi·c~l ar . t~ .the· plane ... are ass~me<(~~ b~ · 
• • • • • • • ' • • ' • • • \ , . •• • ~ • • • • ~ 1 
: . 1 limped at the · hori~onta·l · cross-bra~~ 'level -Joints. · : · · · ·. · · · 
. .. . . . ..- . . ' 
.,..._ ' Lin·~~r analysis 1s .c~rr1ed out for ·the fixed . bas~ · · condit:ion~ · 
..... 1 • • • ' • • • • ,
1 
• 0 . ' . 
For·· the lumped .. _parame'l;er. foundatio.n model,th~ foundation is idealized < 
' ,/~'"':· . • ' ' · I ' '• I • • ' : ;'• ' • ' . '·. ' ' ' • '• ', • o • ' , • • ' ' ' ' •• ' o ' • ' : , 
by linear · hodzontal 'and rotationilt springs at the ·mudline -level and • . 
'• ·. . . . ~. . . . . - . ' . . . . 
I , , , . . . 
· for the · finite eleniented founda~1on model ; _t)y twa-dim£msfonal · isopara- · 
- . . . . .. . . . . . . - . . . 
-. metric pl_ane · stra~-~ el _ements . .. .:~/&~th ~del~. · the_ · .st~~ctura(;oolilbe.rs- . . 
.'· . . and the' pi·le·s are .. re'presented by two-:-d1mens1.ona1 beam. elements·: : . . he., 
'. . . . . . ' . . ' . . ' . - .' . . . . .- ,. · . 
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;_,.-t-(, • ' t I_ ,':' ' • • ' : · • ' · • 
. response . isddetennjried _ ~.y IIX)dal suP.~~·positJon. The · nonlinear. behaviour 
. ·. due . to '~h~ar cl.~~o~t16ns ofthe-, so1.l is . hand;~-d ·by .'t'ne equi~alen.t .. 
_.... · ·: 1 fnea~1 ~at i~n · ~eehn1-~~··. · . · M~cie·, ~up~rpo~ ;·~1on fa·c~ 1 ita~es ·a~· .'ap~roximate .. 
. . : ~ . ·. . :~ .. ·.. . ' \~ .. ... : .·' . ': ... · . ( ·. . . . '. 
solution.' i~ which- tne . st~{fnes~es use~l.are made compatible· with 
. . , . . . . . . : . \ . . . ..... .. . . . . . .. . . 
· effective shear .strain ·a,mpii-~~des at . the soil.' ~le~nt ce~~roids. ·)he . 
- · . . · .. · ·a~a1j.s1s . u~e:~ t.he .P~bl i -~~e~ d;~· qn ·s_train~compat1bl e . soil prope~tie~ 
. ' . : . ~ ! . . t> • • \ ' ' • 
for c1 ays -and sands, and the . f:i rial \a 1 ues-. of '•the . sbil e 1 ement ~rt1 ffness 
·' ... 
lr. .. . ~: . : . . . 
.( 
! . 
.. ' . 
. j 
i - ·: 
l 
.. l .· 
: " . .. . . . ... '\. . . . ·.:. ' . . . . 
properties. are estimated by an · iterat'1.ve procedure . . : Th~ ~ investigation 
. I ' ' . ' . '~ . . I • ,' • ·' · , I • • • ' • • • " ' · • • ••• 
· ·. · is ·c~rr:ied ·out .for two types of 'Clay:_ · ... a)<_Soft, and .b} Stiff •.. In al.l . 
• • • : 1- • ' ··. : • .. . . • • .. ...,.o i .' ' ' . . . . . ~- . . . . . . :·\ , . ... . . . . . . . : . ' J • # .. 
. :the ~nalyses, damping 1~ ·expressed in terms 'o,f the moqat damping ratio·.· 
0 • ' • • • • • : • ...... • • 
.. whic·~ . ift~.l udes . stru~t.ur.al dam.pi ngi vi ~cqu~ -~airip;,j~ due·. to flu.id .. drag, . 
' . : ' , .· .- . .- .":· . ' . / . •' . . .. ' . . ·. ~. . . . . - ~- . \ . ' . . 
· and_ pil~ . damping due·. to .·interaction ·with .ttie ~oil : '· . 
. ' ' . . : . . . . ·' ' 
•· · ·· . -·The r~sults o·f the ~_study- ind·i .cate that soil-·~t.ructure inter-·.·. _. . 
· · acti~n ~a~s~s · a c~~plete ~ed~fstrlb~ti'(m of ~t;e~se~ in .th~ .s.iru~tural .:· .. · . 
• • • • • 4 
me)llbers .• for,·non11'riear soifbehaviour,. a typic~l .member stress -is· 4~% 
· more tha,;·that for. :th.e : ~ig~~ ~o~ndati~n ·model: ~ ,rTher~fore, the ~~~dy 
highlights the· cons'1derable ·need for ·including · no·nline<~rity. · in s.on..: . 
. ' ,"' :'""\ 
. .. ,. . ' ' 
: ·. · i 
' ' 
' o , 
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. . . I ~ . . 
• • ' ' ,:· ' • \ ' , • • ' - • ' • • • ' • • •: ' • , • ' ' • •' ' ' • ' .)• • ' ' ' '. ' # o ' ' 
stru.ct~r~. inter.act'1o.n. ~tudies • . Reco~endat1ons . are made to .· e~tend .J:his:· . ~ 
'•invest1 ~at.fon ··to'' other "kinds of ~nv1 ronmental force.s · . ~n offshore . . ( . .. j · • ,' .. 
' . . . • .. . . · .· . . . . " . 
structures, e~g., waves a'nd currents. 
. . . ' . ' <.~. 
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1.1 Gener~l · ·R·e~a'rks ': ' - l·~. · 
I -.. , ·, . · ._,. ' • . i...•; ; 
: .. 
.;.._ . . : 
, : - · - · 
-::.:... . l·- ,!i 
o . . 
, • . 
. . . 
Different· type~ .of ~odels a~e _presented to detennine :the 
,, · : • r" 
,,· 
.· 
. .. . J, . ·:·· . . . • . . . ' • . . 
response to random ice' .. ioad.1ng of perm~iwnt offshOre "str·uctures embed_ded . · 
.· ~ . . •. . . ' ' . .· . ' . ' 
in the . ocean . floor: . In ' addition to the. c~se of a rigid fOUt1dati,on model, 
two other lliO~tE!ls ·w·i th .J-_i.el ding soil . fou~d.ations' .are · prese,nted. The · 
. .. ·'. . - . ' . . . 
structur~s co~sidered ' are plane frames·: 
. _.. . . . . . ·. . - . 
l • ·· · ." 
1 •. 2 Statement· of the .Problem ... .. . : .. . . 
The p~rpose of .this· inv~s·tigation .is to ·deterll!.ine the elastiC · 
. :esponse of a pi 1 ~-~~pp6rt~d ~ff·sno~e struct~re :·to dy~ami c ; c~ 'force~· .· 
. . . . . . . . . 
· ... 
• • ·~ , • rt • ~ , • , 
constderin~ linea~ and· nonlinear soil b~h~viou~ (Fig . 1}. 
. . •, ' . ' . 
The ti~_e: dep~nd~nt va~iati.ons .of the d'is~Jacements, . ~~ial : ' 
. l . ·... . . . : . . : .. < . ·. ~. . .· . . . . 
· forces ·and stresse-s of : the soil :;,structure ·system· are obtained· at. typical 
' . ' . . . ' ~ ' .. 
.. 
·. locations : .· ·'·· 
v' 
·· ' 1; ~ LaYout . .. · .' ;i: .' 
. . 
. Chapter. II revi~~s- th~ literature on ice~struct'ure-water.-soi-1 
I , 
' .interaction under the 'to 11 0~1 ng categories: . 'measurement of forces . and 
': , •• • , • ""· -. . •, .' , . · , •• ' o ' ' , I • ' , • ' ' ' •' 
crushing strengths : of. ·ice,. dynamic analysfs O,f fixed offsho-:-e .structures . . 
: sub~~-c~ed to ~ ice' ~rir~es ~ •static arjd. ;·d~n~mic analy~e~ '?f tti~ so11 .. pile .·. · . 
medi'um wit'h - ~ethods' ·other thah the fin1te ··erement method, ~nd the. · · 
' • 0 . - • ' 
' . 
. . . . . ' . 
. , . applica~ion of tt1E;! , :f~n.iie ele~e.nt' metho1 -tcf~he ~olutio.ns of probl.erns . 
. - . ~ \ • . . . . . 
Ire lated to the ·foundati o,n-~ tructure 'i nterattfon inc 1 ucli ng s'ei smi C exd tati on o 
' .·. 
.. . . 
·' 1 
. ··/·' ' . .. , · · .. 
. , . 
,. 
·· .. 
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·' -~ · P, · · · · ·· . ·_. · . , · .. , - .· 
· · · · Chapter 'l U presents the study of nonlinear , stress-strain . 
. · .. ·, ·.: . / ,.:• . ,, \ ·: : : . . . . :. . . . . . . .- . . 
:~~havi_ o_ur o:· :soi :l ~ \ und~:\ ~-~ami_~ _. load~n-'g. '_c~~~-t~-~utiv~ 'equ~ations, . .. 
hysteretic str~ss-strain behaviour o.f sons : onder cYclic loading, . 
, •, -7- J • ' . , - ~ • ' I . 
· dynamic .· l~ter·al loaidi~g on _piles .ar1d p-resentation by •p - y•. c'urves, 
.. . . . ' . ' \ . . ' . / ·.. ·. . . ' ' 
·. and shear moduli for_·-saturated days . . . Piffer:ent modelling criteri_a 
. ' . . .• . . . . l : .. ' . .. .' . ' ' . .' 
_used in: this_ analYSJS, ctnd . factors gove.rning .a true finite ·element 
' : . ; ·. \ . : ,. . ' . ' . . ' ' . .. 
repres~ntation ·of ttie soi 1 -structure · system are . described •. . 'Eva 1 !Ja:tion 
of the -added ma.ss q*' soil and water· 'on the r~spo_nse .is also discu~sed. --. . 
· fJ ·ch~pte-r xJ, ~r~sents -the ,(the~ry _ o~ the ·~;;~iie -~l·e~ent fo;mula.- ;· 
. . . ' : .. ' . ~\ . ' . . "• . . ·. . . : . : . _·... . . . . . ' . - . . .. : 
tion • . ..It also desd·~bes the fo.nnolation and solution ·of. the dynamic ·. 
, • ' , ' •• . \, . . I , ~ . : , ·~ • . . , •' , ' . • , . , . • •• : . . , 
·,equilibr'ium-equations ·for the entire soil-structure system 'with the-' 
. . ' . ' l . ' . -· .. . . . .. ·. . ·( . 
. application of- the · e~uivalent _l.in_ear .method to_, model the -nonl inea_r 
' ~ : . . i 
: so·11-structiJre .1 n'teraction. 
. I ' 
' \ ' 
Chapter V ·i-llustrates a · nurrieri~al 
·. .. . . : ' I . . ·.. ·. ' . .. 
·of models witll -'finite "element: ideal izatio'n. 
• • ' '. • ~ ' • • ! •· ' • • I '• • • • . ' 
example for different-kinds d · . . 
~ . . . 
' ' ' ',,., . I • 
. 
1
of n!Qd~lS and _.l~_sts:r.e- -~ono~u~jons. - several re~orimendations ror further · · 
·research are made· at the end of :the.:chapter .-
.. ·. ' . - ' ,. '. 
' . ' 
. · .. 
·' I 
'·. 
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. . . . LlTEAATliRE ·REVIEW 
. ' . ' • . 
. ' • 
-r. · .....  : .. 
. . . . ' . ·~ . . . 
lnt r~dOoMifn .' 
. .. . · 
. . . 
. .. 
:· · The tpp1cs rev1ewe·d ar~ measur.~me·nts . of. ice· forces on · structlires, 
dy~amic an-alysis of fixed offsh~~e 'struct~~es subject.ed to ice ' f~r.~e~~ ' 
• .. , . I . . . . . • ·. . , . . • 
. stati~ . and dynami-c analysis, of soil-pile medium bY .procedur~s ot.her than 
· · -'the )i nite elemt:m~ ·m~thod, ·and the appl icatiori ·of· the ·rini te el ement 
. . . . ~ . . ,' . . . . . ' . 
method to the solution' of th~ fou~dation-str~ctur~ ·interaction prob1e~." 
. ' .. . . 
·-. : ' 
· .. 
\ . ;. 
2.2 Analysfs 
. 2.2~1 · Measurement of For~es and· crushfng 'strength·· o{ Ice 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I '. 
Zubov (166), ·Proskuryakov . (112)> Korzhavin (72),. ·0rouin (33), 
. . . . . . . . . .··. ·. . . .- ' . . .· .· . . . •. · . 
. ~nd ·orQ1Jin and Michel ;(34) · carried out anci'lytical ~ experimental and f ·ield . · 
· ·· ' I . ... _ . . ·,~., . 
. studies on t~e determtnation ·6f static ice pressU>res on struct.ures ~ . : 
. . . . . . . j . .· . . : . . . .. ..... ·· ·:. . . . . · . . 
·. primarily. ~ue to .the: tempera·ture .fJ~ctu~ti?ns with.in the 'ice . sheets~. · _· . 
. . . . . ·/' 
. Korzhavin's , comprehensive .studies from .. 1933 - 1962· on tile determination of . 
. . , . . . . · . . . . ~ . . .. . . . . . I . • ' . • . • . . . . • 
· i~e pressures .have ·been· sullll)arized .by ·Michel (93). Peyton 004, 105, 106) 
. . .' . . . ' . . . ' .· 
made' many us~ful rec·olliTiendations· for ·design . b~sed on ht~ measurement~ . or 
. ' . . ' - . - . . 
ice 'properties, and laboratory and field . investigations· of ice-structure :. 
' • . . , . . . ' ,. 
. . . . ·. :r . . 
interaction . at Cook Inl et, Alaska. Blen.karn and Kna~p (12) :described 'tl:le · 
• • • • F ··I ' . / : . ' . . . . .· ' ' . ' 
. antic~pated 1.ce .ctinditioi'ls and inaxi~um· i~e · for~es in the Grand .Banks · off~.: ., . 









~·he Coa~t ~·f Newfoundland . . Neve~ . (96), t ayrov (79} • . ·M1chel i(9.3) ; '.: :' 0 
- . l . 
. .. . ·. . . '' ' . · . . . ·. _ . . :· . . . \ . ·. . 
' Edwards .et aL (37, 38), ·an.d Sch.warz ·et al. {131)···used di"mens·i9nal 
, • ' ' • .' .• ' - : • ' • ' • ' ' I. 
analyses_ based· ·~n ' mod~l and . full -sc"~e .d~~a. .. ~0 s imui ate the ' ice-st r ucture 
. . . l 
r 




3 . . . ( 




' - . ' 
. , 
4 
.· • • r, 
I 
: on several' bridge piers in .. Alberta including tile · syn~hronization of f.orce 
. - . . - . . ~ . . .. 
-re~ording a~d .movi.e pti~tography 'at one site-t~ . study f~rce fluct~ations 
-- ~ith. :th~- ~n.a.tu·r~ of : ~he i~e · f~ilure. · ·Faifure. pr~p~rti~-~ ·· a~d· si~~~-gt~ ·. ~-
. . ' · . . . . ' . 
· deformation characteris.tic!i of.,. ice · ~nd ice c6vers wde h~died by iee!C·s ., 
.. 
;;~d As~ur· ·:· -~ ·isz): •. Gold (.47) -~~d ~avrov (_80~ .. .. Danys (27. 28) - ~nve~tiga~ed 
·.·{~ffshore light pier~- in ~he St. · Lawrenc~ Ri~~r waterway", seven. of, ~hi~h 
had·· been : damaged or destroyed t>y ice. The· effect of . i,ce press~res on 
. offshore . 1 1 ghtho~s~~ \ ~ . the . ~a-i tic s·ea., ~i ~h sooie. r~fe.rence ... -~0 . two . . ~ . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . ' . . . 
. - · . 
.. 
. .· 
··. · structura 1 'fail ~~~s, .has.· been described by R~.fnius, Haggard-' and Er~stons. : . . 
. . - . . . . . 
··1 :. 
' (ll9). 
' .. I . .. · , . · , • . . ' . . . . 
Ice. pressures based · on the above. two fai 1 ure.s . were estimated by 
. . . ' ' . . 
·I Bergdahl · {9)_ • . · Kopaigorod'ski' .. et·-~1. (71'). made .mod~.l studie; ~n ·ice sheetS -





. ... .. .. to .'determine the mean ice pres'sure . -· imd variation-of the values· 
· · · :_ . ·· .. a-round . the ~ean ~· . ' It'. -~as .ccin~lu~ed .·t~at · sh~~t~ --with : s~··l: l·. h/~-- (-.Le . .- . 
• • ' ' • • I • . • . • • . , ·.: \.' ' , , ,¥· 
_ thic~ness to · in~entQr:_ width) ratios f~H by ./inst~bil ity .wh:lle ··sh-ear 
- .. . . , ~ 
failure occurs' for · sheets with large h/d ratios: ~irayama et al. (55, . _· . . ·. 
·56) and .Schwarz ·et al ·t (132, 13~) suggested an ~mpirica(· formula . for the 
·fee_. pres.sure ' . . :~f ·:_f~~ .wt11'ch t~ke~  1~~o · cons~d~rati~~ th~ . ind~n~or . .. . . 
• ' I 
.. I : . . . . . • . . . . . ' . . ' . . : . 
shape arid diameter, i.ce .-th-ickness and · the r.elat1ve velocity :betwei:m ·ice _. 
' . . : .  · -. ' . . . . . 
· ... 
_, -· 
· . . 
. . . . t'· . 
' . and the cstructure. ·. . ' . ;. 
l·. 
··l ·· .. 
·I' .. . 
. i 
. .. ·· 
· ... --
Kivh~l~. (68}- described the. ·str_{ctural Qesfgn of ·. a 'year-ro·und 
. ,. oil. tenni·n~·l . in i-~e-~~vered· .wate·r~ 1 o'f .the·.St·: .-l~~r~nce . River: ·::·Afan~·s'•er . · 
. .. . ·.. .. . , · . 
I ' . 
.' . 
. . . . . 
·. : , . · · · (1) ·develop~d -. ari. eniperical equation · for ·loa,ding .~n ·verti'cal surf~ces 
•• · . . · .t '·; .. . ·•. . • . . • • • · . • :- • . ' •.· ' ·.. . •. · • . - . ' •· , "" . ·. . :' ' . 
.· ! . · based on experimental and theoretical · studies .. Frederki.ng and- Gold (45) · 
. . . : . . . ·. . . . . . . . ·: . . . . . _. I . ·.. . . ;· .· . .. ~ . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . .. -. . 
. des~r1b~d a ril!lthenia:tical model .for calcuJ.ating ice forc~s. ·against an · . · 
. . · .. · .. .. . . . . . ·. . ' ' . 
I 
'! 
I i' .. 
-! 
. ' 
\ . .. \ . . 
··isolated pile ~h~t tak~s .. 1nt<? ~cco~nt th~ influence of the ice ·type, · 
-~ . . 
. . 
. . ' ,· 
' . ' . 
. . ·l . . : 
·L . , -· ·. 
. . . 
.~ · . 
. • . •. t • ~ -
- - ·-
't .... ·· :. : ... 
. . \ ' 
. . , ' ' - r ;;-=---
', · 
\,_. . . '{'" 
' 
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str.ain rate, pilo': ge«:Jmetr;y, and -temper~tur~. - --The Rlissi.an. code ·of practice 
(1~9) presents fonnulae for -the detennination· of stati~ and dynami~~ice · . . 
~ -
loads on dver ., s.tructures~ 'American, Pet~oleuni In~ti-'tute (API) _r~corinenda~ 
• • • • • ol ••• j. ' . • ' . • ;. · · 
- tions ·(3Lindicate ice cru-stt~ng, .. ;streogths ot--2oo-soo ·psi ·to determine ··i~e 
. - ~ ' . . . . • '!..' . ' ••• . ' ... -' ':' . . .• . '· . ' . 
fo.rces • . Cro~~dale .(26) - dei~r-u)·ict a_.nutt'rack~r ice. strength tester io :·fh~,-
. . ~ . .. .-·--- . ,: 
Beaufor:t ·Sea which. give ice:-c-rushing strength ·va•lues ·at' (~80.15 to 
' . . ' . . . . 
. ~~ :' 
870.25 psi). .. Kenned/J!(64)i Lazi~r_ and Macla_chlan .(Sl), and La;zier and . 
' • I , , • ' I 
1 
•, , • • ~ , ; ' • 
Metge_, ( ~2) '. investigated . the ~efo~tions and movement\~ ~-~ ·i·~~- sh~_ets~ d~e 
-~'~' 
·; .•. -~~ 
. . '· 
.. 
.. . · to temper~ture variation .. · · · , . _: 
. . . . :. . . . . .· .· . 
r. . .· 
·.1_~· :-~~· 
' ; . -, .;._";, 
, .. 
: , 6 
,. ' 
-· ~ . 
... .. "-· . . . · -- Bl~m~erg and _Strader· (14) first .am!fyzed a..n offshore ·monopod •. 




.' . -· . 
. J .. ;'. 
. : . 
- . I 
:. ': :l' 
. . 
·:·~ ·. 
. ;; . 
;·""· :< dynamic res'p~nse. They::: r~·pl~ced.the-'· movi~g "1c~ loads by an ~qu-ivalent-
. ' . . . . 
/ ' 
I ' . • ' ' • • ~ \' ' ~ . . . ' . 
. ··-· 
.. , · - statk- 1oad at h-ighest tide , level and. calculated . the frequencies for the · 
- ··· • ' , , • ' • • I ' . ' , ' • - ' 
~- ' 
·-· 
...... \, . 
-~·· 
-.. ~ · ·. l~mped :mass model. It was s'uggested that i ). soil-str~cture interaction 
' ' -" • J ' ' • - ·\) • ' 'r , . • • ' • ' • ' , . ' ' ' .' ' ' 
ma,Y be ·quite · importa.,t:, if the ,applied loads ar~very 'high, and f1) 
' i'n~;;~-ction ' effect~ ~-h1 ' decrease' the res~n~nt ~~ri-od ' and ~y cause a " 
stl~ar~ ta·i -lure in 'th~ supp,~rt'ing sons.' ', ~ss~ming. the primary- ·s,tru'~tur~r" . 
• • ' ""'....... • • • • .I ' 
response to ice floe e,xCitation to .!le .',in its . fundamental rriode of ''' 
. . . . ' . '· - . 
'. 
"· . vi-prati«:Jn, Ma.tlock~ Dawkins anq -'P~na'k (90') · anaJyze~ a 'can~ilever . pi-er'» ~ 
--~~ • · 1"' .'1dealjzed ·as . ~ - ~amp~d ~-~ngl~-degree-of-freedom sy~~em and s_u.bJ~ct~d t ·o, 
.· : ->_--~- • ~ . ~a:. post~~,~ted · saw-.tooth-type detetminisdc 1~~~;~~- - · Th.e c.alculat'ed 
·:; ~ .. -, :_· : re~po~se -~·h~ed · g~~d agreeme·n·t' ~1th. e_ari'~er .field~easure~~ts of Peyton.: · · · · 
·~· . . .. ~ ... : ' "' ,;: . : . .. ' . . ' . ~ ' . ' . ' ~ . . ' ' . . ' . - ·. .... .· '/ ' ·- ' . : . 
-~ :~·- . - ~_: · . · . -_. - (106'). ' Simdarar~al) arl(LReddy (141) used -the_ Matlock ~t: al. ·madeLto _ . 
-~: ;::· ..• _ _. --- -~tudy the stochasti·c· re-~pohse of .a si.ngle~degr~e~o~-f~eedom · . rsooF·) ~del . .. 
'•<', •. ·-~ - ' .,. ... " ' . ": '. ' ' ' ' ' • ' " .. ' ,_ ' ' ' • ' ; 
. ~ - '- .. . 
, - . · .: ...... J .. ... ........... 
~ ' 
. . D -
.L. ,_ 
. ." • , ( .... ~ .. ~ . ;~,....... 
.... _- . .-·:· ) -~ . / . ', ' 
. · . . . ·; . 
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· .·by · spectra 1 te¢.hni qye ~ The. force. records u.sed . w~re. th~se of. Ble·ri.k~:r·n ( 13} . · ·. 
• ' ' • ~ • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ~ 
. ' 
It was oliser.vec:l -that .. the-
. \ 
. . I' , ' . ' , , ' • 
system responded to .excitation .for. w < w (fundamental frequency of. the · 
I ' i ' • o ' · , , o ' : • -. 41 , ' "o " ' . ' o ·~ . : ' • - : • '• ; 
· s·tr_uctu~e ). but fil tere~ out .the e~~i tati_ons. f~r w ? w~. . Peyton (106)' , · '. ':• .. 
' . . . . . ; . . · . 
concluded···from field measurements of 'responses of a· pile· s~Jb'.'iected ·to · . ..  : . --·· ' 
· ih~ ac~~on of ~n~·fo~ly-thfclc i'c~ sh.eet~ .th~~ . t~e' for~~ o~cj ·l:l-at~~~-~ ~re · _. 
. . . . '• ' . . . . . ' ' 
predominant in the range ·of . t.·Hz. _ Ki.~isild (67) estimated· ·tile . natural· - ~~ 
' . . ' . . ' . . : ' . . . ' . . . ' . . . -··. .1 ... ' ~ . . . ' . 
frequenc-ies .of·tluid.;.supported··ice ·s.heets.- ·defonnil')g ·laterally in _di-sh.:. .·r . " . f . . I • . , 
' '• to~, .. to b~ le~s ,;:than -~ . Hz. : ·Reeh (tl7·,_ .liBJ de~iv~d ·.re.latio~sh~i-ps ·to ·· 
• • . • • • ' • : l · :-' ': 
. ' ' . . . ' ' • , • .. • ' ' ~ . ,.. •. j • 
~etermfne: ~he _ na~ural frequency a~dmad_e:shape_s - _ of _i~e .shee~s vibra.ti~g .. · : :·!' 
in wat~~ and foUnd that ~he !rr•~ ofri91d~~dy ..;tionto be i Hz. · · • , · l 
'1 . . ' . . . . ' . .. 
· 2. 2'.;3 Oynamic ~nalisis · of· Fixed Offshore· Structures·. to Jc~ _F.orces. ·~ ·. ·. . · . , . · 'J 
·· ·Reddy -~nd · Cheema .(n4l · us'e<i:'the: powe~· ·spectral . de~si.ty : method . . · :. · ,, . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . ' \ • . ' 
for - th~ 'detennitiation crf responses, of . an orf~hor'(st'ructure niOdelled :as<:' ' 
· · multi-d~g~~e-of-free~o~ (MDP.F) ·lum~ed mass· _.~;s.tem.: .The . fee for~e .·r~co~ds .: . . · · 
• • ' • ' • • • • ' • " . + , • , j ~ ' J • • • • • ·~ 
were tho~e · qf Blenkarn (l2) dete_nniried froni t~o' instrum~rited ~tructural 
. • '• .· • ' • • • ' ,• tl • • • • ' • . - ' ' ' ' ' ol ' ~ · ' I 0 • ' • 
.deVices - a strain-gauged test pile-- driven ·into · the. ocean bottom /~ 
.. . ,' ~dJ~~ent - ~o - ~~ ~x·is~~n~ tem:porary. ()ffshor~: .~riH~ng·· · pla~fonn, and . a: f_;el,d . ·. 
. test; · be~m -~inged .~t -.both ~n~s 'to the. platfo~.-leg .. _ wi~h .a _ lo~~ cell :· · .·• 
. -~ . ' 
j· 




~~asut:"ing ~he ~eaction .~t the ' upp~r hinge •. o"bs-~r~ing tbe similarity~ · . 
. , . , . . .. . , I . 
1 be~_een·~he :-hmctu~-tin~ parts ~f ice ·f.orce re~ords a~~ e~~thq~ake r,Efco~ds, ·· : · .. .... f ~-
Reddy et a1. ': {115)'u.~ed ,the well-lc~own response spectr~ te~~n.i_que . f~_r · . .- ·. : ; 
. ' 
• • " ' ' • • • J • • • • • • , , .... • • • • .,. • 
analys.ing a three~dimensi_onal offshore .Platform (modelled· as -~ two- - ..... . 
. . . · ' I , ' ·. . , . , .· · .. . " , .. .. -'" ~ I . 
. . .. 
. . dimensional· ·plan!! ·fr~e) • . They ~ calculate~ the praba~l~ ·maximum ~Yri~niic > ·. · : ;: . ·._. 
• :_.. • • • ' •• • . ' .. • : •• ' ' • • • • • • • • • • • . • • ' • • ' 1. ' : . v . ': 
.. 
.. ~ : 
responsEr to -impact loads of moving. ice sheets~ ')The added water mass was 
' • ' . ' I • ' • • ' ' , ' . ' ' 
' f • 
: : - ~ 
. . . 
'· . 
.· .. · 
' · 0 
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. : . tak!fn: into account. by assuming.·; i:!:. ·t:~ ... be equal ·to the . mas~· -of. wat~r ; . 
. , ~ •, d_ispl~c~d . as --sugge~ted by-. Kin~ · {~6;:· · The i~e~force recor~'s were : d1g1tis.ed ~ 
u~ing the Nyqui~t ~rit.erion,_ ancf .. the·· ·stat~onarity of .th.e c·h~sen ice,-force ·:.·:· ~--~ 
record~ was· verifi~{by u~in·g the Kolnx)goro·v-Smirnov tes·t. The. work 
'- . . ... ·· . . ~ " . '•. ~ . ' 
,_·i_ncluded an· extensive . lit~rat~re review on · ice-stru;,:ture interaction~ . 
' . . . . . . ' . . ~ . . . . . . ~ • ;. . . . . . ' . . . . ' . . 
·, Reddy et ~l. ( 116) .used the . power spectra'l density method for the response · - . 
. ' . . 
' 
.. ·.· .. anaiYsis of a frame·d· tower _taking into ~ccount th~ · three...:d_imensionality • 
· · :sw~mi_das _and -Reddy 042·~ analysed - ~n offs.hore .OOnopo~l(toWer c~Qsidering · :·. 
• • • . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•: 
ice-~t'rudure ·;~t~·ra~tio·n by the fini'te elem~nt· method·. ' Instead of : : 
·. aSSJ.Iini~g th~ -. added ~ater mass 'to .. be equal t~. tne a~spJaced water ~ss,' I . 
. \ . :' .· . . 
. .the freq~ency dependence of the added ·water ~ass was ·tak'en ·into . ·account 
~ • • • ' • • • • ' • • • • • ' ' • u ' • ' ; ' 
f ·· ' . ', • t • • ' • .,, 0' 
based on th~ su~structure c;~n~ept of ; EAT$W, a pr.ogramme for. Earthquake 
. ·., . ., . . . . . , , : .. . I . , . . . . ., ·. . . ?. 
·· Response Qf Axisymet·ric'· Tower · Structures Surrounded . by Water . (83). The '. 
,Q 
.hydrodynamic' interactiq~ tefn\s. in· the ll)Odal equatiens Of motions of. -the ·. 
. . . ' .. . . · . . \ . 
~t-ru~ture· ·are determi.ned as· sol utions,.of ··the boundary . value· ·problems. for ' 
. . ·.. . . . . . . 
' ' . . . 
the flui-d . .dom!l.in. Ice-force records were generated' artif~Cially ' following 
·, • 'I ,';' . - . • , . , 0 ,· •• ,... • •• r;- • . _· • , • • I 
·a method suggested tiy .·swamidas 'et ai. · {143) bas~d ~n the si~~·l~r_ity . . ·. 
g • . . 
. between the fluCtuating parts ·of ·randomly vari1n'g ice-force records' and 
. . ·, . 
·se'i smi ~ records. The. wor.k includes the study of. the infl~ence of soil 
. .. 
. '. ,.' 
pro_per~ fi!S ;on the · ·.f~equenci es and · a:-esponses. ·.. · . & . 
. , . · .. ; . . . I . . 
/ . ... · \.. . . . 
l~s Soil-Pile ~edium : ' ' · 
~;3.1 · Static Analisis 
... ; . 
1 , ' • 
. . . . (' . ... 
: . ·The ~ru~ interaction problem· between ·the structure ·and the· ·s·on · · 
. ~ . . . . . . . . .'~I .... . ·. .· .. , . .' . . 
. system is still no·t' well unde:rstood. ·. Terzaghi :( 146) de~cr.ib~d. an -
. , I • . . 
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. v ' .. ·. . .· . . · ' ' ' . : ' . ' . , ' . ' . . . ' ~ 
approximate· soi_l--structure ·interaction aria lysis which gi-ves reasonable 
. :; : ·.. .• . . - ~ . . " - . .. - . . . . ·, ' .. 
'\, .- ~- :_a ·n:swer~ in~ most cas.es. How'e '{57) sugge~ted t~o il~oce.dures for ~odelli:ng · 
-t ·h.e soil .rest.~irtts .·on .:ttle strt.ict~re p~net~a.'ting~ into~ th·e ocean. floor:: _..., 
'tJ' • . ..... . ,.,.. • 
. .. 
.-~ . :) ) a-Ssumption ot'-,'an. ~quiv'al .ent point of. ·f·i xi ty ·at same: distance. -'bel ow · 
the mudline w.ith .no ·so1r restraints, and ii) assu~ption of the pile as 
.. ,' ('' 
- ·~ .• • .... • ; :::_ ..... 'I \) . • • 




The .eqaival~nt p~i-nt" of'ti_xtty was define9 ·as tha~ point of rigid __ fi~i~;Y 
·f~~ .. a vertical cantil ever without the surround.ing' medium ~hich has the ' 
.... . ' . . ·. . . ' ' ' . . 
... . . _./' . . . . . . . . . . 
· same bending moment as the actual pile with lat(;!ral soil . restra.ints ~ ; . 
.. ·~ t • • • I , ; . , . . . . . . : - . . . 
Many-research investigators used this concept of equivalent· point of > ·· . . 
·:_._ .. . ' ' . ' : . . . ' .. . . . . . 
.· 
'·· 
' . ~ 
' . 
I ' • ' 
·. · fixity.- e.g . . ·Anderson, B~rthol omew and Wong ( 4), ~nd Bil l.i ngton; Ga:i'ther · 
. " . ·a~d Ebner (il). The s~cond 'method· ··described · by Ref. 57~ which tlses · the ·. · ' . . ,, . . .. 
. ·c·once~t of' an elastic conti~uum ·.by ·a ·~et 1o~ - ~,o~ely~~paced springs~- : seem~ 
. . ~· ' 
. , . 
The conti-nuum 
. ~ 
· .... . 
.. 
concept has been used·'widel_y. to" date' in the_ analysis Of offshore 
. . . ' . • . . . ' . . ' 
,,, . 
. ~-··· 
' : I 
•' .·.i 
i i ' 




·, . .. .. 
. .. . . 
structures·. 'particular.Jy ;~ · the ' ~naiysis of ·a latet'ally-ioaded si·ngie' 
• ' ' ._ I • , ' ....... . • • >' : 
pile to a· known shear. and· moment' a:t th.e ·niudl ine. · ···-~ 
• • . . If • . .. . • . • ' . ' I . ~ • 
·•'Using the Winkler foundation mode.l. Reese. and Matlock ( 120) 
r : . , . • . ' . . . 
presenter;! a . , non~dime~Si9~al~ql~~~~-~ -~~r· la~eral~ly-loaded piles.· ·. rhey 
. ·, . .... . ... ' 
·assumed the st!il to b~have a·s a seri_e~ of separate el'astic\"eierri·ents · 
-~ith th~ son roodulus. v~·~ying. li.nearly with 1~the-· depth. · Later, M~_tfo~k 
. . ·, ~-\ .. ·. · , -,· .-·• . . . . ... . . . . . 
'and Reese (85) incor.porated . the ·_noitrinear behaviour of soil in the· 
~ ' ' (I ' .~· • ' I • 
. --analysiS· of a, . laterally~_loap~d .. pi-le ... :_ for ·_static- lo·~~:ling . . . 1The .s~i 1 : ·. . 
: . ·• '. ' . .•J . ::: 'f.. . ' . ·- ' . ' . · .. ' . ' ( .. ~ · ' ' ., ' ' . .. ,' . ' '·. 
· c.haract:ensti<;s are pre~ente~_ . by~.a· .s...et of· 'p-y' (for:ce-deformati_on) .c.urves · : 
• . . .. . . . I , :._ ~ . ,. . • . ' ' • . ' ' , , ,;., ... ~ · ·' ;.co'- . 
·· .show11 in Fig. 2~a') ft?r di._ffereoJ: . depths. · The .. Mfferenfl'al equation ·far · · . 
. ·t . ' ). ·. ~· . . 
~. ·, ' 
· ·I · 
. ;' .. . , . 
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I . . 
the be~m on the elastic fo~ndation :model-is - solved by 'an ' it.er~.ti .ve . 
' . . . . .-. . . . . . 
. procedure using successive elastic app~oximations adjust-ing th'e soii ' 
. . . . . . . . . 
. modlJlus 11 Es 11 (RIJ) ~o~stant~ a~ ea~h t~ial. ·. Wil~~n {161)' i~dicated ' : ' .1. 
-. • ' • • • ' ' • • • J • ' . : 
. ~hree possible variations of the spring 'constants or. th~ modulus __ of . '. 
subgrade _rea_ct·ion, ·Kc·: ·i) .·co-nstant with depth,' i i) ·linear with d~pth, 
·and i;;) l~sss.trimgth than that··indicated by the second' case 'down to. 
. . ·-· . . . . . 
-Q . 
the· fir·st- point of. .zero qefiection of a pile, Xr. _a·sshown in Fig. 2(b) · . 
• f ' ' • • ' • • 
Case (i.) · i~ rep~.e~en_tative : of n?rmal fy ·cahs'olidated . clays·~ whereas. the 
· SeconQ.. ~nd, third. cases are probably more .su~tabl-e for -~ands ., grayel_ ~ 
' .. . and-- normally ·~oaded silts. Feibusch and: Keith {39) ·used the i'!;ei--;ti_ve 
. ,. _....., 
. techn)que o.f Ref . . 85 to analy-se:. ~n offsho·r~ .·structure · supported by . a · ,-
... 'f, . . ' ' . . . ' . . . . • . 
· .pile ·foundatior:' c~nsideri~g a nonlinear so·i 1 'p-y' _curve: A ~o~puter -· -_ 
- ·. -progranme_· was c,iev~loped which tak~s into consideration 'the ' elastic . ·: 
' ·- , 
' , . 
. . . . . . . . I 
·_structural_ memb~r· and an inelastic sq_i.l - ~ p..:y• curve. fo~ different dep~hs. :· 
.- --: 
.· .. • ' 
. . 
) . ' . - The rt:!SUlts are :prin'tedat the · end of :the .fi~al ·it~ration wh~n 
. . · . . : . . . .· ' .· ' . . 
-~ . . : 'c6iwergence _has been achieved for the computed .and assumed . soil :~oduli • 
. } : 
·It is : pointed out· that. the inelastic soil beh~viour .will .influence the . . .. 
. . . ' . . . ~ 
. ' i 
• . . • . . . • • . . • . ,· • .J] 
-deflection cor;tsiderably compared to that -for ~he case of assumed- fixity . 
. · . ·. - . ... · . . . . . . I ... . . .. . 
··- Therefore, neglecting the coupling effeCts: _in soil-:-structure-pil e i 'nter-
• . acti,on. can result in unconserv~tive design values. 
I " 
· . Spi-llers and ·Stoll : (139) consider.ed the soil medi urn inte~~ctiQg · . 
' /, ' , . ' . . . .-·· 
i -- with a laterally-loaded pil·e- arid analysed two idealized models .-for stati~ 
• · . 0 ' • . : ' . . ' • • . • • ;. 
. -o. 
• f : . • / 
. . 
pile ·in elasto-plastic ha+f-space. nie ' Mindlin Equation was .'USed ' for 
• l • • - ~ . . . • • • . • • .. - • 
. detenni'rling 'th~ soil-.properUes. relati _ng _ d~form~tion ~t certain _specific ·_. ·: 
. . r . . I . : ! -
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ilo -,. 
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: · ·two-dimensional pile group _ f9r static load-ing_ by the· -i~fl _uence co--·. 
·efficient method ~ The so-i 1 :. resistance was c~~si dered ~:~niform or .· · . · 
_iricreasing' p.roportionally with. depth . . A~-chenb_renner ,(5) presented a . 
e:. '• . 
.three-dimensional study based :on th~ influence coefficient method-. Kubo 
' 
(74) , carrie~ . out: an experi~ental study.:to det_ermine .thE!! .behaviour of' 
. . . . . . . . . . .· . . 
laterai1y-loaq~d piles .in _-· -bbth--~~r!dyand~layey·soils . . ·A new r~lationship 
. . . . ('\ . 
bet~een the'' soi_l reaction. and :,pile defle(:1Q~~ - wc:s-s ·propos--ed ';. and - / . 
- - . . . . ·. . . . . ·. . - I . . . ·. -
conversion factors w~re establi~hed ·to . predict. the' behaviour Of t he-
prototy~e _.pi.l e ~n -~-h~··oas is. ot t~~- ;esul ts or-~odel . tests. · It wa·~ - f~und 
• ttia_t =- th(soi l. reac.~ion · coefficien~_ 'K' decreases·. ~or p-i-le·: widths g~eat~~ · 
'., 
' 
; ·- -=, 
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than .. 20 em~ . Many -~ield test values wer(:! processed to es_tablish ~- = imi.!Jue . . 
. ' I' . ·. '., . . . . . . 
. relationship between the · soil reaction-·coefficient- 'K' -and the standard 
. ' . . . . . . . . . 
, I 
, · 
·, . I .. . . . . . 
· pene.tration · value • N' for clayey anq sandy· soilS... ·saul {130·) presented- ·a 
. . . . . . . 
. . . 
general fqrmul_ation of the liia~rix·. method for a three-~imensior:tal 
:· ~- . : '. · 
I . . 
·.· foundation with rigidly connected plles. : He :.indicateq that. the -niethod 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' 
co~, d bl!'-extended-. to dynamican~-1aaded - foundations-. - . Robertsori · u2s) -· 
. t -~ ' . . . ' . . • . . . . 4 .. , - .• . ·. 
and . Parker and• Cox ·( 100) used the riiethod _. fomiul a ted by ·Reese ·and MatlQck · 
. ' . . . . . . ' . - . . . . 
4'.,~ • ' ' • 
(122, 123) for \ i>ne · a·~alysis subjected to lateral and ~ axial . ·loading. 
·Reese ~nd O'N~il-1 ·(124) .Presented the theory 'for a· general three~ · 
. di _m~ns,fonal, g~uped. pile foun~ation ~sing matrix 'to~ulaUon •. Ba; i'cally; 
.. ·· . . . • ' · . -~: . . ..-.. . . . . . , . . . . .· I . 
the metftod was .an e·xtension of the theory of Hr.ennikoff (58) in .which - · 
. . ' . . . . ~ . . . : . . . . 
. · . ' • . • . ~ I> .·~~ 
the piles were presented as. an assemblage of springs . Awoshi ka and · 
o Rees:e '(6·}. --~res~nted t~e analy~is · of·~:- ~oun·d-~ti~_ri with ;_.widel·y~ ~~ace~- -- ---- -
. .. 
battered piles fo-r s·tati c loading cqns i der.ing soil nonliMari'ty. through 
. . . - . . . . . . . . . . 
. ~ ( ' 
p-y. curve. P.i_le$ s~bjectedJo latera_l and.- axial loads were studjed· · _ 
· _. ex~~rimenfall; ·and anal yticall.y. - Ree~e ,'. o·iNei , -,- . an~ : s~i t~ · (. t2s) pre sentect' 
. . ' . . . 
•' 
. ; . 
. 0 
.1_ 
· . ... ; · . . 
ll ' 
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. .. 
the generalized analysis ··of pile-supported . structures by matrix 
. . . . ( ' . . . 
. · · · · : formtil at fon. r 
·· · . ·Model stu.dies .of laterai ly-loaded pi_les· were carried-out._ by. 
/' 
. Davisson and Salley )29) .. to· develop c~i't~ria for _t .he d~sign qf _ pi.le. 
. , .I . . . . . 
. . . I 
·.foundr,ttioris. · Matlock· (89) carried out field .tests ·on instrumented piles 
' . . . . . . . ~ 
as w~ll as .,1 a bora tory model . tests tQ . estab lisJl the· co.rrel atio~s between 
. . . _· . . . . · . .. . · . . . . . ·. : -.., - ' .. .. 
the - two . . Three _types· of loading conditions often·. used for ttle design of 
. . . . . ' · ... 
-: '· 
laterally:-ioad.ed piles in ·soft o'··normally consolidated marine clay were · 
. . . I ' . I.. . . . • . . ·-~ . ·. . ' , . . ' ' . . 
corisidered, n~mely· . ;j short~tenli -s-tatic .. loading~. : ii) ~yclic -loading, · 
. -- -:. . . . ~ 
: 
·and iii) subsequent reloading' wit:h.~fo.rces less than the 'previous maxi~a ·~ · ... 
S.ince ·the design re~ollJllendations of Ref: ~.9 were bas.ed' on · ~ considerabl~ .. · 
. ' . . \ . 
a.OOurit . of experience a~d e'xperimelltal. data. 'they s'eeni . to be the' most 
. ~ ' :. . . \ . . . . .. . 
. . ' . . :/ .. .. . . . .. . .. 
. : reliable of the. established procedures av.aiiable for developing : •P-:Y ~ 
. ... . . . . . . . . - . 
.... 
. : : rel~tionships f~r pil~~C";~· - ~oft d1ay . . 
. . . 
Field :te~ts on 1 a~ge diameter bore_d piles under axial ·and 
I 
'lateral loads ·'were .reported _·br·.Botea, ·MancHu' and Abram~sey . (15) . . ·o;aj . I 
:'(3l) prese~t .'a_ comp·~·t~r ~an~l;~is ;dr .. t~~·. · ~~t~rminati~n of 'pile !or~~s. 
displaC'ellle'nts and ~oil r~ac~ioris of a gr_oup of ~piles . in soil .with general . 
elastic properties. He as.sumed e·lasti~ behaviour -of piles and .re'presented 
.. . . . .. •' : 
~~e p'ile as a linear ~la·s-tic beam support~d !'!lastically by the' soil. · 
• Interactio'n ben;,een .different .. p11es :in the groups wa.s · n~glected ;. 
> .· Shrivasta"v~· · (~34) ·analysed . ~ p1le ·group -~~bj~~;~ed ~o ~e~~i cal.: and lateral 
. loads by developing a st.iffness matrix ·relation between ·exter nal forces - ... 
. . , . 
. . . ' \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . : . ( .· " '• . . . 
and displacement. vectors. · ·The p1le cor:~stants · were_. deternnned f rom the · 
.. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . .. ~ . . . ' .. . ·. •. ... . :_ . : . . . . . . .. . ,· . . ~~ . . . . . . 
Mindlin Equation for forces acting inside the· elasti.c half-S'pace ~ . · It · 
. . .. ' . 
., 
wa~ concluded t~at good resufts. canbe obtaine·d :frOJ'fl the· elastic -theory if 
\ 
'I 
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.!1fl, 
'the soil · . ~rope,rties are _properly assessed and the' magnitude of the ·loa·d; ng ,. 
. . . . . 
is abput o~e'-third 'to. one-half of.the ul,t.imate l~adirig.· Poulos (107,· 108~ 
109) .assum~d .that the soil stirroundi~g the , pil~s acts as an elastic half-
·' 
;· space according · to tnee.las~icit~ theory. · Proce~u.~es wer~ pres~nte~ to 
predict the late,ral behaviour of i_s.olated single pi,les, pile groups .·anci 
.. . .. ·. SOcketed· pilf;!S; . ' Though the m~t!lod indicates the· possibility of analysis . 
·. . . :. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . , . \ ' . - . 
of a~y . pile size \ind piie gro~p~ ·it ·· is .. re~tricted by .th~ · a~sulnPtion~ . of.·· 
I 
... 
' ' . • I • • • •--., ... _ .. . • •, ,, ' ' ':; 
' constant and unifonn Young's modu_l:f .for . th¢ soils ·and .. piles, and -con'stant 
· . . se~tion too~u1 .; · ·f~~ ~he ·p.iles . Other . limitations are appl\ cab.Je 'to only 
. ;. . . . . : . .. ~-- . 
·fixed or free-headed: piles and .. comput.ation of. only P.ile head response . . 
Brtid . et· a l . . ( ~~-) out 11 n~d a methO'd . fo'~ . ana 1 ys i ~g . an offs ~ore. s t r~ct~_~e 
.?nPi1e' foundation.s" consi~~rin9 noniipear ' soil behaviour~ The _ t~c~niqu~· . 
u·~ed for the solution· w~s :a 'r~d;u¢~d stiffness':. methoQ, ·i·n .which . the . .. 
structure ·and the pile foundation are .fi~st treated .separateli and tnen 
• ' ' I ' ' ', , . 
· deflections · and f~rces. at-'the .. st~uciure-pi le he~d interface ar.e ma~ched . '· :· 
.f . . . ' 
by iteration ·t:·o sc;~tisfy the final equilibrium c·ond'ftiion • . ~ocht and' Koch . · . 
~ ~ . . . . .. ·. . ., . . . ' . 
. (4.2) pres~n,ted . an· approximate· procedure for ·pr~di cti_ilg the beh~viour ejf 
laterally-loaded offshore pile'groups; S~bgrade (p/y) an.alysis was 
:combined wtth the .elastic half.;.sp~ce - pro-~~dures . . incorporating the' ' 
I 
: relevant m~dification.s. 
. . ' ' . 
liJ. 
2. 3. 2 Dynam·; c Ana l.ysi s . 
·2.3.2:1 Methods· other than Fi~ite Element ·Method · 
. . ..1 . . 
·one .of the 'earliest· studies ·;n· ·the dyniunics o:f lat_erally-loaded· .. 
., - . . .. :.. ' . . . . . . ' . •· ~ ' ~ . . 
pi ies ·waso thai_-of· G~~l. {46). He carri'ed out extensive · mo~el ·.tests · of . a 
' , • , ' • • I • • • • ' • ' ·, ~ 
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. .. . 
.. ~1mulate ·a .p1l e subjected to ocean waves. Testing of a vert.1cal pile on 
: ' ·. . . , . 
a weak marine foundation indicated that- fpr "relatiVely" low fr_eq~encY 
·:of load oscillation.~o· dy~amic : . load factor· is required . . It was also 
' ' • • ' I ~- • ' ' ,,' ' 
poin'ted O!Jt that .• det~rmination of the var·iable load factor by model · 
. . , . . - . . ' . 
. . ' I . . . . , . .. . . 
studies : would ·require testing· with a wide ·.'rarige of frequenc;:ies, 
. . . .. G 
different types of p,iles ahd foundations. ·Instead o·f assuming a viscous . 
. ' . . ' . . . . . . 
soil ~medium, i~t was assumed· that plastic flow will occur in soil during . . 
, .. 
. :·\ · 
. . . ' . . ,._ · . - . . 
· · vibr~tion ·making the damping ·negligibie., . The dynam:ic modul\ts differed . . . . •. 
•' . .. . . . ' ' ' 
from the.static modulus by only 1%·. · From the analysis · of the test -data · ."t ·. 
: • • ; • • \ • • # . _ - • '. 
. it wa.s concluded that: . : . / 
1. . The p_ile :vibratesin .the form ·of a·standing . . wavewhi.ch i s . 
. in' ptJaseiwit~ · t _he osciilating loa<i, 
2. . Soil_ damping .i's· n~gl ig.ible, ·: . '• . ·' 
. " 
3." 
• \ . • • Q ' • ~ • : • • • • • 
At relatively low frequencies of osctllatfon, the maximt.im 
bending mOment and the section whe're it occurs are not materially 
.. · . . .. ' ' . . . . ' ·. . \. . 
. dlfferent from those obtained' for a ·statiC . case, and . ·' .. 
. .. . . . . . 
.4. Soil modulus is constant for- montmorilloni t e clay~ more 
• • - · . 4 • • 1 ·, . • 
coiTillOn.ly known as bentonite, under dynamic . 19adi ng. 
• Q • 0 • • 
' 
'' 
In. this in~estigation .-:the .rate of loa~i'1~ was kept :const.ant - .... 
0 • • ,1· 
at 1 Hz and 'the· materiAl ·consi'dered , was .a s ,pecial type of clay exhibiting 
.unusual prope_:rties. · . Hence, : the·cqnclusion~ ~ta~ec;t 'above . cannot :be . 
-~~c~~ted to b~ · gem!ra11~ v~lid eve~ for--·clays. · T~~ker fl4~) e~t~~ded 
• • • (I • • •• • • • • • ~- : ~ • • • : . ' • • ' • • • • • 
· the Matlock model (86; 87) · for dynamic-analysis of laterally-lo·a·ded , 
'pi-les ~ ~~· the ·unste~d; . ~6ndi~ions - ~f impu~s~ ~~ nd - . harnxl~i.~ loa~ing~. He · 
. . . - . . . I . , . . . . . . .. . ·. . . . : . . 
~xtended Matlock' s t echnique for · ~ol ving · a · beam- column on f~JUndati on 
~ . . . ' ' ' -
. . . . .. . . . . " - '~ . . . . .(. 
un.de'r static loa~lng to t.he prQblem of dynamica_lJy-loaded pile • . · - r~e. 
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' ' 
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·' . ~. 
·basic differential ·equ~tion of· ~tion for dynamic equilibrium 'was 
·' . . ·' . '\ ' - . ' 
tra~sformed to. a · set .. _~f finite difference equations. Vi sco_us damping 
was I; ncluded :; n .the model ~~d tti~ r-esults · showed good ·agreement with. · .. 
, ·those .ol-Gaul. ··Rei:. i~a o-~~-~r~ed t~a;t . the tru·e relation~:hi p_ ..between pi:le 
~ .• • • • . • ' • • • . • • • • - • • # • 
deflection_and soil resis.tanc_e. is - ~e-ldom lin_ea~ due . to ·nonlfnearity of 
"' • . .' . 
'• . . . . ' . ' . . '\\ ' . . . . . . . ~ ....... . 
· the stress.:_s1train curve for sojl. ~- It ·was . recorrmended that ·non_l inear 
:_sp.rings .be introduced .to. repr~sent the ·soil - force.:deformation 
' ' 
. . ' '' · characteri~·tics 'accurately :and the-.iter.'at'iv~ ·t~chniqu~.-as sugge~t~d by 
. . . ' \, . ,• . ' . ' • . c..: . - .· . -- l -~ ) • • • •• 
Ref. '122,·. be us·ed ·for solution • . 
. . ·I. . .· . . . • . . . I . ,' .. .. ·"" . . • :· • 
. , . · H~yas.hi .a_nd Miyaji_,na (Si) .· C9':Jducted .tests ·on vertical :·s-teel . 
. · H-piles' emb-edded 'in sands and .subjected to 1 atera~ .stati~ . and dynami·c- . 
. \ ·. ' .. ~-.' . . ' . ' . •. . . :. " ' . . . . .. . ' . . . . ··:: ).~ ·. '. . ' . 
loads· .. · Their findings were: .1) ~The natural · frequency and .resonant 
' ' ' • ' ' , ' I 
., 
1j · : curves . f~-~ .single · vertical . piles can be ,calCtil ated · fro~ i:Cieal ised 
. \ . ,· . . ~ . . . . . . . . .~ ;. . . . . . . 
. ·si'!lple vfbration systems. and ii) !Jamping coeffjci.entS' measured ;in the 
' fr-ee vibrat.ion. tests dep'end· _o.il the relative densi.t ;'es of the. subgrade ' . . ' 
a~d ·the length~ of the fr~e -,p~~ts of pjl~s-.' . La~er'al' 1~ad ·a.nd.·vi_bration · 
· ' . . ' . . . . . 
tes.t dat~ ciri pr.ototype :pile ' g;oups con'si.sting of - ~ertica'l and battered ·. 
·:· _. . piles,: ~ere r~port~d by .Matsu~to and ·Tsuchi~a (91). ~Penz~~n~ .S~h~ffey 
· a~d . Parinel ee .. ( 102) a~alysed b-ridges· on i~ng pi l.es s~~j~cted ~~ -~-ei smi c 
. . . . ·. . . ·. . . . \ 
. excita:ti~n _i.n which __ ~he soil system ,-s rep~es_en~ed by .a K~lvin-Voigt . 
· mcidel~. ·. The ·inert.ia of the· soil :system ·was taken · i~t~ consid~ratj~n 'by ·· 
-. . . . .. . ·: . '. ·, ./ ' .· . . . ' .· 
·I I means of a 1 ump'ed mass' model _ fo'r eva·l ua:ting __ t _he ·s_o.il reaction to l?.ei smic 
I 
' 
. ;. ·- e~jtation~ The·results1 fro~ extensive soil : t{!sts· on San Francisco B~y . .. 
·. I . .'.. . mud ~~r~ ·used tO. d~~e~i~:e-- th·~ OOrl]inearhyster~ti_C · St-~e~_S-Str-~in . '• · . , 
. . r~la~io~~ -~ --~a:mpi ·ng and. creep c;ha-~act·~·risti~s Qf_:·cl ay.· · rt;le. ~del . · 
~ ':· ,' developed initia~fy ·~as .- a' coupl~ed 'sys_~em whi.cti led to an ext~emel.y :, . 
. . I . . . . .-
. .. · .. 
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. ·: .. ' ..  ' 
compl ic~ted me~hod .of. analysis reqJi~ing . cons1derab·l~: ccimpu~~tio~aT : 
. .. . . . . . . .' ' . .. . . . . . I . . : . . • 
effort. ~ After a 1num~~of atte-mpts it was decided · ~~·si _mpiify th·e .,_ 
problem by ·using an . uncoupled s~·ring system often. ca·lled 'the "Winkl_er" -·. 
model. Another ass.u'!'pt1on' made :w~s to. eval.uate the u·ncoupl~d ~p~ing 
p'raper-t1es·· from the static. stress and_ displ ace~ent. fields wit:hfn the 
....:.. . . . ' . 
. . clay medium, i_ .e. ·· t~e ·M.tndl ill ,theory. The assu~ption was :justified·_ 1 
. •/ 
. by -the argunien~ that ·' the -characteristic. wave ·le.ngth jn ,the clay mediuri\·. 
. . - . ·. ,, 
- I . . ··. \, . . . . . . . 
·a shear wave length, was .long_compared to the ho_rizontal ·distants.e across 
' ~ . . . . : '.. ' . ,' ' .. . .• . .. /. ~ . 
the zone of ·major in.fluence resulting 'ft:om itiieracti9n~ ·. ,The· soil ·spring. 
. . . . . .. ' . ' ; . 
-used was of the ·· bili 'near type and :a step-by-s~ep matrix-analysis . 
: .. so.lution ·of Wilson and.Clough .. (ls6) was used· · ·t~ sol~e the set . of 
. . • • - ' \ .' . • '! . • : ' . . . •. • . ' 
simultaneous differential equations for the soil - a'nd the pile displace- . 
. . . I 
·. _ ment~ . . Thjs · appro~ch wa$ .a -lso used fo.r -~he: ~halysis .of an offshore 
.. \ ' 
platfonn ,which·will . be discussed· l. ater.i~ 'this. se~tion· . 
. · .. ·.· . Hayashi, ~iyajima and Yamashi~.a ·(52) pro~osed a ' neW' method 
. . . _. . . - /. ' . ;.; .. 
for estimating the· behaviour of:piles under· .static and. dynamiq, loading. 
' . ' . . . : ' .. - ' ·.• . . .. 
. . 
. .. investigate~ the -characteristics of horizontal sl.lbg.rade ·reacti.on for · 
dffferent"types _of soi 1.: 
~ 
• J l t ·' . . .· :' .. ' . ... 
Several · "staridard curves 11 were presented for. 
'di'ffererit types .of so_il classified as "C-:Type" .and us_:Type'! to predi_ct .: 
/· • • J 0 • ••• 1 
the deflection of a pile above· the soil surface, .maximum· bEmding .moment 
. ' ' ' . . · . . ' . ·.· . ' . . . : '.. . '. . . 
' .. . . / . . 
· ~n~ -the necessary · 1 erigth" of pi 1 e eltlbedment :for design · .. purposes . . · Th_e ' 
t ' • ... • • 
.· ·study' .. also .considered the respo'ns~ of .a pile to · lateral dynainic 'loading _ 
of 'the ',alterrlating . type_.·. the reports 'ind.icate the ~on-av~ilabiiity of 
• . .. • ' ' • ' _ . • • 1 ' · , • ' ... · • • ' . 
adequate literature on -piles -subjected to random· loading. Pr-akash and 
. ' . . . 
. . 
. ' ~ . 
Aggarwal . ( t:io) reported ·the · study '·of ~ vertical 'pile under lateral 
: • 
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dynamic loading, ~nd compared the deflection wi-th .that for a s'tatic'· case • . 
I~ ~n~the_r - : study · involv_ing ea:rth_quak~ ~xx·, ation, Kubo (73) studied the . 
response o.f a system having two degrees 'q. · eedom - one repres·enting the 
' . . . 
superstructu-re anci the · 'other -the subso i 1 ~ · He suggested that, for 
. . I . 
~tructures 1ftodelled in the·most simplified way, -at·least two degrees of 
'. . ' . . . . . . 
-freedom must b~ cons:ictered fol:' dynamic anal-ysis. The .restoring force of 
. . . . . .. . ' ' . ' . .· . . . 
the superstructure_ ·.is ·ihe elasti ¢ property of the n·ame, and ttie' spr,ing . 
/ • • I' • ' • • • ' \ .. ....--- • • • 
force · applied to the substru·cture is the hor-izontal ·resistance 'gf the . 
. . . . ' ·. ·. . . .· ' . . _· . ' . ~ . . ·. . . .·. ,: _·. . ) . · . 
. subsoiL · T~e study ·fncl udes the .- relationshi p oetween __ .,~he structural 
' . . ' . . . . . . 
response ·and -the.· ground moiio~s, damping -. constants, etc. · Fl emmin_g _et al ~ -
. (41)· desc_ribed an analytical study which included soi·l:..struct~re . inter-
. ·. .. . ,• · .. . ·, ., . . ' . . .· . 
action. The superstril~ture was . ideal-fs.ed by a ~onventi~nal :· lumped -ma-~s 
I . . 
model 'ano the son' medium --~as represented by a f'lexiblE! memb;r attached 
. to the .above lumped mass model, having the same for.ce-deformat'1on 
' - . ( . . . . . . . . ' 
relation~hip ' as the foundation. · - The:_: soil properties ·were ass.umed to be . 
. linea-rly ~lastic and' t~e · soil ~· da~ping . ~asnegleCted i~ - formula~i.ng 'the 
• • . r . • ' . ! 
:·variation -of foundation stiffnesses indicated that, in earthquake ana.lysis~· 
' · 
· ·comple~_ely err~neou·s results may occur .·due to neglect of fourda~ion.;.; 
-·superstructure interaction effects~ · 
,. . • , ' ( . 
. ~-
• Forehand and Reese (43) st~died th.e -vertical motion of a _pile ... / · 
. du-~ing- driv·i~g . with_ \h~ _'heip·_ ~-:f 'th~_' wa'v~.' equation~ It ~as ·a~umed tbat 
. I . . . 
" .••• the re'sistance to driving_. is' compose~ of . th~ stat~c resi_stance . plus 
incremental resfstance that develops under dynamic' loading • . and is· : .: 
expressed as a· percentage : of the static' value •. ; u .-. 
·.· charact~ri~ti~s of 'i~e s~il . 'arl. d~ scribed as . . ...., ; 
. tl . ' . . ·.· .. . .. ·. 
, . 
• • ! 
The load deformation 
. I 
. . ? . 
I 
,;--- I , • 
j .. 
': ! 
' • . j 
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.._ ' :_. ' (2.i) / 
• • • l • • 
. ' ; 
.. 
. · ' whe~e - ~0 :i'? the ~y:namfc t~esi -s~ance(Rs is th~ sta~ic _ ~esistance_; cv is .-
the viscous. dam-ping _ and - ~-- is the :rate of d·i.splac~ment. Wu {1963) 
. . . . . . . . . 
, , , • ~ ' I • \; .. 
· observed ttiat soil resistance in the pile driving analysis is composed ·:.· 
-. . 
of ·two parts - · the lin.ear ·viscous damping o'n the outs'ide surface anc:J ,the . 
- . 
. restori~·g · force at . the .' pil e end: Bar~an (1) indicated_- that • . in · ~lays, 
- . . . : . - . . .. ' ' -. ' . . I . . . . 
. . · .the pile na~ural frequency remains -nearly constant while.being driV~n - . 
. · ' 
and increases after a week. 0 it. ·was 'concluded -from this .ob'servation 'that 
. /_.,'. . . . . . . . 
· resi_stance during driving 'is due to end bearing,~ an~ resistance after · . 
. driving is · due to ~he - she~r . on · ~he . outside sur:tace . . Chan and·Hirach .(22) 
0; ' presented a' detane'd repor1;of .available _publications up to 1977 on 's·q:il 
. . dynamics ~nd s~il- rhe~l9gy .· Parmelee t101) -i?vestigat~i the build{ng-
. ~ - - ' . ' . 
- - ."foundation _ interifcti~n phenomenon by .'uti i izing ttie solutions for the 
·. / • . ' '- · . ' . ·, ' . - - -. - . ' 
.steady sta·t~ vi~ra·t-ion of _.a rigid plate -on an elastic half-space. H~ 
u~ed By~roft's (~9}. resultsforthi~ · st~dy:wit;h ttJe main. assumpt.io·n-· that ·_ · 
. • . ' - . • I . ' 
· . 
. ' . the ground -or fou'ndation m·edi~m _is .a 'semi--infinite, iso~ropi~, 'linearly 
elasti~ body. ·. Edge ·(36) _ made a detail _ed analyt-ical study ~f an off-
shore s'tructure with pile foundations, · subjected to wave loading. · Both · . 
, .. . .. I . - • , , . 
. . ~ det~rmini~tic and -·s ·tochastic models were consicJered _in the analysis ' 
assumi-ng ·a Win,kler~type foundation.- The son · w~s replace~ by three · 
'types of springs a t each level of pile below mudl.ine -~ i) Lateral 
. , . - . I . . 
~P:.ings for bendi~g. if) Vertical · sp~ings for -shear. ind iii-) Torsional 
springs--for twis~ • The Young'.s inodul us· for · soi-l was . assumed. to be . 
' . ' ' . . . . . . 
·_varying w_ith· depth an~ th-~ a~_~lysis' ~as c'arried. out -for ;a linear } 
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- . · ' . . 
small-size -one will hardly satisfy the similarity - law between t -he model . . . 
·and prototyp-e. From tests . wi_t~ : .a very 1 a rg.e ·shaking table at the Chi ba : 
· . Experiment s ·tation, University of -Tokyo, ·;n 1967,, the. following results 
\ 
~~- were obtained · by Ref. 75: · _i) maxim~m - t>ending stress o~·c-~rs . a:t ~ 'period 
/, . . 
_·of about 1.3 sec in· .t~e · prototype,· and ii) as . th~- frequencY of the shaking 
. . 
. . ,-. . 
·. table incr·eases, ground .-movemimt be.comes larger and the surrounding -soil ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
pus.hes the piie horizontally;' ~ Ross .(.129) · deveioped an anaiytical model' 
. f~r the resp9n~~ a~a l:ys·i~ of_ aJ .offs~or:e pile ·s~bje~ted -t :o wa_v~ . loading:, .'. · •. 
. \ . :; . : ' : . . . • . . .. •. • . ·, • • . ! . ....- . . ' .' . . • ' : ·· 
· .' The·_ pil~ analysed was a·single·one embeddedin the oceari. ·floor and the ' 
. . ' ' . . . . 
. ~ . ' " . . : / 
superstr.uct!Jre was replaced ~,Y a 1 umped mass connected to · th~ - p.ile top 
. . ..· . . ·• . . . . . . . -cr ·· · -. .. , · · -" . . . .• • . · 
-. 
by,-two spri.ng·s, lat·e -ral and rotational. · Both soil nonl ineari_ ty and pile 
- • - 1 , - • • • • - • 
- ,. . 
' ~l..;-_ · 
. ... ... 
'···.:· 
' · . .-.{ 
. -. ~.: .' .' . 
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. geo111etric . nqni in~a-ri ti. were. 'considered;. · Interactio,n between· th~ pile 
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·. , . . . . .. - \ ' 
and the s9.n was simulated ' by a f!lOdif.ied . ~elvin-Voigt-type model pla~ed 
• ; -· . • •• • • • : 1 • • 
at. no~es below the ·mud l_ine. ·. Non,-ine.ar soil properties . wer~ simulated .-
. • ' . . . . . . ' . 
,\' 
. . 
· by placiflg.~ dashpot piaced in par~llel with a .spring . frict.ion block . 
• • • • • • • ~ • • : - . (I • • • • • • 
. ..,. . sy~tem . . Da~ping was · represented -at each node by a dashpot. The 
equation of · motion ··was soi ved by the Runge~Kutta -Meth.od~ .and. the resu·lts . 
' . .· \ ., . . . - . . . 
.. ..... ,.· .. . . . 
compared ·w; th laboratory 'test-val u·es on a m~de1 pile: 
. .. . . . .· . . . 
A~ar-Wal ·(~) forniu.lated· a method ·for analysing_ the dynamic · 
. ~ . • . . . . _· ·.. . . - I . . . . 
. 'response· for a pi-le . using the discrete-element method . as suggeste_d. by 
. - ·.· - / · ' . . . 
· Mati·ock et . al. (88) for .a ' linea~l_y,;elastfc beam~colu~n •. Th~· phy~fcal 
' . ' ' .... . . 
mode.l co·nsi sted of rigid._ b~rs, GOnnected end to end wi th .-pin j~ints ,· and_ 
elasti'c :~pr.ings - ~o input _ the .requir~d - ·flexural stiffness : The soil . . 
. . : . . . ' - . . .. 
medium was· represented by· infinitely ·Cl:osely-:sJ)aced :springs, Le. t .he 
Winkle~ ·-f~~ndat1.on -~. mass. ~~~ 'dashp"ot dam.ping. ·' Although. o~ly ' ·1 jfiear 
. . l ··· . .. ·.·  .. . · ... 
'., - ~ ·---~-- ·-· . · ;-·:: ··· --- - . . . ..:·- .-,-. --~·;,.;~~~ -;;~~-~~..-.:- · -
• ' . 
.. ~ · · ... ' ·: . .,... ... ·: , ' ' . :~ ·-.. ~·~ . ·• , . . ··~: . :, ;,~·'·~ ... ·. ' ~ 
, 
. 1 
:-· . . . . . -~ .J. .. 
,, •' ·'t . 
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. • ,• 
analysis was carr.ied out, the method· _gives .an opti'on to ·use .a no~linear 
so.iLsi>r._ing b~ a~ 'equivalent. combi.nation of . a force and ·a 1 i~_ear spring." 
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.. . . . 
Compari s·on of : the . anal yt i ca·l results. With test. va:l ues · for ·. two different 
ki.nds ·of: 1 .oading, . ~) · h~r:oonit ari'dii.; t~~~si~~·~·. : ind·.~~~a~ed : fai~(y . go~d . 
• • ' • • ' • • 0 ; _ • • 
agreement. P.rak.~sh . and. · chandrasekh~ .r,an ·( l'll) . studied th~ ~ dyrtamic . 
. .. . ·: : I ·. · :- I • ,' ' • •• • • • 
'. response of a. pi.le' under lateralloadi.ng ana,tyti..cally and .experimentally. 
. : ' . . . : 
.· · Based ori a rull-scale ~field ·test .o~ severa_l piles brlt.h .bearing ·and 
. . ' . ' . ' · 
. . fric~ionaltypes, an easi'er ·method :of analysis was sugges~ed . for predicting, .·· 
.. · 
.' · · pile response to. latera 1 dynamic load~·· Siil ard '(144) repO~ted : the dynamic · ·· ~ 
• ' ' J • • • • ' - · • : • • • 0 • • • 
response·,of mult'ilevel guyed:. tf:)wer's subjected .to ~arthquake . excitations'. 
I ·' . 
considering the nonlinearity of the . ehstic supports~· I.t was suggested · 
. ' ....,..._ 





handled in1a manner.:si~ila~- _to · that '''for. the . p~estress~·d cabl.e s·u~port~. ·. . ·· . . · . ' 
. \ . . . . . . ' . . . ' . . :· . . 
T~e Navier solution_ wa~ used to solv·e ', the. differential equation ofornotion· 
· for .the . forced · part of the ~ibration:. Th~· nonl'inear1tyof the cabi~ 
' : - . . . . . . . : . . . . . . 
suppor.ts was approximated by ·a piece-wi.se 1 inearization. techn.1que • . T~jimi · 
·- . . 
o4s) studied a structure embedded i ri . an 'el astk str~tum by the' ~pplicati ~n 
. . . ·. . ' . . . . - ·~ . ' . . - . . ~ . . . . ,, ' ·.·' . . 
·of the three:-dimensional .wave propa.gati_on theory; . Penzien .(103) . presented . · 
an analytic~, - roodel for evalu'ating ' the r¢sponse .of an .offshote tower. to . 
: • I • ' • ' 
seismic excitat.ioo .considering . soil-pile-water-structure ; nteracti on. 
: . . . . · - . . . . . ':· . ' . . . . . . . . , . . ;. .·... . .. . .. 
Three ~.inds of mOdel~ were used to simulate the. true . interaction effec~ .of . 
soil ar'ourid -the structure; two ,of .:t.hese we~e presented earlier in' a . pape'r 
~n· the . ~~a.ly~ is ~ of ·· ~ ··bridge ~~_tr~ctu~~· -~uppo~~ed .~n · ~·iles (·~ef. ·1ci2 L: . 
. • • • . . . . - .' • ' . · , . ; I ' ' . • 
Deternnnistic .and stochast:ic respo.nses· were · presented for an elast1c · 
; • I • < • • • ' ,' 
:' · 
.• .· 
·' .... _ 
/ 
. ' 
·. ·) : \ . 
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' 
' .. : 
h_al f~~pace llMJde~ a_r}d the results fnterp.reted in terins gf pr.~sen~ - design 
. ,0 ' . Q . •/ . 
· code · requ ;· remerits .' 
' . . . 
It was . suggested that, for deep pi T-e f9undations, 
. ' ' . 
·' ' . . ' • • . . 0 • 
the · soil medilJll could be idealized by·an elastic half-space.because· the · · 
• . • • • • • • • 0 • .> .. • • ••• 
lateral forces . appiied 'to -ttie ·upper ends of .the piles- by the· tower would 
' • • • • \ l (o • • • • . ' •• , . 
' •. I • ·) ·. . '. ' •. 
·be rapidly transferred ·to the sorrouhding soil ·with.fncreasing depth, 
. . . ~ -· . . . ' . . . . 
• • ,,1'. 
un.less the . found~tion· .conditions are extremely - sof~. Bielak .. and · 
.. ' 
'Jennings { 10_}. studied the . dynamics of. buildJng:-:soil..interaction .by 
. ·.· . . . ,. . > . . . .;l ' • ' • ..~ . • • ' .. 
. - modelling the s9:il_· as -a 1 inear elastic · half-sp~~e and the bui id1ng · 
'structure · as an h·-degree~of-freedoin ·oscillator. · . Both earthquake ,response · 
'I • • • o ' ' o 
anc:i' stea~Y.-state ·. ~espon~e were ·stud1~d • . ·and examples were ·gjvenfor.' one~ 
··s~o~ey·. , tw~-s.torey and ten-storey int-eraction systems. Res/ul ts' ind.i cate· · 
- . u ' . . ~ . . . . • . \ : ' . 
' : 
tha_t interaction ef.fects may ·be _ impor.tant and · mt,~s~ be .·inchtded in· tt:te .-
• • . ' • 0 . Q -. . } . • , · \ • • • • • • • ' 
des ig~ .and : analysis o{ certain . struetures· .. · -Hasselman d5o) studied the ·_. ,. 
• •• . ' • • • • !II .. . • • • • -
' , 
probab11 i_stic response of an f.nteractive soH~struc'ture system to: seismic 
' ' , r • • ' 
.. .. .. 
. e-xcitation . . i'he anaiysi's. 'was based on -the 11ne~rise'd· s·~b-sy~te~ appr.oach; 
• • • • ' "j' • ; !) •• • . . . ~ . . . • . ·• • . . 
. ··. th~ platf9nn · stru~ture arid pile foundation fanning orie s.ub-sy'stem; and : . 
o : ' 0. • • , • I ' 
the son · -th~ other · sub-~sys tern. 
- . . .' i . . ' 
tenns of the 'secant shear modulus, follo~fng the :sugges.tion .of Hardin and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The noni ineiuiity M the soil treated in · 
Dr.nevfc~ · (48. 49}, ·. is repres~nted by·soi 1 density ~ncf the . hyste.reti c 
soi 1 oshea'r- stress-strain .. curves which' vary''with strain ·and depth. 
• • I • ' : "' 
The . 
. - ' 
·.sPring constants used were bas~d ·on the lateral and vertical forces -of 
. . . . , . , • 
. soil cpr~~spbnding to ·the strai_':_'S ~evelop~d- at the diffe~erit · , level_s, ' and 
; the' r:esponse of tlie enti're son·-str~cture- system ~as ·calculated in an 
· ite;a~ive ma~ner~ ·. - Th~ re~u~ts . ind1c~t~: that ; d,yna~1c .~u~i~·g· b~twee~ ~ .· · 
·. ' . ' .. ' " . . 
soft 'soil . and a :p·l atfonn : struct~r.e ·can give a high level .of respo~s~ · 
. . , . . . . . . . 
. !' • • , 11-
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1 • •• 
.. . . . :an·d.-; fo'r a very· hi'gh · input .Jevel, the soil column frequency may -·exceed 
~ • ' • • • -'• ~ • • • • " • • ' : ' I ' ' • • • • • • D 
_ _. - ~ -~ :. · · .. th.~ ~t~·ucture Pe~iod · c.ausing a· ·si_gn.ificarit . d~nanii.c attenu~t.ion. 
.' J ~ • 
• ' ~ \' . Hays (54), carried ou_t a: study of th_e non.lin~ar dynamic resj)onse 
. ,-
I : ~ " 
·. 









. . -~ . 
-~ 
' ' . 
.- of a fr~~~( s-t;ructu·re .w.ith pile · foundado~s t~ seis_m.ic excitat~on. · The . 
... · , .. -- . _· . . . . . ' . . 
.. nonlinea'rity considered was .. of a geometric 'type due to large axial loads 
- · often ca.ll ed ·the ·, Pll' effect (where P is ttie a xi a 1 1 oad and ·li is t .he 
. . ·. . . . . 
l • I . • ' • • ' • - . • • • 
· ; ·_ ·. ·. · displacement between the -structural joints). The method was ba'sed on 
~ ; . ~ . ;:; ... ~ . . ·. . . . . ;- . , - - '- . . . . ~ . 
· , ;. . · . the-n·?nl inear di scrE;?te element method suggested by Hays· ~nd Matlock (_53) . 
. ' ·I ' . ,. ' . . ' . I . . 
. A -computer -programme, -CLOSE. ll; w~~ developed and ·the results checked . 
, welY.with . those of· Workma~ :- {~62)~ .. <Ref;·: 54 claimed that ·t~e same p:rogta~ -
• • - ~ : ~., 4 .. • - .: • - • • : -t', • • ! - - . • .. . ' . . ' .·... . 
·• -. could .' ti'andi~ soil ·n·onl inearltY. (material) ~ittiout .further modification. 
\ . . .·.·,_. :: Ut;t,' Pu~iri,g,' ~uthw~i-ler~ . ~nd . · Eng:le · (i_so) :analysed ·th~ - r~corded_ ·d;.~a~~c 
...... :· ·:. : . ; ' . . '( . . ' ' .. - . . , . . . . .. '. 
· response. Of a · monopod 'platfonn 'in Cook Inlet. The· response was · simulated 
. . . . - " ' . . . 
., _ 
·-
with · c~~pu'ter models to $tt;J~Y· t't~e -.-reason fo'f .obs~rv~d chang~s ~ 1 n th~ 
·" (.: ·· . 
. ,_-. · ._fU~d_a~enJ:.al -' frequen~y . . It was observed that the platfonn , frequency. 
. . ' ~ .. . : ... . : \ "~ 
o c~a_n~~d · fr~m - 0.9~ ~z· -~n 1967- to · o.77 _Hz }n_· J9~2 _owing to.changes in the, . 1 
:- s_oil ~ondition·s qf th~· f~un!lation. · it Y':~· ~o~cluded _that th,e platfo:~. ~---- ·, · 
. . . 
' f •· 
: c> . .. : 
·. ·, :-
t; : • . • . ~ • a . .. . . ~ \ . . 
· , .,~ : · ·dyn~mic characteri s-ties are i nsen~ iti ve .\o . deck ."}_ass changes. ,The 
_, , ., . . . . :· • _- · . , . , ' , . • . . , .. . . .: . · · . ·I 1;9 
.,-. :' · .· · · .'ai:fdition .of:a weight over soo~ooo lbs. (6% ... of ,-.the deck mass) at one ·. 
' . -·,I, \ ' • . . '. ' . , ..,..!; • ,.. ' •: ' • 
· ,: ·: · : 'iorne~ of' the ·d~~k _change? :_the ~·u~daniental ·p..er~ od · by only 1%," bu·t _ .the · 
' . 
• I : ; .. ,' 
·.,, ... ,. 
... . '; :~J 
c i 
j , ·. ·, •' 
... . 
·- -:"_ ·, .. ·_ --~~tui-al frequ~·ncy: wa_s · v~ry - ~ensiti~~ to s~)il · s~i,J~n~-ss'; IJan~iver <'!?_I) 
: _ -oi 
i • 
,, . . 
. , • I . r 
. ! , . 
·: 
~ . -~ . . . ~ ' 
- ~·, . 
. · · · ' ' ;- • ; . . · • ' , : . \• . 'o· · I! ·: : · · - · ' , : . , "· · . . • · . ' 
. .· , · · . .. · .. : presented a technique to detect the subsurface structural failure of a . .-
. ' . . ·. . .- , . . - . . . : . . .·... . . . ' . . ' ... ' .. ' . \ 
·' · -. · .: · three-dimerisiomil o_ffshore ~tructure ..- (frame-type) by ·detecting changes 
;:·,." ~ • ' ~ .• : • •' • •, ' . ' ' ', ·~~' ·: , • • ' • • () ·., ' .. \' ,. ,. · ·. · '~ ' ' , · ·: . ' r'.!:' ' 
. ··. 1n: the natural- frequency of the structure. It was · 1nd1cated that a · 
: '.I 
I ' 
• : I • ,' ; ' • • ' • • ' ' • • ' ' I • ·: • ' ' •, • ,' 
. . d~t~<;:ted: shi'(t in 'natu'ral ·.frequency -in. ~uccessi~e measure~ents' would ... 
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: l • 
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..... : . . <I, 
. .. 
. ~ 
. · .. -
. . ~ 
. . 
·-· · , ... 
. .. 
.·, : '22 .. 
. .:..:::. ~· : .. -:~ 
... .,.. .. :. . . . . • : ,,-~ ~ •. -~J~ .. . . • 
. .. , ·: .. · indicat.e · a _. tllang~ in_ :th~. mass··.or ~ §Hf-i~e~s~ of .the structure . . The·. soil · 
. . . : : . ' . . . ·; ··. . . . . .. _...,. •'~ . . . . ; :· ' .;·. . 
; . · ~-:. · ·was :rei>la.ced by ·vertical _. ana ·later:aY springs '_iaiong the-pile- length. a,n_( -·, .. : ' · 
. \. ' . . . _.a __ ,~~~ti~tical .e~e;gy ~nalysis' made .. for predi~ting .the .·seismi:c 'respo~·se . : . · . . . 
• ; ·-- . : .. • - . . /-. c .. : •. • · • • Q • r . . . . i · . 
arid r~ndomwave response· for fixed and floating .off~hore ·structures·." 
,." :..,:s. .. . · .• : : . .· · . . - :~.: . , · .. · ·.- ·. , . r; , . , . · '. ,. . .' / .. : .. ; · ...-•· .. 
·· / ·· .. ·. Stockar ..cl {140) s_tudied .. the model sugg·ested by Ref. 1~9. for SiJl.liJ.lating · . 
. : . . . . · . . . . . · · ,, ' . · . j . ' · · . . ' . · . ' .: 
the dynamic' respons-e· of an, :offshore s_tructure :exci.ted· by an' eartnquake . . 
, . ... . , • . . . . . . . I 
•. 
·I 
' : The - non~ inear soil .. ,properties -were .simulated ·by a ke~vi.n-Voigt;.type 
\ .. · .. model._. placed at the pile nodes b~low .the mud.line. The ~ seismi~ ~x~itation .- .. 
~ ' I : ; • • , " • · J,f • • ' • 
_:· · ·appl ;.ed t~( tne p;; e ~a.s~· was that .~f_ the 1o4o i( ~~ntr~ __ ear.thqUiike;_ Jt .: . 
. wa.s po1~ted out that:_pi.ie-soi 'l'-water'· inte~a·ction has very ~ignificant . 
. d~·-' 
.. ' . ~ .... . . ~ • , . . . • , • . . r. - . , , , ~ , .. . , ' "\ • , , , . . , . 
. • 
effects on. the dynamic respo_nse of an qffshore platfonn subjected to ... · 
. . . . . \ ·. . .. . 
< - ~ 
l ' 
e~rthquake.e~c1~ati6n. · 
I , • . •, ~~-... . ·
., · 2~.3-~ .• 2· finite Element Method .(FEM) 
, . . . . . . . . . , ' . " I . . . - . . 
. . . Wilson .(157) presented·.a method for. anatysing .the foundation 
, . ' . ( ·. 
s~~~ctu~e ioterac.ti<;n by ·ita}_iz,i~g · t.h~ str~ct~;e : and f~un~atioh by · · 
, /: ' . ·' • " , . . ' • ~ I 
· finite :element modelling. L1near .strain' quadrilateral elements:· were 
_-.·. : ,. · 
.. _, . .. ·, 
' ' 
_; . 
. '. . \ . -... ...... -.:: ... ':-
used t.o r~presenta· ·da~ ~~d: it; foundation,' ·and - ~~ismic ex~ita ·on ·\ifas .. ... · · ·· 
' . i.np·~·t at a remote .distanc~ , fro~ · th~ .s~ructure. · T~e anal - ~:is 'wa~ pure~y . . 
' . . 
, . 
I ' . 
. ...... .. 
. . . ' . . . . . . ·\' 
.·.: elastic~ · and Rayleigh damping (damping·m~~dx proportional to the ma~s . 
• . • • l • ' • • . 
. · .. . ·:and stiffness matri.tes) .was consider·ed~ ' The coupl~d .equation~ of·motion . 
.. . · · •• • · • . . . , . . . , . r · . . • · ... . 
· .: ·. ~e~e· sol~ed· by a stable · st~p-by-step. integr~~ion procedur~· as· s_ugg~sted · ' 
-~ ' ' . • ' ' ~ ·• • ·~.. • . ' . ~ . . ' • .' !. . ~ · • . .. . · / ·.. "' . ' . ·: ' • ', ·.: . .. • . . •• • 
· by · ReL. -156. _It was. p~inted , out ~hat ~he adva?ta~es of· this m~thod 1over 
I . . 
nxide. s~p~rpos.i.tion ~ere: ' i) .elimination of the largEt eigenva~ue. "problem, ·• · 
• ' ,_ .: , • ' • • • • • 1 • , ' , " • , • • ,. • (;. ~ I • • 
.ii): a faster 'step-by-step .procedure, and lii).easy extension 'to 'include 
. . ' . ~ ; .: . . . . ' . ' .' : . . . . . . - . 
the effe~t-.. 9f 'nonli,ne~r mat~J"ial ptope~ties by modifying the stiffness' . 
' • I ' , \ • • • 
.. -
:.~- - . ___ ! 
. , • 
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~ •• i-, . 
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'· 
Khanna (65) used -the finite element tec-hnique to . . 
. . . . . ·. .· ' .. ;! .... 
~valua·t~ the 'elastic soil--str~ctu~e interaction bf a· bu.ilding frame to . 
. . . . . 'I . . . . . I • • • • - -
seis~ic excitation. The frame. was ·finite'-elemented by ·a num-ber of .one~.,. . 
1 
r 0 ' ' t , o o 
0 
-dimensipnai ·beam 'elem~nts an-d. pliine strain elements were used for soil. _. 
. ' I • , ' \ ' • , 
.: Different 'l;ypes of .foundation -conditions were considered by .vary1ng the · . 
. . . . . ' . . 
·soil : modulu-s and the depth. : The· results indicated that the fundamental 
. . . . . . .' . ' .. 
_· frequency ·;s· ~·ardly influenced by variations of 'the .fou~dation 
. • - . , • ' . ' I. , , ' , 
· -condition. A :de-ep pile foundatio~ in s'oft soil. gave ·a second· mode . \. · .. : 
0 0 
' I , o ' '1 ° 
· · .value· of one-third th~t for a ~i-gid base whi~h meant that the- soil 
,i_nfluenced .only the higher mod.e.s. : The effect of' var1ation '·in . the soil 
. :, • ' • I 
modulus and .extent of. ·partic:ipating _ soil on the vjbration ·modes higher --_·. 
-' than the se.cond was considerable, and the maximum.ibase-· sh~ar ·· in the · . 
. . . .. ·. I . . . . . . . ·, . . . . . . 
column (for.E5 =. 10 Ksi) is abou£ :170% greater than that. for t~e · rigid_. 
c~se -(t6'r El C~ntro input). - He concluded that, .as the elastic -111Qdulus 
and the extent :Of soii. -Cali greatly inf~ uence th-e resp~nse, wro.ng resufts~ 
w01.1ld. be obtained -~Y ~eglecting sofl--st~uc~ure· · ;nt~ract.io~. · · . _. · .. · 
• ' J ' • • • ' • ' . I \ 
- Kuhlemeyer · ( 77) . presented a . finite element sol utiori for the 
. . . . . . 
·· .. 
-. . , solution of s~ati~aily~ an~ 'dyruimica.lly-ioaded pil~s ·~~in~ beam bendi_ng ., 
· elements ·of circular _cross section. · lihe -solut'ion included · up to two . I . 
. I . , , . , . 
. layers of"soil, _and fl,exibility coeff_icients were plotted in ' logarithmic: 
• , , • 1 , r . • , . . , 
scafe again~t Yo~ng ' s modulus rat,ios (pile mo_dulus/soil modulus). T~e _. 1 
.. ~nalys1s' . assumed that . thesoif and pi~es beh~ve ,·_inearly elasticaJl;, .. 1 
,, 
- ·and the res1hts were compared with · those .of Refs. 107, 108, ·109 and 
. ·• . •· . . . . . • . • . "" - ' . Q ·: • · • 
~Novak (99). Finn and _Khanna (40) used · the ·hnite element method for . 
' l . · . . • . ·. • . ·. · . . · - . . , • . • . 
· e~aluating. sefsmic response oi 'an · ecirth-dam·. . . 
. . .I . ' . 
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. . ·. . , I· -.. . _· . 
Yeg_ian ~nd - W~ight { 163} fif'~t prese9ted ·a -fini'te element 
• ' ' I • • I 
· method .for predi.cting . th~ lateral ·so{l resista'nce:-displ~cemerit r~iation-
' ' : . 
.:ships ·(p-y' curv_es)_ for -singl.e or groupe~ ppe ·fou_n.dations un~~r short- ·.· 
. . term . s_tatic. ·ioadi~g. 'They c~n~luded that soil-pile ·interface pr~pe~ties . 
. . . ·' - . . . . 
may have a significant- influence on the lateral soil res;:stance-
. . .· . . . .·. _.;: . ' .. 
dfspl_ac~ent relationship_;: )'he· finite element solution results were. 
. . . . . ' . 
. -compared with results -from conventiona-l procedures ' for· developing the 
. . . \ ' . . . 
p;y curves -and 'p~edictirig ~he · ~ateral · soil resistan.ce, as ,descri_bedby 
... · 
· Ref . . 89·. The results showed reasonable agr~ement. The interesting · 
. . ' . 
parameter 'studi ~~ was the zone. of. pi 1 ~ influence {radius . i r I). . At a 
. , : 
~ufficient . distilnce .'r·'. ~way .from_:th_e pile, the ·magnitude ~f soil 
· ·displacement~ ._result.ing from late~al £l10ve'ment will '·be reiat1vely small 
-a~d may .be n~gle.cted · -fo~ practical · purpo.s-~s ~ ·The. ffxed bound~ry was 
. . ' I ·. •' . I . · .. . - . . . 







I ' . 
. of radius · 'r' :an·d the pile diameter 'D'; It was found that the. radius 
.- would ha~e'to.be app.ro~imately :_~~ght t-~m~s the piie. diamete~.; : ·In th·i~ 
. analysis, the ' pii-e ·and the .S'oil were represented· by two-dimensiona.l - .l . ! . I 
:i 
-. l 





' · I • 
. ; I ,. 
·-.' ! 
. ··l· 
.· . . 
.. ;·. 
- . . . . . 
-: quadrilateral elements . of .the_ form , des~ribed by Qoherty, ·wilson and· 
. .. . . . . . . ' . . . - . . . · .. . 
..·· Taylor (32) referred to as '"QM5i' elements~-: Ttie soil-pile ·interface was . • 
. . - :represented by a specfal type .of element called the· ';'s'1ip" element~ 
· Idriss et al.. (59) . developed a computer programme, QUAD-4; · · 
for evaluating th.e seismic response of. soil : struCtures by ·variable 
. dainp_i~g finite el·e~ents • . The . soil. b~~aviou; was represent~d by·. a 
• ~ -!'" • • • ' 
nonline_ar sh~ar stress~~train ~urve 'fo-r cyclic loading · thyst~-r~tic-type) 
. . , ~ . . 
and the response'evaluated by an i'te.r.ative' method after .all the elements 
' • • • ' ' . • I. • • • • ' • •• • • • • 
. . . . . . r 
achieved 'strain compa t i b i1 i ty. . Chan and Mat 1 ock ( 21) presented a 
.' - ~ 
.' ·· 
-: -· 
. . ) 
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· ~ 1rw · · 
.:.li' 
-2.5 . . ' : "f 
., . .. . . ~.r 
: ·:.·. -·) ,: .. .. . .. ' ·~~ 
."discrete element" method for· analysing a·b~:m.:~~luinn· resti.ng :on a linear .. : .-. . ··~Jt· 
··or ~onl ~ri~ar elasti-C' or nonlirtE!ar-in~las~ic s~ppo~t~ subjected. to· e-~ther . ·, . ·. . . -~ 
. . I . . . . . ·, 
··. static fixed load.s or dynamic loa~s . . The applicadons· inclueted studi~s. _·: . ·:j 
·-.·of - th~ ·dynamic response of offshore· piles to wave·--in?_uced forc~s . and , _ . ·l 
'. 
\ I .: 
, . . · 
. . ·. 
.. ' • 
. •, 
. '. 
ea rthqua ~e-i Oducied for~es, i.:Od pi'edi ci 1 on of the h¥steret 1 c ,effect of .. . ·,~-·.:·z. . 
in~lastic s·upport. · - ·· .- ~ J 
J 
. · r· 
l 
. ~ 
I . . 
. Kuribayashi and lida l78) · ~pplied .the f 'il}ite ele_men~ metho·d to ._-. · 
· .. an ·actual bridge ·pier subjected to · vibra~ory horizontal . f~~ces· cBnsiqering - ~ :_ 
. '! 
. { . ' . . . . . . . 
·soil:..foundation interaction. · The estimation of the -elastic moduli of 
.. . . 
._so_il·s was made from :th~ Voigt sollltio~ · and the valu~s : c~·mp_ared wi_th ' those 
\ . . . . . 
..;·. ' . . 7. . . . . .. 
·obtained froni ,fie.ld ·t'ests. The. damping .. ratio was .set ·equal' to . lO% for ·. 
' I ' • ' , • , • 
. . .. ··. . .· . . . . ; \ .· . 
. . · . .. each mod~·· Lysmer ._et al . . (~4) develo_ped a· computer programine, LUSH, 
. .. .. . . ._ . . ' . . .. ·'' /: . ~ . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . ·. . . : . ·' ' , I. . 




. '· ' . . 
e 1 ement methOd. The prograrrrne takes .; nto account . the strong· n~m 1 i nea·r 
• • • • . ..... • • • • ••• • ..-.':1. ' 
eff~cts · which· occ~r-. i~_. soil · ·masses subjected ··to ·se_ismic excitatio~~ / . . 
• • !, 
.·· · ' 
This is achieved by a combinati.on of an equival_ent ·'linear. met~od ·' · · ·· 
•. I described by' Seed and Idr'i 'ss (135) and the method of ~omplex response ·. 
I , I • ' . . . ' . • ' •· ' . J ' . ', 
~. with compleX: moduli ' 
.· · I ' 4 
- . ·ca~nahan ,· Zimmer and Car~ahan. ·.(20f.presented sortie aspects of 
. . . . 
• , ' . 
.. . · ... anchor.;'pile design for m~rine eri~ironments ~using 'tne finite @'lement .· \ 
-. ... . . . ' . \ ' ; · .·, . ·. .. ' ·. . . ·.· . . ·. . ·. . 
.  method. The pile, \ the .soil and the pile/soil in~~r'fac~ were model.~ed . 
· ~d ~e 'stress~s -~nd for_c~~ ~bt~·ined using the pr~gramme, A~SYS. 
ana.l,ysis was completely elastic and a 'gap'.,. el~ment w_as · used to · 
. repr.esent t}le: pi. le~s~il ' i~~er~ace . ... : .· , '. . . . . . 
The 
Seed et al' .'" (136) . re.ported an · extensi.ve conipariSOJll of' half:.. I 
. , .. . . . . . . . . . 
... ~pace. 'and f1nite elemerit analyses for soil:structur~ inter~ctici,·· under : 
' . . ,. . . . . ' 
.: - ~ , . 
• p 
i . ( ... 
.r,-. 
'· 
' ,~ . - . . .. · ··-;-- ~---. . - .. -- - ·" ,· . . - ,_ ... - --- r---.-. -- . .- . - ·. ,,- ,. 
~. ·.• ".;'· •• · .. • ... j· '····: ·•· _  : _· • .• ·:.· _  ::· · •• ·• .• ~· .: :. ' . . -:_ .. J~  ...~."·.·.~~~~".3 .~_.· ·~ ·.. . ~ ' . . .. ~£i·:5 : ··~. ; -·~ ~., ' - ... ·~. . _. ,;.. ~ . ~ i;,i,'.... . • .: · · . .. .. 
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.. '::: ;· . -· ~ 
. / ~· seis~ic . loading~ . .ihe paper de~cribe~ the l'irriita·tions ;f 'both methods 
. . . I · : , , . .~ . 
and i~dicates that,' if!' finite ele!Jlent . analysi ·s, the · ap~ro:ximation of 
_' . . . ., . ' . ·, . . . . . ; . . . . \ 
a true three-dimensiona.l problem to ~ two-dimension.al plane. strairi-
probl:m wi'll cause an · ~r~or ~f approximat~iy· 20% to JO%, but the ~ethod . 1 
. . ' . ' - . ' . 
is 'still advantageous ':be~au~~ of its 'capab'ility to. include variable' 
. ' ' . ' . ' . . '· · 
mO.duli .and damping character!,s_tics . 
. . ,oesa,i . (30) 'invest-fgated the static 'load::._deformation· behaviou~ .· 
' ' + ' ' • ' I • ' • • ' .. 
· of axi~llY::-loaded pile foundation i~ sandy .so11s by' the· finite el~me.nt · 
method.-.· · The. va 1 ues .of ·the bea~i .ng . capacities pbtained frpm: finite . 
. ' . . ·. - ' . . ' . . . . . 
. ·element ·analysis were c·anipa~ed with those. determined from' field t~sts · · · . 
- , ' , . , , ·. ' ' • • '·. . ' . · ~ ' ' : . ' . ,.· ' r . • ' ' . •. • ' • 
. . 
and '1 irilit equi 1 ibri urn analysis. Qua.dri 1 a:tera 1 i.So,pa~ametriC elements . 
. . . . . ' .. . I . . . . . . . I 
/ (a xi syrrnietr.i c) 'were used· to mo.de 1 the .'pi 1 e and the . su.rround.ing soi , . . : . 
. . . . ·.· . i . . . . . : . . . . . f ' . . . .· . . 
media, and ·the deformation· behaviolll:" _of sands was approximated by using · 
hyperbol ;·~ stress~strain _Ctlr.ve. 
• I • ' • 
Isenberg .l61) pointed out. that,- ·if the side boundarie~ .are · ·. 
. . . . . . . I . . . . . . . ·. . ' .. ·' .· 
.. 
sufficiently far from the .. struc.ture, the -respol)se1 at the boundary ·is 
. . ' ·. ainios~· th'e" sa~e ~s ·  that ._.for a, ~r~e : :.fiel~ ~ana1ysis:: . . . ... ~·. ~ -- ·-·. ~---
·.· ' 
. " / 
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. . . ·. ·: 3.1 · . . , · 
._. . . . . ' . ' ' .. . 
This ~h~pter discusses the •nonlinear stress-strain behaviour· 
for ·soils : .u~d~r dynamiC, loaqing arid the : dif~erent modellj,pg techn"iqu·es . ·I· 
. ' 
. : .' 
.. ' 
, · .. 
, ' , ' ' I .< ' • ' • ' , ·, ,, : '' ,.I .. · 
. . . ' • . .· . . . . . . . ~- ' . 
. . · . . : ..  ·used fo( analysj.s of · sojl. -.stru~ture in~eradions. · Soil . d~formations due . . . · · I . 
. to dynamic lo~·ditig ·, ~arthquake, . wave., .ice or severe machine-developed · ' .... :: ·.··. I.:: 
. , .. 
r . 
, l, , 
G 
forces' tan .vari ·from 'small . t~.· ver~ large amplitude's' nearly ela~tic 1;o,-
.· ' ,' ' . ' ' · ,' .' ' ~ ' . ' ' . ' ' . ' . ' ' ' . '. ' 
plastic -values; : Particular attention· .is given to t~e effects. of strain · · 
' amplitudes·, . cycl.ic loading.a'n'd the reduction. in .shear modul'us ·due to 
. 'c~cl.ic · lo~ding . .' The vari~tion ~f- ·daiJlping>ith s 'train·· a~pl it~de ·is .also. 
~· ... .. . . ' . . . ~ / , .. 
· · discussed. · · : · · · · 
. ... 
. . ·• 
Two types ~f foundatian ·conditions ·are. discussed: : i) -Rigid '. / 
Ba$·e··and ii) s·emi-Rigid Base~ The semi-Rigid .sa~e is .·i.dea.lized .in two 
·.· L 
I . ·. , , • ' , • . r • • • •,. , • • • ' . : • • ' •• ,. , , .. 
! ' 
' - i', __ ....:_ .~~-
.. I . . 
. ~ .. 
·,.i. ' 
i .. 
· . ! 
. . . : . 
· .. I · . 
:. i . 
. . ' 
. i : . . ' . 
' l· 
~· 
-~· - . / .. -· ' 
ways: .; ) Lumped Parameter Foundation Model with Linear Soil Springs 
. . ... ' ' . . . . 
- --:-- . ~ . ' 
. and . ii) Finite Eleiilented Foundation . Mod~J With Liriear and .Nonlinea.r · So.il 
. ... . ' . .. . . . . 
·.- . . 
:; Behaviour. ·. The fi~ite elemented foundation ·inodel ·also· discusses . se.ver~l 
' . / ' ' . ' ' ' . ' ' - • ' . ' . . . ·. ' . ' 
factors' that need to be considered for better mod'ell ing such as the . 
' " ' : ·. ." . .·' ' ' . ' . '' . 
influ'enc~ 0~ t~e ~ounda'ry, mesh' size and t~e highest freque.ncy to bep 
included. i~ the · analysi~. · .---. .. 
3.2 Dynamic· ·Stres.s-Strain ·Rela·dons. f()t So;,l s 
-i · . ;..·3.2.1 Constitutiv·e. ·Eq'uations . ' .. 
' ' 
. . Ja~kson . (62, 63)·. presented. the ·ge_rier.a1 .str~ss-strajn relation 
I ' 
' ' ' . . ' . ' · . . _..... .. 
· for soils -in the form of .a·constitutive .equatio_n.as: . 
. / 
:. : ' . . ' 27 ' 
., ' • 
' ; 
. !'; . . 
• 0 ' • • ' l . ' : . 
' . 
. ' .. 
.. ' j .,' 
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. . . -.; 
·' '· , · 
• ·- :. f ' 
·· . · . . . · a .. = Ke ·oij = 2G ·· ('e:i' .· .,.: t/.3 .·e ·o. :) 
' • ,. . 1 J . . ' . .J ·. ' :. 1 ~ ' 
arid the yield condittO'n · as: · · 
: .. 
. ' 
· · .. · l.r!!""' . f(a) · ·· . · 
. ' .. .. · .. 2 - ' ,o . . 
. · e:;j = total stra'in ·tensor ... 
. ' . 
. . 
.. 




; (3.1) · . . · 
' .. 
,' . 




,'-' '.';,,r , 
~ I ' 
' . 
.. ' 
. ; I· 
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. ; . 
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K = modulus of volume compre~sibil.ity .or· bulk modulus, . · · .i· · . . I " 
''!. : e = .'i .. t e + e:· - val umetric ·s. 'train, 
' ~\ y ' z 
G ~ Shear modulus~ .. 
. · ' . 
! . 
-:; . ~. ' ' 
· o1.: ·= Kro.necker d.elta func.tion (·c5. ·. ' ' . J ' lJ 
. I· 
.. ........ . 
:_ ·- · .. ' '. il' · . 
.I - ' . 
' .. ·' ~ 




J2 ·= se~ond invaria.n~ : of .. the stress deviation, 
. . . . . . : .· . 
I · . 
· . ... ~q"'- . · (3.1) gives the ~tt:'eS~es du·~ tO voi ume ··and shape: Changes·. : 
• 7· , • , ' 
to 
. :.·· ~ · ·· · : · .: .. The. discuss,i.on. of: J2 has ~een .. 9i~en :by · N.eWmark (9~); 
' • . •· ; . -1 . • ·• . ' . ·. . ': ' ' ' ' • 
. ·: 
. . I 
f • '· · I 
. .;· . . . 
1_ ... . 




· · Soi 1 deforming .in. one-~1mensional compression .may behave eit~er 
· . . 
j ·ri. a strai!l-hardening o~. strain-softeninfmanner de'pe~ding . on the stress 
: iev.ei at wh·i~h it is · being t~sted : · :Fig; a gives the generaf behav:iou·r , 
b~t · it ha~i"been f~und · tha:t, ~or. stress~s above 20~ lb/i~2 , soi 1 exhibits . 
a st~ai·~-h.ardeil.ing (Fig. 3, cu.rve A) behaviour. Below tni·s ·stress level : 
· ~t1e , st'?es~-st~~in. c~~ve may exhibit str~1 n~harde~in~ ·or strain-softe~ing 
' • • •' • • • • ' ~I • • • , ' J • • ' ' , 
(Fig. 3·, curve C} ·depending ol') t~e type .. of soil, degre~ ·. of · s~turation : 
• · .• • ! ,-· I -
. : , . . 
·'-' •, 
'-- . . 
'·· 
· .. J.·.· . ... 
.• ' ' • , • • • ' . .. I ~ -:-~-:- ~ ' /_' . .. , C• .:' ,; .. ;- -·.-~ -~•· 
. ···· ;~ ·; ~:.:-.:·->>:,~:" .. :·.~:L~( .· . ~~~~:~:~~~ 
. r .· 
I • 
.• J 
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. ·. 
' " ' .. • ' / , . 
. .. 
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': l, ~ ·,\ 
I ' 
29 ·~ . ' 
, ;' . 
,·. 
and degree ·of compaction/: The ~rimary goal o:f ·thfs iiwestigation \'~ill. 
. . ·', . · ' ' 
·: be to. study'the iilfluente of the n~nlin·ear beAaviour of soils on the··· 
. . ·.. . . I . . . .. :· . . . . ·. . . . . . 
· response of ari offshore structur:.!tJ . Particular attention will be gi veri 
to the ·nonlinear Shear stress-Strain relation$hip ·of soi _~s which i.s · 
primariJy 'of ·a·· strain-softenin~· type. · Th~refo~e; t~e ·strairi-haraening 
. . c . ~ . 
:confined. comp~ession .behaviour wi 11 not be considered~ 
'' s ' ' ,' ' . ', ' 
·1. For shearing stress-strain conditions; . Eqn. 3.1 reduces to . 






' ··· . 
o· • . = 2 G s .. 
.· .lJ ·: lJ ' 
- . o~t in Cartesian coordinates, 
wh~re ~xy· ~ · shear stress . 
. , . . = G.' v . 
xy ' ' ~xy 
. vxy = shear ·'strai'n ··: 
and .. G = shear modulus; 
I . 




.· .. · 
. .. 
. ·,,., 
.: :: · ... , 3~· 3 Nonl i.near · Stres~~strilin ·a~havio~r . 
. ' 
' . ' ' ' •. ' "' 
. r.~e stress-strain behaviour of anY type of soil depends on_ a· 
nulnber ~f 4ifferent fad:o~s . including : d~nsity, wat~r.· content;, str~.cture,· 
~ ' I ' ' ' ' 
drainage conditi.ons~ .:straHI· condi tions (.i.e. plan~ strain, tdax1al), . .. 
·d·u.ration of · loading, st~ess hist~ry, confin.ing pressure, :and shear stress . 
. · - . . . . . 
The . finite element method is a· powerful tool for the inco.rporation of· 
. so1J nonlinearity in -analysis. _Kondner- and ·his :t-o-workers {69? 70)· 
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•. --- . · - ·· . . · "" . , - . . . ' ,' . : · ' . ' . . . ~ . I . . , 
'lL 
a hy_perbo~ ic~· relationship.-. ·--Jhe ~ equatlon. ·J~~ --tb~lllP~e~bolk .'.s!t:.e_s~:stra1n_ --· ~· ~--1~ 
relationship._i_n. soil was proposed as: ' . ,· ' · ·· .. · . . · .· . · . · · .j . 
: ·· . . . 
-·· ···--· 
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. . \ · ' 
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'··· · .··.·_, : 0 . .4) : .. ·. 
I 
where :.o:p :a3·.~~ .t.he _major and _. ITJinor ·. P.r.~ncil?al ·stt~sses, 




.... _ _ . 
.. , : .. .. . and : . . ·· ~ and b ='constants Whose val Lie~ ' maY be detennine:d by. experiments .. : ' 
. . · :... . •' . ·· .. · . . ' . ..· . ' . . . . 
. . 
' . -' . . ' ... ' : . The . phys i ca 1 'nieani ng of. 4 ,a'. and· I b I lllaY be ~een from' Figs.' 4 and 's where. . . : : 
. . ; • • . . : . . . . I . • . .. 
. ·.'a: is .the ·rec;iprocal of the.·in_itial , tari.ge!lt mo~ulus,- 'E';', and'b' is. . :· '!' 
... ·:the -~ecfpr.oc~l of ~h·e · a~·ympt~tic . vaf~~ of th~ "' St~e~s diference;' ~lti~at; .· ,-: · .. f· 
·,r.-
.. · · ·; 
' ' .. . .. : ' ' . : . . . . . . - : . . ' . '-· \ . . ', ,• . 
· _··: ·· ·.·_.deviator st~ess (o-1 - o3). · D.unca(and Chang· (35) for:r"u1ated th~ .· · · · · -~ 
. ·! .- - · .... · · · ··-.·-.~~· . -··· . .. 
... 
,· 
· ·. ..:_ · expression for.. tangent modulu~ for :..a_!ly__:_stress- conditi,On. as · · 
h----:-. - - ·-:- -0T:~i;~.~~ :;~3~-\p~ [;:r ; - (3.5) • . • L 
.. · 
:- I 




I • • 
.. 
: . ' . ( ~ ~ .- q 3 ) .f . ~ ' ' . : . ~ ' . . . : ' 
· ~f = ( ._ ) . , tenned the fa1 1 ure ratl(), · 
·. · O:l 0 3 u.lt 
·. _where 
~ . .1 · 
' I 
• • • ·' \1\' • • • : . ·...., • • • • ... • •• • , ' • • • •• 
.. . . . ' (o:l .·- . o3)f' = : compres~·ive streng~h or ' ~tress difference 'at 'failure ·,·:. · . . . '' 
: .. · · .. ~: ·:·. · ·,. · .. · · · ~ :_ - · (~1 : .~ · 'o:j)~ft = :asympt~t.ic values . of ·_stress~:differen.ce_ ~·.---· . · ... ·.· ... · . . . · .. ! 
' ' ' I ' ' ' • ' • • • 
'-. .. 
. .r 
._p~ = · a·trrios.~he:ic ~res~·u.re ·exp~ess_ed in. the same . pr:e~sure . ' . ... 
. •. ,._ . . . 
~nit as E1· ~ .. ~ . .. . 
·/ . . . 





K =modulus number~ · 
' '-.:.,· 
:. _: - ~ --
.. , . 
. I I/ 
. ,. 
and · .. · · n. ·--~ ··e~pon'erit ~determinfng ~-th-e. variati:on 'of ' Et' ~~th . . !o3 • • 
. . . :· ...... . -------=--=-------- -- ; . ·· ~_ . . ' . ' ' . . ·' :. ' ' ... . ·. ' -, J 
_ ..., ----- --~: .. -· -~-:-----·- -~ :· ·. K ·~nd ·n. are· th_e .. pure ~u~ers wh1ch can be. d.etennined ·read_ily 
. · ... · . ·. · .· . from laboratory tests, and .c an~' are · t.he, Mohr~Couloinb strength 
: • • "' • • • • 1 ' , . • ~ • ' • • • •,. \ • • • ' 
.; ; 
·. ' ' ' ' . / . 
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· 3.4 · Hystereti.c Stress-Strain Behaviour for Soils 
. .. 
· . son s:tress-strain .. characte.ristics ar~ Jl9.tllinear as men·t.ione<J .... · 
.. . . . . . . .. . , . ,. . . ' . . . . 
. I . 
. . -.. ! 
. ' l' .. · 
.J 
.. . j : 
I. . 
I. 
before and, under ·constant .cycl i c loading, describe hysteresis loops 'such 
I . . . • . •. ·. : • I;_ • . . . . . . • . . 
as ·,.'those shown in ~-ig. 6 • . For loads produ'cing high strains, the ·secant 
m~dulus , dec~eases and the dampi~g raUo (defined. as a function of the ·. . 




area .enclosed by_.the foop) incr~as.es as compared With loads prod!JCing 
sm~ller . strains. It is readily apparent-= that- eactf-o{' thes~·-pr~perties ·· 
· .... > < ·. _.:..~wi-1.·1 ~~ep~n~the. ~m~~~itudp: of the strain ,. f~r ~h-ich the hys~er~s:is loop ·· .  
~- ·' · . . ·.· . . 




. • i 
. : . ~ 
, . 
. j . 
I . 
' . ' • • ' • '. ' I : : • ' ' ' • • < ' ,- ' • 
must. be ''deterinfned as .fut:tctions of the induced, strains in a soil s'pecimen . . 
. . 
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. 3 •. 4 .• 1 ·Laboratory and F.iel d Tests for Determining Shear Moduli and 
Damping Ratio . . 
Several. field .and laboratory- testing techn-iques ha.ve been .. .. . 
. . · v . . .: .developed to deten:nine dynamic shear: moduli · and damping characteristics 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . ~· . . . . . ' ·.. . 
. .. 
. ~ . 
.. . 
.l. -~ 
of. ~oils which can ·be - b~iefiy cla$sHied· ~s: ~- . 
·. : . . ' . . . 
1)· direct .d-~termin.ation ot"s.tress~strain .~elationshi.ps. . .. ·-
. ... . 
2) ·forced vibration tests~ 
~) free ·.vibra.tion tests_, 
4) fielCI ·measurements· of wav~ velocities; and · 
?). an~ly·s.is of · ground response during · earthquakes. ·: .. · · 
3. 5 · .. Effe~t ·of Test Variables on Shear· Modufus and Damping . 
·· · The shear .modulus · of ·soils is influenced .by a number.--of · . · 
.. . . . . I · . · , . . ' .. . . . I : . · · · • , ·.· .· . , · ~. · , . . •. , ' 
quantities a.nd. has been descr-ibed as a functional relationship by Richart · 
.· . . . : . . .. ,. 
:{127) in . the .forin: 
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. . ' .. 32-~ ~ 
.. . ,. 
. : : 
' . ·.: ' . 
,· ,, ·1 . . 
. · -~· _.G · ~ :· f _ (cr0 ," e, H, . S,1 i:0 , ~ -c·~ A:_ .f~- ~' : e~ .. T_) .·._, :~ .·._ .... . . ·(3.6) 
' . . .· ' .· . . ;· ,. . . 
r. 
. r .. 
. :.> .. j 
'. .. ·. ! 
. . : ~ i 
' . . . . : . .. 1 
. . ; . . ; . . . . ~ 
- . . : . . f 
. ·. ' ' ' ~~ _-,: i . 
.. • • ' . 1' . 
.· 
. . ; i : . 
.j 
. ! 
: . . ~ 
.. . ( . 
. ·:· - . .. · ... _·. ::.: .· .. ·. i I 
· .. . ·.· ..... · ·.-,:..,~v-
. -... · . : · .. . -~-- ·y._ 
~: ' 
e· "' voi~ ratio, . . • (\J • ' . 0 
. ) 
. -- . . . 
. -H = amb'ierit stress history 'arrd vibrat.ion-·history, 
·-
. ; 
. -- . 
s· = degree of sa.turation,.'. -·· 
. . . . . I . 
T~· = octahedral :shearing stre~~-~ · 
. 'c = 'grain characte.r1 s~iC~? . 
. :-. 
A =·amplitude of 'Strain, · : 
.. \' - .' ... . ·. 
·. ·• t>:., . ' • .... _· .· 
.. ··; 
.· . _ . . f = .freq~eri~y of .. ~ibrat_ion,_ . · · . ... : .. _ ~- :_. · . . ·'< ~ ~ -' _· 
.. , . . · . ·~ -. . . t = secondary' effects that are fu·nc!.furi.s ~of;Xf~ ana n\a·gn~ ·tu~e · of . .. ::· .· 
----- • • I 
I ' . I ' . 
... \ .·· : . . 
i 























I . ·. " :1 
' .l . l .. 
. . . 
. 
\ ' - . 
\~ · · . ---- ·. 
....---· 
. stress . incre'rilent_, ......------~ · ' · . : _. _.~ 
• e • ~oil'Sti'ilct;;;;, · . . " .. .•·. ·· ·· l} 
- -~ -- ·. -· ·· anci- T= temperature,· includin_g ~ffects of.fr.eezing. · ·. ·. · · · · · · .~ .. · J:. 
. '·. 
. . Refs. 48 and 49 made a·· comprehensive· s.-~udy -of · the ,fac·tors that 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . 
affect the ~hear · moduli and damping ·bf soiland suggested that-the 
primary,. fa.ctors affecting ~duli ·and danipi'ng .factors. as: i) st·r~iri · 
' •' , ·' • • I " ' 
. '. ' . . , '' I ' , . .. .;_ , 
· ampl i.tude; v ·. : ii) effective mean pr'indpal stress, cr'. iii) void ratio. e'.~ 
- . . m . . . • . 
iv) numb~·~ of cycles of loading_?_ N~ ·and v) de.gre·e .of satP:ration of 
cohes·ive 'sptls. S;. The less important)actor~ w~r~ noted as: . i) octa..: 
hedral : Shear parameterS t e an·d ~It and l u time effectS • 
' . . . ' . . ' 
·~,:,·. -
From the extensive ·~e.des of rever.sed torsional tests on 
cohes·ive' and -cohes.i-onless soils· and the infonnatio~ ·already availabi'e in 
. . . ~ ' - ' . ' 
the literature, i~ was estabJJ.shed that· a modified · hyper~olic p.irve will · .... . 
· satisfacto~i-ly repres~~t" the ~hea·ring stress-sh_e~ring ·strain relation 
. . . 
. . . 
. t~roughout the c_:rin ampl itud: s up to failure . . Fig. 7.show5. 
-
~ . . 
. I 
-----... -· 
' ~ · . 
'-\": . ·. 
• ~~- t · . • 
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thO ~OCt!>tiJ<Idcl>-govi!rn' tfie. bas 1 t"hYPeZ; ~ s~~ •• ~:-g . sti-~~£s~~ar17 ~si: . -~ 
~·. . i . 
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. i 
. ~train · curve. · ~fAt zero .shearing ~_tr~in, ~h~ · tangent ~o the.'curve 
: r~pr~sents fti~/ · maximum· she_a~ modulus, G
0
• . The se~~nt . mod . ·_any 
.· . . ' \( ' . ' .· . . . . ..... . . . 
point along the curvf:! - . for e·xa:mple, poi ~ is designated ·as · G, and 
~ • (l • ?"" . ' ' ' ' ' . ~ ' . 
, . 
• l 
. the maximum shearing str ~.-2max-.~erm-tned-f-romfmp1_e: · shear test)._ .. 
., .. . . - ~. . . . . . · . · . 
. --------. ~The~-}lo · o- ·a_
1
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' I 
... ·• 
. : ·( <. :. 0 - • • .: 
•·. 
.. : 
i· ·.'. detennined by field and/or laboratory tests. ·The general expression for. 
·- . . , • . . . . '. .. . . . 
the hyperbolic curve as described by Ref: · 69~ · G · and .-r · 'can :be ·. 
, · . . . · . . . .- . .o · . max . 
. . . . a . . . . 
_ evalu~t_ing.Gmax .and._Tmax is given by · 
/, \ . ' , 
Gmax = 14760. x (2 .. ~i3+-~e)2 {~CR)_2·_ {~b)~ ._(3.7) 
-~ 
where Gmax = ~~xim~m shear moduli _in psf ~t zero strain,, 
· e = vo i d . rat i o , · · . . -I 
OCR =.overconsolidation rati.o·, · · 
' . 
. a .= parameter that pepe.nds on ·the ·piasti~ity . inde_x of soil, 
_, , a~ =. niean p~incipa·l effectiv_e stress in: .. ps!:.-
. ;' 1· t· K .· . . · · . . . . . 2 · . - , . 2 ~ 
. · ... T 1- · · .= {( 1 0 ·a·· sin "'' + C' Cos .J -. (1 - Ko. cr'·)· '}: {3.8) 
.: · ~ax_~1 l 2 . . v .· ... · · _ ... ),.,. · .· .. ·. ~ - . v 
.I · . 
. I . [ . 
.. . 





: c~effic~ent .of latera·l .st~es's at r~s·t, -· 
,, . a~ ,;=· vertica~ :effective. st'ress, · · 
- and -·. c•·.t' .; st~tic . strength ' para~eters in t~nns. of effective stre~s. 
' . ' . . ' ' ' ~ ' " . . . . 
. . . 
. . . ' ' 
_ Refs. 48- and 49 ·found it convenient' tO- normalize· the strains by :th~ use 
' . . . .. ' · . . . . 
... _of the ratio .v/vr inst_ead of constructing~ pl~t .. s pf G/G0 and d~mping as 




. di_r~ct·. ,function~ of · the -shearing· strain, v. , .. The reference s'train. "v , 
. ·. .. . . ·.. . .... . . . -· . . . . _r 
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, . . -~- - . .. . 
is - d~fined ~s the -.straiti at the intersection.· of th_~>initi~;. :tangent li-ne. 
with slope~ · G0 ~ ·with .~he 1 iinit~ng -~~.r-~tre"s;,·.: .~~x' . ~s shown · :in .Fig. 7y . _ 
For t~~~ep~~~~~ U;~~io·r -shearin~: -~tr~~s-st~~in : _fall ~-~to ·. : .. _ 
-~----- a.,;a;-roW . b.and--(o; b~th Cohe'si.Ve and cohesiOn~eSs Soil-~. · .·. · .. ·. :,: · / · .. , . '. . ' . . 
' . 
.. . . 
_ . /. · Fig. B shows the-~ shear-stress · strai~ r&tationships for· clay · · .. , 
.. ' 
Fruther refinement made for representation of the test data 
. . . ' ' . ' . . " . ' 
. ' 
. ' 
· strain" described .as: 
-· 
{3.9) . . . 
./ " 
Q 
• 0 in·.~hic~ 'a' and ·~· arE!, empirical- quantities. For clean. dry · sands~ .. 
• 1 • •• • • •• r• .. ' • r .. - . 
the values of '_a~ 'ana .· '_b' used to · ~v~iuate "h -wi_ll be 0 ~ 5- a~d 0. 16, 
respectively. I Es't~bl :is·h.ing .th~ hyperbo.l ic -~t~ai~~- a single-- curve .was 
dev_elope~ · to ' i llustr~te ' _th~ VaJ:"iation. 0~ th_e she_ar mo~ul_ ti·s r~~i~. G/_Go-•-. 
an~ · the damping -ratio. 0/0max' .. with '?h a~ . shown i~ · Fig~ 9 ._· The , . .. · 
·influence ·of the· ot.her parameters on the v/vr-"h -re1ationshjp _ w~~--
described -in .Ref. -49 by.·additional' curves . · , . . . . 
. ' ' .·· . . . . . . . '• . , . . 
I ' I I '• ' ' • ' •' ~ ' ' I I 
3.6 · Bilinear Repres~ntation of So1i ··stress-Strain Curve due to Cyclic .-_ 
- o-·. ~ . ' 
Loading 
/ . ·.. . / •' . .. . 
4
_ ·rhier:s an~ Se~d {~ 47)_:· per,formed: a series_:· of_ s).mple S!le~r : · _ I 
·-
experiment~ .with . cyclic .loadi'og . i:m .·san Francis~o Bay ·mud, a:· dark-. grey ~ 
. ' .... ' . ' . .'; ' / ·. .· .. · ·. . . . . :, ' -~ ~ ·.' +--..-:' . . ·.. ' . - .... 
-- ~ilty cl-ay co~tain~_ng · a 11t~le· ~~ganic ~~~~r _and_ some· siJt. Th~nip_le: 
·was -taken· f _rom ·no~aHy:~consQl1dat~ d~p~hs ~f 16 to __ 32'~ ft: belo~ the ~ · 
' . ' . - ~ . , . . ' . \ . . . . - . : . . 
. mudline• a11d the· water- content ranged frol!l 85 -to -96%. Modelling-of the 
. ' . $ . . . 
. . . -
" ' c ., 
. . .. 
" • . . 0 . • • 
·-:;- -.: 
. / . . 
. , • 
. .. 
. :,·.If', ; ' 
' . . . .·' ,•. 
-------- .• -' .. '.: ·,i·:=:t:~/ ~::'~:-:>:{~:~:-::.:.·~:~·:: .;.:-p~~~-:. . ,;;-;-;,·-~?-~~~t: 
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sti-e_ss-strain curves for cyclic loading· was based· on a bilinear relati.o,n- . ) · 
.. • • • . ',., . • "- • • l • • • 
. .. . _shitu~ i~h · shea~- 'mod~li- G1 and &2. and ~· -y,ield . _str_ain of "r· • _These / . 
· parain~ters were determined' 'for- variations·.oi peak s~r~i~ and' a: number ojf . 
. cyc~es. T_he conclusions ar'f' as follows: . 
. . ', . . ' . ' . ' 
. . '\ '· ( 1) . If th~ stress-strain charact~ristic5 under cyCli<;, loading r · 
,'·conditions are represented_.by bilin~ar . modei_s_~efined by param:eters,' G1, Lr • • , • I 
G2 and "r• i). for a · given cyCle, the moduli~.G1 and G2, decrease 
·• .-·. ·: ·aJtpr9ximatflY ·SO% to .·80% as the st~a_i~ level _i~~reases ·fr~m~ 0. 5% -t~ ·2% . • f 
.. 
.. 
,· ,, . 
. •( 
., 
. shearing' strain; for strains abo~e 2%, the moduli are nearly .constant, : . . . . , " 
~t 
. l .. 
_: . ·r, ·. , _ ,, 

















( . . 
•, .I . 
· , 
. '· 
. · , 
. . I • ' , . • . • 
. . \ ( . . . . 
ii) the yield stra'in,vr, increases linearly with the strain_ l~vel_ but 
• • • ( . • • • 4 • • • • • • • • • ' 
remains essential _ly _constant · for a given st'rain up to 200 cycles,_ and · 
· iii'}' fo.r. a given value ·of ·peak · strain,' the ~oduli , ~l - and _G2 ~ - decrease 
about 30% in the first 50 cycles; above 50 cycle-s~ G1 and G2 are nearlY' a 
constant .- ·• . . . " . . 
. _2) for samp.les s4bjected to cycl it s.trai;ns of c'onstant .-. 
amplitude·, · there is a minimum shearing,~strain of' the order'·of 1.5%, below 
. ' . ·. . ·. . . . . . / ....... . . . .. . \ ~ ' . . . ; . . . 
wh_ich the static strength. is .virtually ·unaffected by 200 cycles of strain •.. '· 
. . l ~ 
~ . , ' 
Even· a peak strain· pf 3%. reduces the strength only by 10%. 
. ~· . ' . , , 
• , . - ' ' • · • . .. • J • · • , .... ' ••• 
· 3) . The static_ ~dul~s -_'of t~e cla.v. is reduced by: cyc]i<!_ ~ strains' •, 
• • to. .. 
. of all amplitudes;' the secant modulus at 1% strain. is reduced by 20%- for 
~ • Q • ~ • • c.:~ . . . 
a· peak strain ·of ·about 1.%-~ ·and by ·50% for a peak --strain of ~bout 3%._ · -
-1 • • • • • 
\ . 
3.},. Shear Modulo's. Valu~s 'for Saturated clays, .J 
. ,. S~e(l·· _and·~·d~iss (13S) · ~rese~te~ -th·e re~ults -~f an .ext~nsi.ve : ____ 
.. . . . - . ) . ~ . . - . . ... · . . . . . ' . 
seri'es .of fest~ on" clayey· spils (saturat~d); based on their test ·da-tta . .' . 
and "i nfonna_tiQ':J. a_l ready·. ava i 1 ab 1·~ :i·n ·tne j iteratu~e s i nee 196Q ~ . A. 
, • • • • 4 • • ' 
. ~ . 
- .• ~-
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~ - . ' ' . - . . . . . . .. \ . 
rel_ationship was' established between the s~ear .(R(ldulu$ and·.undraim!{ 
. shear s·t~ength . for a wide range of strai~ amplitudes. · Thei_r co~clusion . 
. -- . . ' -
J ' 
_. was-based ·on the· fac-ts that· i)· stiffness increases; in · general, with · . 
.-·. the soi_l_.·-~tfen.gt~, ii) for st_atic load condi.tions:the ratio {E/Su). for 
saturate-d clays. does not vary widely frorrr one soil to another, and ' iii) · ., 
' . ·' . . . !t . . ,' · . 
·. ' ,. .. 
. test data ·at . very low !?train -levels -iriditat~s an appro~imately 1 i.n'ear 
.. ' 
. relationship between the shear modulus and 1s.h~~r strength · for a number: 
of cl~ys as pointed out by Wil~on ' and Dietrich. It seems reasonable 
. : -..:..- -- . 
-. . . . . . ' 
to expect that variations __ in clay characteristics might be taken.. .into 
. . · . . acc~unt -~ith . a' re~sonab.l e 'degree of accuracy by norma 1 i zing the . shear . 
(~·- . . . ) . . / . •, . - - -. 
. ' 
modulus w.ith re~pec't to the_ undrained shear ~trength, su •. oand express'ing ·. 
. tne - ~elationship ~G/S~)max· :as .a fuo~tion ·of shear. strain (Fig . . lOf. For. 
. . . ' . • . - . 
purposes of ana1ysis: it was ~uggested tha~ the maxi,l)lUffi shear modulus» 
. r .. ': 
_Gm13~. of1 any cl~Y , !;iample can . be taken to be_ the undrained shea!" -strength~ · 
_ Su' o·f the clay s~mplk times the valua of (G/Su)max at' low strain levels 
(defi ~ed a·s 10-4.%) ~- . The ·da·~a in' Fig~ 10 can be used to . assess the · . 
. . . } - -. ; . . . ' . . 
• • .. • • • tr ·.'. 
· influence' of strain a1J1plitude o.n the she_ar .modulus of · clays. For this• 
' .. . . . :-"' . . . . . 
Idriss (60) . e~press~d 'the. ordin~te ·in'.-terms of . th·~ ratio of .-s~ear'modulus· 
at s~ear s·train: v, to the shear :~od~~us ·at ~ shear strain ·.o/ io-4%.· · The 
. . . f . ~ 
variations of .the shear modulus ~nd damping rati.o for clays ·with strains 
.. . ' . 
.. . 
.r;-- ._ . 
~ . 
are 'show'n _in Fig: 11. _Reasona'ble. estimates ·of ~he sh_ear modulus· of a · . . 
Clay .. at any .str~.i~ · anipli~ude can · b~ obtained . by: determ}ning the undrained · · ' · 
• . . . • • " ' '4 ' . ... - •' • • ' • ' • • . . • 
.shear- strength of the soil sample and applying the reduc.tion factors 
. . . ' ~ . ~- . . .' !'. 
• ' l ' ' • , • • • I ' I 
shown ·in ·Fig.· 11 to determine the 'Values ·at othero' shear strains. The dat'a ... 
• \ . ' . • ! . - . . . ~ ' . • . 
- - . . 
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-- . ':3. 8 - Dynamic · Latera 1 Loading of Piles ' 'I ' 
. . · I _· 
• ... """ • • • • • • ' • ~ • • • ' • ' ' > .: 
\Many static and · a few dynamic tests have . d~rnons trate~ that the · 
• • ' · ~J . • •' . :;, . ' • • {) ... • ' ~ . 
. soil . resistance vs defiection relationship dev.eh)ped on a pile face ·· 
. . ~ . . . ' . . . . ' 
forced_-laterall:Y agai~st the soil is nonlinear. This n~nlinearity is·, 
of. C<?urse,-- the -strain-softening type .{Fig. 3', curve C) andean be 
. · app~oximated by hyperbolic cu~ves similar. to·that shown :in Fig . . 7~ ' Al~o, · · 
. .. . . ' . .. ' . ·' . .. ' . . . 
. . - ' . . 
the resistance can be expressed· as a .functio'n of --deflection, y .. - · . , 
. , I . . ' . · . . , . . . ,, 
· - · Re~ .. - t63 has used the hyperbolic stress-strain rela~ion.ship for·_ developing 
. . . - t 
· . ' ' \ 
·I 
.• ... .. 
~- ' 
.. , '. 
' 
.-. _ .r 
... . .· ! 
. ':' ~ ' l 
'· ' 
·th_e· 1 P:-Y 1 cur~e by the finite . element. ~ethod. The _ dete~inatio·n "~fa - · 
"' 
sui tab) e pre~ sure vs · djsplacem~nt curve for a pa~ticular pfle.:.soi l system· 
, ·, • . . . . . • , I • . . , ' .· . . , ' . . 
depends .upon the dimensions of· the pile, properties of. tne soil . and the . 
' I ' ' ' ' • : • 
., operating· environment. · Fig. 12{a} _shows var1ations of pile displacement 
\ . - . . ' . . 
. . 
a~ three el_evations_ for · a pi-~e forced horizontally into the·soil. 
• • • • 0 • • • . • - • 
Fig . . 12(b) ·indicates the pressure vs displacement fcir the first <Cycle of-
. . ·. / .. . ·. ' : . . -~ ' . . 
. _ loading, _· and Fig. 12{c) indicates the· hyster.~sis loops . fonned if the·. 
. . ' . . . 
deformation i ~' ~epeatedly reversed. It is ·seen .from Fig. -12 that · the: .-. 
~triiin_-depEmde.~t ·s~1i . . reaction ·win give a varying 'stiffness· alon·g.the ·• 
pile-. - ' .Hyst.eretic .damping· will atso v_ary along the pile under vibratory -·· · 
loading. 
.3. a ~ 1 son · p-Y I curve -. 
-.;, ·. . . .1 
! ' ·, 
· , ·.· t -_· 
.. 
. . ' 
.' . if. 1 aboratory . s.tres·s l"str.a i ~ curves 'are· a~a'i.labl e; then . the ·. . ' 
- _·_ . . . . \ . . ' .. . . . . . . . ..... ': . , . . . . - _··; . 
soil':"pile interaction coul~ be represente~ b~ . the 'P-:Y-1 curve. · . McCle.lland 
and Focht {92) developed a p"'cedure for constructing the 1 P-Y 1 - :- ~urve 4 . 
.. for ~oi-l. w·ith several layers . of clay deposits -~f different shear -_streri~ 1 
·- ' 
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and \ · .. 
' .. 
. . 
' y = 1/2 b £ . 
·' 
. . It ( 3 ~ ·1 Ob) . 
~hEn~e, . p: = lateral.son' res.istance·on ·pile pe·r unit length of .. pile ·in · - .. :·. · . 
. . . ' - ' . . : ·. . . . .. - ' . . . '. . . . ·. . 
... 
. . ··' ·; poundstiri"ch~ . · · · c , , 
. .. -:· .. ·: .. ~· J;> . = pile· .dfameter .or frontai s .ize in inches, .. .· . 
. . . 
. I 
·I 
. . . . 
· .... : . · ,: . . · a~ = devi~tor st~ess Jn ·a triaxial t~st: _wit~ the - co.nf'Jn_i·~·9 . ~ress~~e . . ':- . .. · .. 




.. ' ' .'· ··. 
; · .: :. ,. : . : · 




. ( . 
' • ~. 
.. ··-· 
. : tt 
· .as ··cTose as possi ble)o the ac~uaJ overburden~ pres~blre, 
' . 
e: =· strain ·i·n the triaxial test. · · · ·and·. · 
. . I . 
I • 
I . · , 





Ref. 89 establi.shed a · relati.on ~etweeri the latera'l_ s~il 
resist~~de- ~round . a pile ~o~- deflec:tion from._ botli f:ield a.nd lab.orat~ry" 
. . . . . . . . . 
t 'ests .. · The ultimate soil resis.tance per unit .length ·o/-fhe · pife .was . 
. . 
expr~ssed as: \ , :1 ... : ·: 
..... . 't. 
• ... 
. . tl • ~ 
· , P . =· "N Cb ·. 
··.· . u .· p . . 
. . . . . . . I . ·i . ·. . . . . : . . ••. . . 
. . ~
in· whic~ N~ = di_mens_i_~nless. coeffkien~ .for· the. depth where -~nly · .'flow .. . , •, 
·around' .fai.lure occu'rs, usually assumed--to · be •g· ·· except. • 
. . • . • ... · ' . • • • ' , < 
near the ground' surface where "it is given by 
, . - ~.... . . ' . ' 
., 
., . 
. I (3.' 12) . 
·in, whi~h x = depth ' ill ;nches, . 
·' . . . ' 
. .- . 
· p_. = ~eight density o_f ·· clay fn 
. ..• .. 
. ·I' 
,_,I . . ,. : 
pd, .· 
c.·.~ .c_ohes1o'n··_of clay in psi» 
. . .., . 
·· : 
,. · .  - .· 
, • .· 
. . ' 
. • . ':'"' 
.. · .. 
-· , .. ,. 
, . . 
. I . ' ,_. . . 
. .. 
. .. . 
. . ·. 
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:...:-....... ,. :. 
-- ... . ' ~ ·. 'of.~ :·.' 
·.· . ' 
: , ~ c.. 
; .·· 
. ~ - . ' 
.. ... 
. : ' 
. ' 
.' ' . . i' 
. , -~~ - -- · . . 
.. . :,. . . 
··and 
; . >··· .. j .:· . f} 
.. , , 
J (=; d1mensi~n1e·s·s· ~o~stant determined ._.from th~ type of• clay_~ · . 
p. ~ =: . ul t imat~ soil res i ~tarice . in . ·pou~s· per. . inch. . 
. U·- . . . · .. ·., . . " . .· 
T~.e . fi~al . expression for. t~p-~; curve w~~(obt~ine~ a~ a c~bi c .non~ 
.d1mens1onal · curve, shown"1-in FJg.- .13(a):. ·. . · · . · -· . . · . · .. 




., . ... 
·#'· ., . . ,. 
. . _·' : ·[....L11/3 . p/Pu _ . ~ : o.s . YsoJ I . · (3.13) 
. . 
. ,· •' 
bet\~een .o · .~ . p/P u < _ 1 where Yso · .~ 2.5 E:5ob in wh1,ch Yso. _is the ~~flection . 
corresponding to :the -~ st_r'ain, .·€50; _· £ 50 is th~ strain· c~rresponding _- to. - ~ne­
·half o.f the ul~fma.te dev~a~or .stre~s, - ~~f·' -~~ o~e-ha.lf of · th~· uncon~ined ._ 
' '/ . ' ' ' ' . . . .. . 
... ~ompress~on stre.ngtli. · rypicaJ . values <?f £5o are a~aila~_le .from Skempton•.s 
·~ark ·(138) · if lab~ratory s'tress~st~ain c~rv~s ~r~ not:. ayailable • .'An 
: important finding of Matlock (89) was that re'petiti.ve . ·or cycl; c : loading · · 
. · ca·uses·· ~ s-oftening· of the soil . resistance. The ~alu·e· of the pe~l< 
' ' - . / . . . . ~ . 
. r~si stance is only about . 70% of the re~i stance offered for;·a s'ingle~ stattc'' 
· load. '. 
I . . · . . ' . . . . . 
. -~ Reese ·(121,. 1,26): gave an expre,ssion f~.r -·d~te~1natio_n · of the 
. .. .. : ·. )· ' . ' . . . . . · . . . 
ultimate· soi 1 resistance for ~ wedge-type of .fan ure near the ground 
. · ·surface. considering. the equi•l 1 bri urn· of forces on . the wedges as: 
• • ' • t ' ' 
. ' · , 
.'P = pbH + 2 cb + 2. 83 cH 
. ; .. u . . 
. . 
·, '(, , . . ,' . o 
I . 
whe_re · p = effec~i~e 'unit ~t, _of. soil in. pci ~ · · 
H ~ depth ·;n inches_,: 
b.= diameter or ,\•iidthof pile'' in inches, 
.· (3.14) 
•> • 
. . c '? cbhesion of clay _in psi' . : 
- \ ~ ' . 
·· I.· and Pu ,;· ~lti~ate :lateral soi 1, ~esistanc~ ·f?r wed~e-:-tY.pe ~fai 1 ~r~: . i _~ 
' .. ~ ' . ~OUnds per inch • I ·: . ;. 
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. :· . . · 40 
.F.or d.:!r..iv,hig · ~h~. expression for .ultimate-soil reaction of a •flow around'- · 
·~ . 
. • type failure, . 
- . '•. .... 
.· \ 




.! . ll . ~ ';'· p ·= yb .. (3.)5) 
·. w~er'e · Pu ''' u it imO te soil res 1 ~ta:~e i ~ . poundS per l.nch '· . . •. . . . 
·and N· = coefficient of bearing capacities, ·the value ·af"which is .. · '' · 
. C , . . ~ .. . I ' 
r · · . . ;. usually a~sum~d tO. be .. l~. . . / 
The lower of thesoe two values of 'P u' .as · ev~luated from. the abo.ve ,·. 
. · ::equations will be,.the .ul~imate soil . re~istanc~:.. 'Pu'· Details . for 
' . . . . · .. ~ 
developing the • P-:Y' curve for. both static and ~ycl ic 1 ociding conditi .~ns . 
are ·sh·own ·· in Fig.· lJ(b). · 
3. 9 lee-Force Loading 
. Ic.e-force time hj7s.~or,Y, records ar~ gem'eratet!l by ~Jiifying the 
~vailable fiel·d records of · Ref. 15 using . the method "outlined in· Ref. ·143. : 
. . ' . . . . . 
~ ,:T~e metho'cr.- based on the' siinilarit~ between the fludu~ting , parts 'of' 
lr ' . . • ' 
· .· randomly varying ice-force records and seiSmic records. uses a non- · 
' . ' ~ ' . \ . 
stat-io'nary random process obt~ined from ~1 iteri ng a shot npise through a 
. , . I ' . . 
second-·order filter. The res~onse of the structure .can· be studied· using 
any appropriate · time-history of ice-force 'loading obtained from' either . 
' . ~ ' ' . ' 0 ' 
actual or '·computed records. 
.. ·. . . 
In · this investig'a:t'ion, artificial -ice-.force 
. records are' generated only to overcome the defi-ciencies du~ to 
• • ~ • • • ' t ' ' . • 
the 
. . . ( 
scantiness of available 'field records,. and· to. obt.ain more · realisti~ 
.. '\ ' .- . . ~· . ' -
• ~stima·t.es of the 1 loadi~g function: · ~ -. · / . 
. Both ic:e and earthquake l9adings wil,- induce significaJ:~t· cyclic 
. - . 
stresses and strains ir\ the soil. _ There are some imp~rta~t diff~rences 
1 . 
. . ' . 
I • 
. . . 
I 
..... , . 
• 'I 
< 
: · . 
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·, in' the nat~re ~f:-1oading, ·such _as 't~e t 'ime ·scale and . the number of 
cycles. The duration of a .strong earthquake is measured fn seconds with 
_. · ... 
', _. . . . - . ..:. . - \\( ' . -. . . : . 
the periods ranging from -0:1 to 2 seconds; ' while the-duration of. ice 
_. loading may ·e_xtend to hours, or' even ,days .. , with periods ranging from 0.5 . 
-. to 2 seconds. H_ence, . the number _of soignifi .cant . loadin~ ·case~ · m~y be .. 
' . 1 . . . \ 
la~get_ for -i.ce _than for earthquakeS; , i1n most: - cas~s, whi1ch may . hav~ an ·. 
I ; f 
important effect for a site where~ th ice ' ·and,earthqu~ke loadings o~cur ~ ... . 
. . . . . . . . 
·Some ofi' the methods which )'ler~ ori inal.ly -developed for soil · responses 
. : " . r . , . I 
for earthquake 1 oadi ng b,Y' .Seed an Idri.ss · (lj5 }' are applied to study 
- . . . ·. ' . . 
responses · du.e to i:~e loading. 
. •, . . . . '. 
v 
. . . . .! . Afanas 1 ~v·s _ (l) fonnula is use~ .in estimating the mean of· the·. 
. -
ice-force recor.d. The_ maxim~m ice .. force de-veloped when an ·ice-cover. is . 






. . ' . ; .. ' . . . 
wherei m = shape coeffieient equal to. 0.90 ·for :a sem1.-c1rcular one 
K = ~ ~ +t for .I ~ * ~ 6 : . , (3.17} ' 
· , ' I 
. 1 
_[_for ·*> 1, the values · are obtained from the graph in _Ref·. l] 
... 
·::::.~- . 
. '· . 
. . 
B_= .width of · the resisting structure, . .. 
I , .. 
. ' ·~· . ' , ,' h =._' thickness or tlie . ~ ce-sheet , . . 
·and · o0 = uniaxial com~ressive ~trer)gth of ice. · 
T_he typi ca 1· total ·(mean and fl ~c:tuati ng) force record for the 
' . . . ' · . . ' . . . . 
··tram\ht . tower · 1s: shown ..1n ·. ii9~ · 14 .. -.The-mean p~rt -·of ~re force on the · -.. 
I , . . . . . .. . ' . . , . . . . · . . . ·. • · · : . ·: . 
framed tower_ is assumed to be prod~ced by the -impad; of a moving ic:e fl~e 
. ' \ 
· of constan~ - thickness· of i.s ft. the· ra.nCI~~ part. is generated ~rtifically . 
A • 
---~--··./ 
. • -~ • ...,_i 
__ ;l:. __ . . ~.-:~:. ··· ·- -: - . -
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;. '' . 
: ~--
.. ~ . . 
• I 
. ... " ,- ·, - .. . ... . . . ' 
· as descri_bed in · Ref~ . ·143, and su~erppsed on .. the ~an to .:gwe . the tota_l 
. . . . · · ··record. . · .. · .  
3_~fo : · Modelling Consideration 
' . . ' ( : . . 
In the fixed base analysis, Fi g, 15(~}, th~ stiffness( of the . 
.. - .. . ' \ ' 
foundation . is· ~ssumed to :_be ~-i-~1d ~ompared . t~ ~he . . sd.ffness ·f.f .the · 
.structure. · For the half-space analysis~ the foundatio" medium is 
. ' . 
.. ' 
. . . :ide a 1 i zed by' i.nteract i ng spd ngs whose ' s ti ffru!ss represents the force-
. . d~forniaticm. ch~r~cteris~ics .' of the .. sotl·, : Fig :~ ·l~(b}.·· · F~naJty, iri the .· 
' ;~nite element :i.9eal i~atiori' ~oth ~he st~uctu~e and {h~ founda~ion ' ~re. · 
· ,., ' . . . . .. ' 
' • I. ''• I . 
. dis'cretized wit.h .·sev.eral elements of different types:_whichal)ow. a 
con~isten:t representation of ··the stiffness and mas~· of .the structural 
. ' . . . .. . . . ' .• 
syst~m, Fig ~ . iS(c). " . . . . · / ._ I '• 
' · 3.!'0.1 - Half~Space or Semi-Fixed Type .· 'I' 
# I . 
Ref~ 103 has determi·n.ed ·the horiz.Ontaf foundation· stiffness" 
· .. 1 , , 
. . 
Lising'· the ela.s.tic half-sp~i:e , analysis "t"or a to.':fer. .l,ocated on ·.deep soil~· 
;_ .... , , . ' I ': . . . • , ', . 
If the ·. foundation· condition is not extremely soft, .. ·lateral forces · · . 
. ·. . . . . . .r . . . , ~ .. . "" ·· . ,· ·. . . .. . . ·.: . 
appl_ied at the · upper end of the pil~ . by t!l~ tower will !>e transferred to. 
. . . . . ' ~ . 
.': · . . " ., 
, ·. 
.. ' . . ' ; ' •' 
. · the. sur_roundhig soil with. soil resistance incre_~sing- - ~ith dept~~ ·As such~ 
.. . ! . . . . . . . . . . . .. · . . . . 
iJ; seems reasonab~e . to assum.e the . foundation to be the same as ·that· for . . 
' - . · ' ·~· . 
'an lequival.ent .rig.fd circular f?otf'rig ~f radiu.s,~O'at the base 'o'f each1 leg 
·of . the .tower ~and apply .the. ela~tic half-space theo~y ·t~ obtain ·the · .. 
' . . .. . ·. . . . . . - . 
. . ,,- . · ~ · ·· lateral .foundation' stiffness as . 
. i 
. : .· .• ,·· t · 
. : . . · . . 2 
. ·K ... 18.2. Gr ( 1 - Ji ) 
. V· 0 (2 :.. )2·_ 
.' " .. 
··.' · .. 
(3.18) ··'• 
• • - . c 
r . . ~: .. 
,'. / • . . ·,. 
. ,· 
.: I .· '';. 
·, . 
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. ', • ' ' 
. ·:· . . (} ' 
. wher~· ~v ·.,., .1 a,tera 1 · s't:i ffness .pe,r _1 e~~ - . 
I • ... ' • .: I .,. . ', . ' ... 
-. . · G.'=; modulus of r ·igidity of · t~e · soil, .· 
f • ••• 
, , . ' . 
• *,1 . · . - . 
... ro ; ra~1~s ~f t~· :fo9ting, ~~r: radius 
: and l.l::; Po1sson•s· rat1o. · .. . 
I . • , . . 
" 
of the 'tow~r Jeg,. ·. 
. . I ... · . , -
Ref. 103 a1sq d_escribes ~he ev.aJuation of. the rotational spring 
. ·- const'ant us.ing the relation . ·· · 
. . . ' 
··: .. 




: • ' 
~l'!d . K. · is its 
lP : 
·; w~ere .Y1 . is 'they-coordinate positfon of_p1le~ {,. 
· : verti ~a 1 stiffness. t. e . . equa 1 s · the v.erti cal . forc.e 
·. - . . 
required at it~ upper :· , . . 
end to cause a un_it ve~tic'al . .deflection._·~ _K.jp is given as 
I , 
K. . = 3 (AE). -·i · 
lP . I . L]; 
. . v; ' . 
· (3. 2o) 
. . 
. . where ' L~ A and E . repr~sent pile ler:~gth, .area and modulus ,.of e_lasticity, 
' , \, 
· respectively .. 
0 · . . . . . 
., ' 
. ,, 
Before modelling the . str!JCture-soi 1 . system by finite elements, 
. . . . . . .. . 
. ' . . . . ' . ' /. . ' . ' 
· .. the impor.tant factor which should be estimated is tl}e choice· ~f the 
• , '1 • • • •• . 
. ' • 
., 
maximum-. frequency, (J) • • -~· to be.'· included · in the a~alys.is. ··c11oice of this· . 
. -- .· max · · . ,- . , . _. .... . . . . . 
I 
frequency will influence more than>anything the -~ccur~cy of the finite · . ·:. ' ', 
. I 
. i • ' • ,~ ' • I ' ' ' • ~ 
element dimensions. and the cost of _the analysis..  R~'f. 84 _gives typi.c~l 
1 ' ' . . ~ . . ' . . • 
v~lues fo_r earth . dams · a~ B.Hz .and for nuclear ·power plants as 25Hz (for 
. -:l 
.: · . 
. , .., . . . ,. .. . . . . 
seiSmic analysis)~ Typicj!.l v.alues of frequencies ' for: offsho-re structure ,· 
. . : have - ~een establisheltr~~gfng fram· o.~_. to .3 .Hz~ . Acco~d-ing ~o the . 
' . . . . . . ,: ' . 
·:., Nyqnist' criterion, the interval of the . di_gitization, At, fo-:- -the .force 
' - . . . 
, . 
. 0 . 
. , 
' ' .. 
: -c:-~---~· ·. ·-· ! . -·-•,.w• •• ~ - •••-- ~ -·• ~,•• · . _;• ••-· - ~- - -· ~ ~· ~~--· --
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~ ' . ·. ·. ' . 
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. ' ... · . 
. · 
~' ' ' · . . 
. · .. 
. . 
.. 
--· __:., _ _ _ .__ !- . 
- .--· 
-· ...... .... -·-:· .:· . . . . . . ·. ?~ :. : . 
. r_ec6rd ~m~~t be · s~ller (~~ - ~ - ~max' whe.re :wmax ; 's ~he hi_gh~st fr.equen~y ·. 
sp_ecified above. In th_i.s analysis, ~t = ·0.!01 .~s-ec sati~tie~ . the ·: 
., 
;, I . 
digiti z~~ ion-· criterion~ 
.·· :. 3.10.3 · Model Dimensions 
·, ~ . . . . . The · over~ll ·dimen~ions of
1
·the finite element me~h shol,lld · be ·. 




. ~ . 
. . ; . 
; 
I 
. i . 
. I 
. ·. ; carefully determined, ·_otherwise the . res~orise 'of the structure·:w11_1 · be 
. .. 
'. aff~c~ed by reflections f.rom the .bound~ries. ·. The side boundari.~s· snould ·· 
be placed :outside the zone of _1nfluence of the s'tru~ture tQ be :anal ysed: 
. 
It is usuallY. sufficient to place the ·side boundaries _'away from the . 
. : . ... . ' . ... . :. 
. . . . . 
. , s-tructure at a distance · of ·2.0 - 2.5 times the dep_th ·of the model . 
I . • ' . 
3.10.4 . Boundary Conditions· · 
f" •. · . ,. 
,.: · .. 
1. ' . 
Ref. 84 has indicated that'• 'if the ·input motion (seisinfc-) is 
l ~ ; .. : - , . • . . . I 
·hQrfzontal, 1t ~ill corresaQ..I'Jd . to vertically ' propagating shear.waves. in 
. . "\; .\ . ... . . 
the free . field, and the· rootion in· the free field wi 11 be horizontaL 
"' . . ' ' .. .. . 
•. ·:: 
: . ~ 
.i . 
. - • ' 
.. ' 
·. ' 
! . . . . i . . . :. . 
. ! . : ~ ·. : .. The :same inte~pretation will also be ~pj)lfc(!.ble' for " ~xternally applie{ 








.e:;- i • . 
. . •; ' • 
•; ' 
. · .. 
·"r ... 
: . .. . .. i' 
·, . 
· fp~ces luch as i c~ .fore ~s; •nd the be~ t way tO s imu 1 ate the cOndi ti ons 
·;s_ wi'th~ntal rqpers at the boundary to ' a.llow ~11. ino'da't' po.ints·'ori : 
. ' the ver.tical boundaries · to move' in,- the · horizont~l direction only. 
' 
'3.10.5 Mesh .Size 
The c-hoice o"t element 'size·· .has considera~le infl~ence on · -~he 
·h'igher f~quimcies: Kuh1meyer · and Lysm~r {76) ob·served that ·the -~ element · 
.. . ' . -
: ' 
d.imensio'n in' the -direction of wave · p~opagation has a major in.fluence .on . 
• • ' • ' · ' • ' ' ' I ' ' 
. 'motion with' high frequencies and correspond:i ngly.' short wavelengths • . 
.. . . ' . ' . -
.. · Ref. 76 has given .an ~mpirical rule that · the required ·mesh· · si.ze ~or · 
' ·' 
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.-· 
45 . •' 
I . ' . . . 
· . 
' .. 
. effec-tiv~ trarisini ~sion of any motion ' shoul9 ' b~ b~twee, one~quarter to.:- · .. , _. 
'. . ' . . • . I . 
. . . - . • ' · . . 
~ - . o_ne-.eight~ of tti~ shor:t_est·wave ·length of motion . . Ref."84 has sugges.ted --: . 
I • . 
. I 
·' 
.: '." tha~. ~ecau~e the significant .part .of .. :the rootion corresponds to vertical 
. . . . . . . . : 
·. wave propaga.t'ion, · a good rule for the · ~er~ical element size is a .value · 
'' . ' ·.:1· 
. - \ . -
.· , /'' 
less thim -hmax = .1/5 As-' .where As :is t .he ~~ve length of.the shortest, ·· 
··• shear wa_ve expres_sed . as · 
. ' ' 
. ,..; . 
y. . /!;G 
. __ X · s · 1 . 
· · · ~ ~ _wmax'·; = wmax Pffi _ . I ~ 
. . · ) t· 
. . . i 
' .· ' '•, 
' . ~ l I , 
,.: -~her.e vs•· ~ .s the _shear ,wa~e ·v~loi::ity in the element, wmax ·is "the higt:'lest 
· · . frequ,en~y · i~. t~e - ~nalysi~·; G_fs the shear ·m~;~d~lus.~f thelayer~·arid p~·. i~ · 
I . · . . 
. . th~ ·mass densi ty . ci--f the s.oi1 ." For the . case of ·a 1 ulnped. mass . matrix·, tlalf 
. ' . ,\ ', . 
: the -~l~nt_.·size (h~a/2>. shouJd be. u~ed. :It .has a·l1so be,en poi~ted out .·. 
by .Ref •. "84 ·that' the computed response is. less sens_iti:ve· t\l the cho.ice of 
.. . : . . . 
. •': 
the . ~oriz_ont~l . mesh size . ~hich .maY be -s~r-ral .. times - ~ong~.r tha.n _the_·. 
dimensions indicated by. Eqn; .3.21. · 
. ' . . . . . . 
3.10.6 Thickness of the Soil .Element 
. ' _. ' 1,/ .· ~ · . 
Ref .. 6?: ·has -idealized ·the sqil under :the. ~uilding frame . by · 
rec;:tan~ular plane strain finite elements of 20 ft thickness. This is 
·bas_ed ,on .the conc~pt that t~~- frame is a part of a ..  long 'buildirig wi~h ",\ 
- .. 20ft bays aild is. ~ubj~cted to ear~hq'u~,k~ l~ad~~g ~n -~h~ tra~sver.se· _ · 
. , 
. ' 
· 1 • · di rectipn ·causing ~:)nly plane strain defonnation· • . Later, Ref. · 163 
¥ ,.. 
: • • ' ' o ' \ 4 ' ', I ~~, 
presented an approximation ' for th~ zone.of influence of soil aroun~ a piJe ,. 
~~oosider:1ng the soil and piJe as ·a two-dimlmstonal quadrilateral el .ement~ · 
/, 
. . . . . ,· . : . 
Th~ zone of pile influence, as represented by ·the radius, c~ is related · · • 
. itr~ctly : t~ the ~i amete~ ~f p_ile~ :.p.· a-nd foun~- .to be'. app~xi~te,ly :e·i~ht . . 
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. . · . ' 
times . the pi 1 e di a(Jleter. Based. on this_ assumption, an equival_ent . .. . 
. < thi ckriess of .the. soi 1 eJ ~me·nt' has b~en ' used in this ana hsi s' which ' is 
" · 
approximately half the -width of the base. · •' . 
.-
3~io.7 Added Mass ·of Soil 
-. ' ·, / ' 
The effect of 'the soil · mass on the .movement of the. ~ile should 
. be .considered. ·It iS very di-fficult to·· estimate-the effective mass· · which 
.- . 
wlll p~rticipate in motion w'ith tne pile •. R~f. 46 il~~ ~ssumed that~ · . -
' . . ·. . . , . ... . 
during v:ibration, the soil medium will behave 1 ike a fluid -medium an·d 
·_ . . the mass of the son par.tiCip~ting will-· ... be··, the ~~s of 'soil . C::ti ,spl_~ced .bi 
i ' 
.the: pile volume. Ref. 103 obtained an express~on· using the .Mindlin 
. . . . . ' . _( ...... . ' ' : . ' ·_ . . \.. ~~ ·. 
theory for elastic -half-space, and stated that - the effective #t'na~ · of soil 
.- par_ticipati ng in ·t_h~- motion _w_ith -the' pi1 e -mas.s is_ given by · · .') 
.--· ..... - ·-- •. 
- I 2 · -. 2 . 2 
. ·. . Mi "' (4> .+ ~- -+ <flw) .Pm (x,y,z-) dv ; 
- _. s v .- u _v. .. 1 
1 
' . (3.22) 
. . ·where M1s ·virtual mass· of .. soil p·articipat.iilg- in -mot-ion at any lev-el _: '1.'· · 
:~u·· ·. cjl~~ ~w represen~ the soi.l pi_l e inter~ct1on di'splacement field· within 
. . . ,_ . 
>'-
,the_ so~l .tributary volume 'V;·/ ·:in the x-, fand z-d1r~ctions,. re~pectively, . -
-- due to a u~i~ hori.zontal - displ~cement of the·pile .gro!Jps 1~ the x~ ·.-
' . I · ' ' . • , ' . . . . ', • ' ' '. 
directions at nodal . point ''i' . . 
. ' . ' , ' . 
' • • _. . I 
lnstea.d of deriving the a'ccel erat.ion from the shear wave theotr; 
' ... p " • • 
·.Ref. · -75 ass·umed the d1stri but1on curve for steady-state· vibration as 
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• 1.' , · •• -
.~ ' .. ' · .. 
·. " 
· ·- · 4·7 
,. . . ~ . 
! ' . ~' . . -~ . ~ . . ' . . ' . . . . . 
. The: virtual mass detennined from the ·acceleration distribution curve·was · 
' I 0 • ' , ' o _.• 
~hecked by comparing Yiith ·experim~_ntal ·val u~s and a ·parameter, ··a, ·. 1- · 
t~rmed aMiti:o.nal mass·: rati~ · (~ additional mass di-vided by _the total ·mass. -· 
ot'. soil s~rr.ounded· by 9 pil e~s ). was ta.ken as the·· va ri_ab'l e. . 'e .= .10%' gave 
- . . ' . ·. -' 
the best agreement between 
. . . ' ; . 
. •' 
calculated and experfr:nental values . _ . 
o. <: 
' Ref. 140 deri_ved an e~pres~ion .fo~ ··p:rtici pati~g soil rna~~· . 
... 
as 
"\ . / 
where .··$ = soi 1 
(
. · n02 ) 
. M ::; · C .r::.=.... L 
s . .s Ps: 4 
mass. ~ 
Cs = s~ i 1 mass coefficient~· 
. PS =mass density,of · soil, 







I ' • o t 
L = 1 ength of segment above and be 19~ the node di v .. i ded by t~o. 
. ' 
.· ' ,· x'r = re·l ativ~ 'di aplacement of pile node with respect to the'· sofl, 
. • • . • J 
' I .· • 
. ~SET =,. pennan~nt set of soil, 
~ .,_ 
I , ',, 
-· 
Q;;- ·.-~. · • . 
• , . . . . .: I . . .. 
_ The present analysis assumes the. mass of the soil in a rectangular elenl'ent 
~ . 
to .be lumped equally at the four . ~odes following .Ref>6s. 
' . 
__ 3.10.8· Added Mass of ' Water 
. ~ ... ... 
A_. 1 uniped mass a~proach ·has been used for th·e calcuJation of 1;-he 
,, , 
~dded water ~ss assu'!'ed ~qual to the .mass o( water di~placed by th~_ ' 
• . ' ' , . t 
structural member following Ref." 66." · This assumption for the added water 
mass has· been .found to be reaso~abl e fo.r. ·the first few modes~- a 1 tho~gh 
' . ' . ·. ' . . 
therEi .h~s 'been consi'derable discussio-n regarding pos'stbl e frequency 
, ' . . . 
. . 
·,_ . 
. ·. - t; 
• 
-:"\ " 
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.'•t. 
· .. ., 
-· 
dependence and modified values fof.:fl,exible members. ·A -reffned ·,analy~~-5 
. . 
. considering hYdrodJriami<: i.nte,ractton · for 'an axisYrm:tetric ·_tower .subjected . 
to. earthq~ake ex~~.tation wa~ - inade by. L~aw: a~d:· Chop~a (s:h'· ~s~{ng .a sub-· . . 
• • • • . • 1 · . • • • . 
' ,' ·. 
structuring techniqu~ which was extended to. th) a~a ,·_y~is of' an offshore 
gravity pla.t.fonn as desc.rib~d - · 1n Refs. 142 and 143 • . 
. . . ~ ~ . . . ' . 
. . 
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' CHAPTER .' IV~ 
· · · ·. THEORY ·. 
. . 
' ' • 
.. . 
. \ . ... 
. ' 
• - '. 
.. · . . , I . 
-~ . . . . : 
. '· 4.1 )~traduction ' 
. ·This · ~hapter descri~es ·the · math~matical formulatirin .of ,·the · 
· dyna-;nfc. a~aJ.Ysis :of the· ~tructu~e.:.soil · system- .b~ ·the fini~tLelem~nt 
:method • . As ~t i's di_;ficult: ·if. not impossi.ble, to obtain ~na~-~~fcal _: 
. . . solut'ions fgr the structure . cons'idered in view of the many complex . 
·i ases; · n·~m~rical .amilys_is .of .· a phYsical mod~l based o~ c~rta_in . 
. . . . . 




: .· it .· approximations and simplified . ·ass-umptions ·seems to be the only feasible ~ · _ _u , , '"' · • • • . • • , • • • o _. 
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a'ppro~ch. · Mter : th~ modei i(post~la,ted, 'di .ffereri:t·i·al· ·equatfon~ · of · .. 
• , ,, , ' , ' • \o ' • I ' , ' • , 
. - •: . I ~ . • ~ .' . • 
ll!Otion are set up for the entire soihst_ructure · systems and .uncoupJed . 
. · ·:These · equations are the~ ~~l~ed b; a . step-~by-s·t.ep it~·bfe - i -nt~gration 
. . . ' -. . . .. . . . . . . . \ ' ., . . 
. .. 
pr.~cE!du~e· a'nci ~he respohses ~bta~ined 'by' ._· .. inodal ~~pe:rpositi on:' ' . . . ·: . 
.:. • (.J . 
··. 
: .; 
-4·.2· Idealization o{ Struct.ure:-Pile System . . . . . 
. ~~- ·, 7 St~u~tur~l ~e~bers and pil _  es ~ are idealio~ed :by._ tw~ _qi~e~~al 
beam: elements. ·In -the computet . progra~ ·SAf~:.rv (lSS), the 'forrnt.lation 
' • . , r; ' . 
-- -, :.. . . .. - ~ ~-s based on a ·thfee-dimensionai approach as. shown ·.in Fig:_· l6(a), which 
.. 
. • . 
.. , 
. . •' 
_. ·considers torsion, bending about two _axes, <and the a~ia~ and sllearing·:· 
def~~at~~ns. ·. The 'element is . prismat·i ~- an.d tfle ·. deveiopm~n~ of i,ts . . 
.. . . . . . \ ~ . . 
· · · · stiffn.ess properties is standa.rd ·as giv.en i·n Przeni.i.eniec~i . {1!'3). · As _- ~ · , . · 
, . . -..:. . . . . . ' : . . .· . . . . ·. . . . . I . . : . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . .. . . 
•. . .the structure has been niode 11 ed as a · two ... <;fimensiona 1 frame, -the beam 
. ·e~·~m~~~s ne~d -~nl/ s.ix. ;~~ces .. ~nd si·~ displa~em~n~s . . · · . r . ·, ._, ·. · . .. 
. : , ' i ' • · . ~ ' ·• . :, ' '' ' '·~ 1 •' : ., • • •,. ' ' 
i . '· .. 
• • , i-
.· , 
. . ' 
•,' -
. . ' .... .. 
.. 
. : .. . '• 
·.·( ..... . ' c•l. , , : 
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4.-2.1 - Eieffient sthtnes.s ·Matrix. ·t-o'r Beam ' Eleni~nts . -· 
... ~:::. 
. : 
.. , _ .. 
. TheP' stiffnes:s .mat~ix -. f~;r a typical two-:dim.ensiorHil elenlE!J:lt . ·: ~·< ;:..~" ~ .. . -. . 
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:is given as: 
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... . t 3(1 + -~) . ~ t2 (l + · ) 
. ' y . • . y . 
·. . . 
. 6 _E_Iz .. 
in :+~> y . . 
(2 - - ~ )EI . 
.• y_ z . 
. 1{1 + ~ ) 
. · y . 
. . -~3(1 +. ~y>-
· ~6 . EIZ . _ (4 + ~yj£12 
t 2'(i + t : .)' .. &(1 +' ~ ) 
. . .Y - . . . .. ,y . 
...---.: 
. ~: . . -'r . ' . · . . -
.. \··I. ·: .·:_ · . .' _ : ~her~ .E~ A,--i; • . R.· and . ~Ya~e·_ ~he Young~.s moduius, cross-secti _ o_nafatea,· · .. .. 
.. . . . . moment ::o.f inertia, length~ a~d- shear . defofn1ations ·o( t ,he . element, : -.. . . 
. I < · . . . : , · · ' ' . o ' ~ ' . , ' • ; · , _ , ,/' _ . . ~ • 
respectively. ·The_ geometric _·location of . a typical elef!!ent is defi _ri'~d 
.., · •. ' . . . . . , . 1 . I . . . , . . . . 
by joirrt -.nufl!bErrs,· i and j. ·. The ·1oc~tion o.f the principal ·.a)ds of .the 
. . . . . . : . . . ~ . ~ .. :' . . . . . .. ~ ... . . . . - . ' . . ' ·. ~ ~ 
'· heam· h . qefi~-ed by ·a thi_rd ~joint number ·k. as sh,own in - ~ig. l6(a). Tlie : 
. .- \ ' ' . . ' I . . . . . . . I '. ·. . . : . '·. ' . - • . . . 
· . , · relations~ii> be~ween the local coo_rdi._n!ltt;!~ sl' ·s2 and .s3 obtajned. b_y 
- . _, .. · the ·use, of• ~ec~or.- notation · h_as -b~e·n~~~b~d by. Wilso~ :.( 159 )_. -T~~ .. 
. .-,' .. ' .. < ... ·. . .· . .. . ' '. . .. ·. . - :' . . .. . . . :. . . . . · . . . ' . ; 
= · :·str~cture _sti~fn~~s matrix Kb is. ~ssembled .~Y the direct a~diti~n of 
' . . ' . ' - ' . . ' .' / 
element stiffness rnatr.jces as .: . . . 
. . . ·.. ' . ' . . ~ 
. •' ... 
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~ ~ I 
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. . ~ = El<ffl (4~2 ) . 
. ,· . ' . 
The mass ·m~trices for the . . element are comput~d ·an. the ~as is of .lumped 
r 
-mass idealization. · Therefore, . the assembl~d mass matri~ fQr the 
entire structure-pile system ~a diagonal· one . 
. . . . 
. . ~ 
Additional masses to ' '· · 
· accoun_t' for the members perpendicular to the p~ ane are 1 Uf!!Ped· at' ·the 
:·· ·. . ·corr.esponding .~oriz~ntal ; r_oss-br_ace level '"'~des . 
; .. . 
'. 
. I . . . . 
4. 3 . Soi 1 Medium 
. · / 
• I . . .. . . ·. 
The soil under the st~cture (plane· fram~) -is ~idealized by . 
quadri 1 ateral . is'oparametri~ . plane. stra i ri -f -i r:ti te 'el'ements with finite 
thickness "hi1·• This ~ssumpti.on ·;s base;d on .the .. contept that frame is · 
I ' • ' • • ' ' ~ / j • • •' • • • " • ' ' ••• • • • 
_ _ __ a part of a space frame of. <;~nstant wi q~h, equa 1 to th~ __ base 1 ength 
. . ~ . .. . . 11 ·> 
perpendicular /to the' pl.ane, and the soil under 'the frame will, undergo 
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' . '.1' ·.- .. '· · 
·. 4.3.1 ·_.Stiffness Ma.trix for· Two-Di~ensional Isoparametric Elements 
· . . / ~ -
. · 
' 
0 • • 
• • t"J 
· . Thf! 1 oca 1·. and · gl o_ba 1 c9.:..ordi nate sy~tems for ·a · genera 1 
' • • ' • • • t • ·, 
quadrilateral' ~lement,- a~ shown i~ Fig • . l :6{b), ~.re. related . b~Y: . 
/ 
and 
. I '· . 
.-: . . - · . .. 
. 4 ··· . .. 
X :i l: h . X-o 
-i=l i 1 
4 . . 
r . ,·. . . . I 
'l1 "' ' t ' h.yi 
', i=l · 1 -
' . 
•, . 
where the in:te~polat'ion' functions are .· .·- . 
' 0 • 
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I . .. . 
· · ( 4.4a) 
-· I . 
· .. "'\ 
.1 ·-· ,. :h1 =: l/4•.(1:-s)(l-t) 





(4.4cr .. .. . 
and ·· 1 
h ~ = ~ 1/4 . ( 1-s) ( l +t) . 
. . 4_.3. f.1 _ · Strain-Dis_place~ent Equations 
. ·" : ~tie abov.e interpolation functions ar~ ~ used in .·the di-splacement 
. . . . . ./ : · .. ' . . .. ' . 
'approx"imation to take into··account the r.igi'd body .displacement modes_: . . 
, .... . , , . ... , • I . 
. '. 
' 
. ux (s,t) :~ E ih~ u~~ ·.· (4. ea') 
and I . 
(4. 5b) . 
_For: tw9-difiensional · ana-ly"sjs, the strain displaceme~t equati<?ns ;-are: 
• ' t'· · 
. f 
' ·" 
. ; ' ·; 
•,, I 
·. au · . 
e: ·. = :J..='r.h ·" u YY . . . av i .•Y; yi 
. .. ' ·' .If 
I· 
• ·and 
. ~ , . 
• I • 
. The above exp~ess:1ons are· w~itt~n . in matri-x ·f~rm as 
. . [ ; . . 
. " . 
.. 
. ;/" .. 
... H,_x 
.. · ·.-. &·= a(s~t-)u : :.; : ·o 
~ - - - .. _ , 
<' •. 
. ' 
d . _ .. • ,· 
(4.6a). 
(4.6c) 
. ' ·. ' ' • . , 4 ~ 7) 
' ,. ·.· 
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T~~se _·strains . are related tq ·the· eight nod-~1 point displacements ·'by _a _. 
. ·.- , · , ; I , · 
.. ( 3x8) matriX. The subm~tricei o'f . the equa~ion (4.7) are: given by 
li•x = [hl h2 .. h3. h4,xl 
,x .• x ,x. 
( 4.'8b >' 
.. 
. ~ . f . ' -. -· ~~the' function~, h·;·~ are 1in terms of sand· ~. it is necess~_ry to 
-det~rmine the derivative~ with .lrespec-t to the,.- global system :x-y . . This 
J ' • ' . . • • ' ~-· ~ •. ' ' ' ' • ~ • • . . \ 
is. don~ ~Y u~ing the ~hairi ~le of. partial differentiation: ,- ·•· 
h; · = h.· .s, +h. t .t,x· , 




h. ::i 11' ;· ~ •y· + h,. ,t t •y' :. 
.1 ,y - .1 ,s . I : (4.9b) 
- · I 
In g:ener~l, the chain rule is 
,. 
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. .• ' . · . 
' . : . . • · I . 
:)' . . . ' - ·' '!. . 
·- · - J . ~ • x:, s y, ( -: ~ ' .t y ' s 
' ' ' ' ," (A I - ' , '• ~ ' ' ' 
' . '· . 
.- ; 
" ... 
... 1: - . 
. , .
. : '· . . 
"! . . ' : . . 
. . 
:· ('4.12 5 
. ,-e:;.:.- •  
.• . 
·, _.· (4.13) . ·····-
.•. :·· ·.:-· . 
. . . . i•. ~ 
. I . I· 
~ .. 
. · ' -
.. 
\ · 
• ! . 
' . ' 
.. : .. 
. 
• I 
x • t . = I: _h 1 , t xi , . I. ... ,
(4.14) 
· .. and ·: .. ~ .. 
. . . .. ·. '\ . -
.
·. y_ •. S: ~ r ·hi . . y • . -,_ . 
. . _ ,s . ,, . -
Yl = rh y 
·,t. · i,t i. 
. ·, , ... 
.. • . 
•, . . 
.• 
. . ·. · ·._, ' :;-
. , . ' . • 
Fo.r · the given nume~ical . viilues of ' s ar'ld .·t", the de_rivat{ves of the 
. . - . . . . . . ' ~ . 
• ' . . ' • ' ·. ·· · . ;. . . . • . • •• __ • • _ ' • • ' . • ·' ' j ' • 
·in.terpolat;ng function can be evaluated . . · From equations· ·(4.12) :and . · 
- . ' 
. -
. ·. (4 ~ 14), all requir~d derivatives .for the :· ·nume~ical .eval uat1on of 1strain- : 
( ': . . . ·. . • . . . . ~ . . . " . • • . : . ·. • • i . . •. . . ·•• . - .. . . . . • 
. displcicement . matrix :of. equation .(4. 7) can b~ compl!t~d. · 
. ·-' .. 
. .. / 
. .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . ' . . · ·' i ' ··. 
4. 3. 1.2 Element Stiffness ·and Numerical Integrat-ion 
.• . 
Fa.: unit~ thickness.-~ :the element · stiffness matrix is given_ by 
.. . . ' . ' .. . ' ·. ·. . . . . ·.. . 
,'• I 
- · , . . 
. . ;· .. 
:;; . 
·' . ' 
,' .· 
. ! . • 
. • .. K. =: .. : j .. aT .c a dA_ 
· Y · - · .·. Area·:- · -:; -:- . · 
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-· ·.in which .£.is 'the, stre~s-:-strain matrix ·and the integration is carried· · 
... ,
I • · , 
· .. > out · b·v~r the area · of ~h~. el emen·t· ~ The ~atri x .. ~- :f~~-~xpres~ed .~s a· · . · · ~ : · .. 4f" 
~--;· ·-.· • \ !) 
·· "' 
(.3x3 )_ mat_r .i ~- for the p_l ~ne . ~ tra f n e 1 ement :in the form · · 
. I - . . 
- -.. -r-~ 
. E· . ' . 
::.£. = }1+u)(l-2u) . - ~ 













' 2-- . 
,.· 
•' . · I, 
. , •. ''-
. . . :. ' { 4' .. .16) . ·.. . .. 
; . 
. . 
. .I • 
:--~--~- :-···· ······· .. -· 
: _Appiicatton of the ' one- dil)lensional_. integration ;fonnulae . gJ ven· in · 
·. . . ; ' ,. 
Zienkiewici' (164) yields 
I' 
• ol • • 
· . . · ... K =:: ~' l: wj wk · J- ·,!~(-sj' tk} · .£. :~ (sj•.i<> · : · 
· .J k . · · . I .. 
. . . I . , 
/ ' ' 
. . - : I . 
_. ~·n which· sj and ·tk ar:e _in~~gration p_oints. ·and wj and · wk are the · .- .- · . 
. -~ppropriate . wei~ht fUI')Ct1o~~· In _ge~eral~t-~lement St~ftness ~~tr1.x . r~· 
. ' ' .... . - . ' • . . 
- · deri.ved in · the .above :·manner will 1 ead to ·a ( 8x8) ·rna tr.i x. · ;• To ·; mprove· ' 
. . . . . ., . . . · . . ·. . . '. . . . . . .· . . · . . -
the bet:~ditig.-.-capacity · of the element. addi-tional i .nternal degrees of . 
. . .. ' . .' ' 
.( 4 •. 1a) 
' . ' . 
_,, '. . . : : •,' 
. . · .. ·. 
. -; 
. · I 
(. 
' . '' 
: ·fr~e~om are _provided ~t;, the ~lement lev~.~. · This can· _ be done by . 
. ,; .. . . . _..o _. ·: . . . - . . . ' · . .... ·· .·. 
_improving -the - ~lement displacement ·function· 1n ,equatio·n {4.5). with ·the .-: -· · 
. . . . , .. . 
addition· of . a f~w other' terms' as -.. indicated below: 
··''!. ·. ' . ' ' I 
-_; .. ~ ... -::.:.; '1 ~ ·-· ·. 
. . ·. 
.. . 
- .. ·. 
.. ... 
' . ·: 
..· 
.; 
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.. . . . 
'· . ~ 
1 . . .. ·- .-
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. . ' . ~ 
. ·.. ·., 
: :· I ' • • 
. . 
. •' 
·• ,, . . . 
'·. 
u = r· h . . u· 1 + · tJ 5 · ·a 1.' ~ h6· 'a2. ·. , ; . X .. · 1 ·X. . . . . . . . ·. 
'· . 
.. .I . ·.· 
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: where a. (i - 1',2-,3,4) !i.re -the add1tiqnal_ degrees· of free9o_m._ Functions· 
1 -
• • u . 
h5. an.d -h6 "must· be zero -:a~· t~e four _ l'lod:~· ~··The final stiffness matr.ix 
. ' . . . . ' . . . . 
.-(8x8) i ~ obtai_ ned -by a static .condensation procedure and.: wi-ll no't ·f?e 
d.es~ribed' ~ere. · The .net-- results. of· the -~ddi'tion .of the .incompa.tiqle 
. . . . . ,• . 
modes is . the better. satisfact1~n-_ of : microscopic· equ)librium in· the 
. . ' . . . . .·. 
element.· 
. ·.· .· 
: '. ·. ~aving formulated the' st_iffness -matrfx for a typical element~ . 
: ~ .'. · m, ·tli~ ·- stiffne~s matrix ·for 
' ., ' .. 
the ·.ent_i re · soi-1 med 1 urn qm· be obtai ned by :_ 
• 1 
. the dire~t . stiif!'less method~ 
. ' ' , . 
. • , 
- ~>= . E .~ . \ . • (4. 20) ' . 
·• ! , 
·, . 
-: . · where~ . := sti_ffn~ss ~atrix-_for the. soil _ medium 
-a-nd ' --~~= .. stfffn.~ss - matrix f?r ·t~e mth .ele~ent. -:~- · 
:- ' ' .·· ' ' : / . . '; .· ·.. . '·. ·. ' .- ' ·: .' ' ' ' . .,_ . ' . 
.. T~e mass· matri-x is. formulated in a similar. manner.· The lumped ·. mass · 
. ,.,.. - . ' ~ . ,. ' . . . . 
>_ . I 
I , • , 
. idealization. 'makes the . m~ss·. m~tr1 x di_agonal. ' nie _small reduc~iojl .1n 
• 
·accuracy due to.· ~h,e _ a·ppr~xiJIIati~n·. ~-.s ·jus-tifiable in· view of -c~n~1d~rable . .. 
, . . . .. . ._. . . . . - . 
·s·aving in computer storage and time • . In this inves~igation 'one~fourth 
of : ~h-e 'mass of the ~~-ad~i:'lat~ral ele~n~ is ~ssumed ~~ · he. · concentrated 
,' . ,·. ,... . r-----. ·. .. . . • .. ' · . .. : . • : .. .. . . . 
:at . ~ach of ·the· four· ·noaa1 po_iht~ .'· . I ,--
f '· ' 
~ . . . . 
~ .. ·._ ·_ 
.... · .. 
' .. . 
I_. •, 
. I 
•. .. . ,, . ... 
. ~ - . , .. ~ - . . 
. .. 
. · .... ....... 
-.-t.::· __ : _ _._· __ .. .. .. ...  
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4.4 Dynamic EgJil1brium Eguation·s 
' . . . ~ . : ., ... 
'y' . 
' •I l ' ' ' , • 
. . . 
. . - ' .. . . ~ 
. ' " .- . ' ... ' .. 
. . 
.. ... . . . ' 
57. 
'_/ 
. : . : . ' 
0 I' o 
OK .. < 0 
·-·. . . \_The ~ynamif_~q_ua·tions of motion· for _· a ~ys_tem _ofstruct~~al · _. _ 
• ' . . . . . .t ,. • . . . I . 
. 'e1.ements ... was expres~ed ·in the · .  t:oi'1owing'rriatrix form 'as' described' by .. · _· .. . 
: ' . . .. .. . ' ' . . . . '. . . ' . 
. . 
Clough_ and 
.' . -. 
Penzi en.· ( 24) ·r· 
. /:· , . 'J ') 
( -~~* ·1 {. U .r +. '[ C~~ { U_ } + [ K* 1. { U } ~ { P( t) . } 
. - I _· .. - ,. . 
. . ,, . . . . . .: 
_ wh~re · [ M.* 1, ~ combined· mass matrix _:for soil ·s-~ructurv sys~ems· having 
J . . • . . . .. 
. only diagonal · elem~nts. fqr lumpe·d· ~ass approximatio.n~ ·. 
• , I I o ' • ' ' • • 
{4.21) 
. ,· 
.·· [' C* ] . =· ·combi.ned d_a!TIP.i ng mat.rix _for the .soi 1-structurEuiys_i~m, 
. ·. ' ' . . . . 
. '( - ·K~ .1 stiffnes_s watrix for . the s~il.:.structure - systein being . 
. ' 
.., ·.:. 
pos'; ti ve· syri.netr.i c, ;·_ 
. ! ·and { P-( t) . } = load vector. . 
.. 
· In ·t!J,e ~ae · superp~s ·ition a'n.aly'sis~ it is as_s-~d-.that ·the·· 
. ·:_ '(. struct~ral ~;~~ponse can .be ·expressed a~equat~l·; by the p lowest . . . 
', . . . ~ ' . . -
... 
· · ·vibra.tion modes, wher~ p· <."n {maximum number\ of vibration 1110des which 
. : .. . · . . . · : ~ . . - . . . : '· . "' _: . . .. . .· . . .. 
. one ·may. _obtain considering all .the degre·es of free~om) ., For undamped . • ' 
. --~ree vip-ra~Jons, ";_~he above ~~trix ~quatjon· can .be re~~ced to the . 
- · · g_en~ralized eigenvalue eq·u~t1o·n~ · . 
11 .• . 
.[K* p .{ c; } - = ··~2: [ M"':' 1 { .ljl} ; ~ ' ·. ('4~_22) 
. ... , . . . ' . ' . !!'~··\ . ;~h~r~J·~ - and ., ar;e -~he_ free vib~a;i~n:.fr~~e~~y and. mode . shap~; 
· / . ' 
-· _,. . . . . . . . " . . . : 
. re:?P~ct1vely • . U~1ng the ' tran~fonnation { U } ·=.: LJ J { .X} where ~he 
. ' ,: ' . . , . 
• • • ' : . : l •• • ••• 
· c9 ~ um~_s · trJ_ .f ar~ tile· p M-orthononna 1 ized ei gqnvectors, · Eqn .- .4. 2l . · · . 
. .. . . 'lit .; : . . ' ' . . ' . . . . . -
.can-.be·.written ·in·. the following form as described in-Ref. 158: ... 
. l . . . r ~ . _· . . . : 
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' I X J + £• ; )x J +ta2' 1,1 ~ Jc [ J;'P<il ; - (4.~3) .·. 
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·. -'wher~· : 
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· .. Th'e above equation -assumes tha~ . the ·. Clamping ·:matd~ - '[ 
. .- t~e . ~dal or~h99on_a.1H;~·-._~o~~i't~~n: · ,· . . . . 
C* 1. satisfies· 
. . . . .. I 
.. 
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- · 
{~; ~J"r [ _c* .]. <- ~j ~ 1 ~- o : .. ( 1'\ j > 
. : . 
.. 
.. ·.· .· 
Howe~·er," 1n, sotb~tructu.re interaction proble~s-, the assum~tion. ofthe . 
' ' : • ,' • • ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' , - I' 0 ; ' 
. .- . ' . . / ' 
. orth~gonality co_ndit1on. for.:·the ·.damp1ng matr-ix is· not appropriate • . 
- ~ene~ally ·~ ·the ci'~p·i·~Q : Of ·the 'iou~d~t1on. ~d~u~-·w01 .:i>e·:.r~lat:ively 
• ! . • 
•. . ~ 
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. ,- ~ 59 . 
. . ' 
. ~ . . 
. ~ .. 
compared ·to ttia t of. the s truct~re. and the damping forces . cau'se coup 1 i n9 . · 
\" . . . .. .. . I 
: betwe~n : ttie· unda~ped free vi.bra~ion modes. : Th~ ·c~~pling due to damping 
• • • 1 • • ' • ' • 
,is:P_articularly impo·rtant in systems· where the foundation medium is 
' . . .· . . . · . . . . . . . . . / ..... ' 
i~eali.zed by an elastjc half-space. model because:veryl,arge viscous 
·damping will be required to simulate the radiation energy loss .. Besides .· 
~ .- this, the damping in soils is strain-dependent, and ttie d~mping va_lues ., 
to h~ used in each .element s~~u~d b~ based 6ri the strain· develbped in · 
that eiement . . This·: has been described in Ref. 59 and 84. For this ~ ---· · 
'· jnves'tigation, a constant dampin·g value~ expressed in ternis of the modal 
,damping i·n· each of the structural .. modes/ has· be~n assumed . . This includes 
structural damping, viscous dampi~g · due to .fluid·. drag' and pile ·damping 
..:<sue to interaction with the soil. Eqns. 4.23 ~epresent a set of p . . · 
uncoupled 1secona-order . differential·equations. · The sol uti on ·qf these· 
second-order differential equations is . accomplished by a. step-by-step . 
. . I. . proc~dure as · suggested by ~ef. a. The only approximatio~ made is ttiat 
· f... . the acceieration . of each P_~_i_!!,_t,ln-th_~-·s;~:tem.varies···ltinearly within a 
t . · s~aJJ~_time '-inieFval ·:- ;t-:- this assumptjo~ g ves. a -parabolic .va~iation 
t ---------~-=--- . . --·-· 
·--- -r ~ - - -----. . . of veloCity and a _cubic v~ria.tion ' of displaC#! ' r:tt .w.ithin the_ time 
. · inte·rval, 6t. ·This step-by'.!step integrat'ion te · nique ·is ·accurate if 
. . . . . . . 
the time step ' is s~all . compared to the shortest period of the soil-
.. . . . . ' . 
.. structure sys tern.•. . · 
. ., 
. _,--- In the . finite · el_ement i'dealization of the · st.ructure' with 
) . 
complex geometries • . the short~St· period of vibration of the. mathematical 
. . ' . ' ' 
- model may be several orders .of .magnitude less _than the. peri.ods • . 
. . . ' . . . . . . -
a~sociate~ ~:ith t.he significant, s~ru~tur~l .response. , . If · the .; time step · 
is l~ng _co~p_ared t~the · shc:}rtest period _ (nonnally _ ~llowed yal,u~ is · 
I . 
\ . 
·· LL ··.:· . 
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. . · .
. , 
- ·one:..tenth of the shortest per_i~d) . the method win··fail and i.n?tabil_ity 
wi -1_1· occur . . Newmark .(97) :has ·studied ihis i~stability ~nd re~~l111lended · . 
. the constan't accelerati~n method: ·f'h;s procedur'e . is foul)d to be st~ble 
. . . •' 
_when appl i~d to. finite element systems; h,owever, . some finite . 
_oscillations. associated wi_th the.,high frequencies are still present in 
. . . 
th~ results~ . . several dft'ferent unco~diti9n~ll.Y · stable step-by-step 
·. . ·. . I . 
methods h.ave 'beeri used in the dynamic Janalysis of structur.al systems 
. . . . . . ' 
with l~rge· :,.nurtwer·s pf degrees or t 'reedom. One . of th~-_simpl~st is ttie 
. ~ . ' . · . . .. 
. 'Wilson - e', mft_thod suggestgd bY,. Bathe and · WiJson (8). This approach · · 
~ ' . . ' . . . ' , 
.. ·an ·. ~xtended computational interval~ 
• 11) ' • 
~ T = et~ T. . where a >. 1. 37 . · ~ l4.25) . 
' The~tails - of the . computation~l procedure are 'well described jn 
. r 
. . . . I . ' 
. Ref . . 24 . . The COJ!!PUter programme SAP- IV uses the 1 Wi 1 son -· e 1 .method 
' . . / ' . . . . 
~for th~ -~olu~~n of Equa:ti~·n (4.23) t_odet~nni~e tn~ response · ~~ thE!/ 
erit.i re . system. 
·. ~ . 
· 4.·5 . Equivalent· Linear :Method · 
. ; . , . 
· ' · 
... 
' ' . 
The normal mode method makes -use Gf superposition w~ich . is 
. . ... . 
only vaiid for ltnear systems. 
, I . 
~ . ' . . 
In t~e- previous ttlapter.-, it w~s pointe'd · 
. . - . ..... . 
· out that shear. def01:·ma.tion occurring ~ in soils due to dYnamic loading: . · 
. . . . ) . """ . . . . . . . . . 
J'· in~~o~u~es noJ)lfne~r ef~ects. · ·This n~nlinear. ·_deform~tion _sti~uld: be"' _.·.-
considered in ttie-~ respons~ analysis • . Seed and Idris·s · (135) inclu_ded ~ 
. -: . . . . • . . . . ... . . : · ' L"'' ' . . . . ·. •• .· • 
. . it b~ introducing . an equivalent 1_1near method in whic;h an approx.imate :. 
:-. . it · $ol~~i~n is :obtained by~: 11near~·analys1 .. s,_ provid~d the . sti.ff~ess· a~d · . 
. ~ ' . " . . ' . ' . : . . ' . 
. , .·. 
i . 
·. 
., . . 
,. 
. .- :· 
• .: ,,1'. . ·-...:, . 
...r . ·• · 
. • . 
·,. 
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il 
damping used in each soil element. are compatible with the effective .· 
, : . . . ' ' . 
·. '.· . 
shear-strain amplitudes developed· in thei"element. · Data ··on str~iri-
~ .. .. 
~ · ·. ·.- compatible: soil. ~roperties fo~ ~l~ys . and sariqs are' publ ish~d . ~n Ref·. 136. 
~ -- . . 
· Typ'ical _.variations of shear modulus and damping · with shear strain are :-· 
• • # • ' ' • •, • • • • • • - . I . • . 
shown in .·Fig. u · and summartied in' Table 1. . 
· In applying the ·above -eq~:~ivalent ·1 fnear _method, a set dt shear 
•'· . ' ' ' i) ' . 
. 1 . , ,. 'moduli and damping. values, is estimated' first for each soil ele~nt. 
Bas~d ·on these variable properties, the .structure : is analyzed· and, the · :_ 
. . ' . . . . ' 
. " ' . f·"" . . ," . . . . 
stress tlistor'y . is co.mputed _at each so1J element. centroid . .. · Having .computed 
• C, ' , ~ , ' • • • , ·: , , • 
!the stres·s hi.st~r.Y-~ th~ effec.tive shear-stra1n ampl_ itud~~ · for . each 
: ..  , ,... . . . .. (,• . .o. ..r-; .. n 
element are e·~timated assuming . that the ·effective· shear-strain "' Factor*.~ 
' .. . ~. . 
. I . • ' • . ' 
. • · · jv !._-maximum,· wh~re v defines tre shear·. strain? .. and F~ctor· is a c_o~stant ·. 
varyi~g between 0.50 and 0.75. 
' - ' 
· • ~e,troid 1 :h:h:::::t::;:::•r-S tp iSl ::::• t::m:::::n •:m:~~:u::•:nt i comp~t1ble wjt~ , the ~·J~es 0~ a.-.dulu~ O~d dampin~ useil inhe 
· i · response .evaluation. If the soil ~roperti~s ~re not coinpat1bl_e, 
. ; ' • I • • 
mod~fied va~ues are. _estimated ' ·from Table ?0nd . ~he p~oc~s~ ·r.ep_ea~ed 
un~1l conve~genc.~- is a~hieved .. The val"'{ ~btaine_~ fr~m t,he/· la~t • 
iteration define the nonlinear respon (. · · · · . · 
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·CHAPTER. V.. · :.. . . . /~ 
•' ' · . 
.. _, ... 
.. D 
. ' . 
.>.. 
' . 
·. -· .. \ 
" '•, .. 
, · .. 
-· ·.· 
. ..... ·. A .NUMERICA( . EXAHPlE . 
... .. · . . , • . 
. ; ... /' 
. 1· ·· .. . I' • 
. . ~ ( 
:a 
•, ... 
·: ~ ; . ~ 
'.,..... . 
,I 
· , ' . ... 
.. 
' : . ·. . . . ~ . - . . . ~ 
This· chapter "presents an example to illusirate 't(:- applicaoi l ity · 
. " ' . ·. of . the . ~de,ts' descri.bed in 'the previ~u~ c·:apters· t~ reali~~i:~~i~uat.ions. ' ·:· 
I ' I ' . .. , ' • • \ •' . • :' ' ' ,/•' : (' ' ' • ' 
' ' 
. ' ,Detai ·l _e.~ . ~cc~unts of ~oil · pro~erty value_s .arid .the st~~?fu~al configur~tion 
·; ·:  . .. · ·. · ···: ot'· t~e ~ower are pres-ented • . The procedures for r~spo~~e ·.computatio,!l .. fo_r : . . .. · . · · 
I · , ,' ' • , , ' , , . ' 0 ;,,~ . ' . · , •· :·., : . -· 
' ,. : . 
f . 
. ' : 
· .! . . 
I 
' \ t' . ; · . 
I· 
.· . ~ ;· :. 
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. . .. 
I ', o' 
. - .. /' 
. . ~ . 
· different kinds of mo.dels are described.. The· sequence .... of, operations for · ·. 
' ' • '.' I ' • ' • I•,' ' • • 
: ·t~~ _ respons~ . calcula.,ti_on · is ~~r1zed at·~~he end of the ~hapter . . ~-
. . .. .. . . . . 
. ' . ... , · 
. ... 
.. . . 
, I ' 
· ·Res'u.lts for differe~t .fdnds of ·n.;dels are :giv.er:i fn ttie ·correspQnding . · 
' . ' . . .. ' ' ' . . ·' . .. . . . 
. · . · ~·- .. · 
. . ·.. . .· · ' 
. . -
• , . 
tab~es ~ · figures _. 
' . . · 
5.2 Structural Geometry and . Its. Henilier Properties·· ,., 
.. · . 
. . i-~e structure h1yest1gated is a welded- tub~la~ ~teel frame · · 
. : . . . ·. . ·• . . . . .: . . : . . : : ·. . . I . . . . . ' .· ·. . - . 
des_1gn·ed siinilar to .that analysed _py Cor_Otis aod Martin <?5) ,fo·r respo~se 
• • - • - • - • .: . .. : - • • ' . ... • • • • • - •• • • - , : • • • • 4'1 "' · ....... _: ' - • •• • ' • • · : .. • • 
. . to r.andom wave ·forces. , The w~lded tubular steel fram~ · was designed for 
o · , ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' /' ' ' ' .. • ' '' '~o • ' o ' • ~ ' • ', I ' :. ', ., o ; ~ , : ' : f I , · 
· :·. medium depth of ·water. Generally, the. s·~ructure \nd the·· foundation .should . · 
• ~ • • . . ,;. . . ' ' ' . • • • • • . • • • • . • ' • ' .• : 't- . • ; 
be treated as a continuous unit · al1~· the. liefght ·of the structure. will be .set ··-. . . 
, , . ~ • • . • • • • I • • 0 ' . • : • , , ... ·. • • : ' •. : . . - . .• . • . • , 
· equal to the ·-~um of. the water depth· •. ·the f9uhd_ation ·depth and t.~e . ~eight . ·. 
. · · above the wa;ter _surface •. In this exani.ple, ·a to~al height of 460; ft is· 
.. . as~Unied, with l~~ · ft' below the' mudline. ~nd 60ft' ab·~~e th~ still 'wa~·e(' ·.·_. ·.' 
'· .. . ' . ' . ' : . . . . . .. ; .. · .. •. . ..... . ' ·. . ' . .. . ' . . . ,_; . .. : . ' . . . . .. . :. : 
' linei the ·water .depthJs 300ft."· A two-dimensional · repr.esentation ·o·f ·the ·· o· 
'• •> ' • , •I • ' . , 1 • .z ', ' ' ' •:• , , 1 
_ 'tower~ with .three types· of,.foundation cond1tio~s· ' and sectional properties ... 
' ' ·' ' ... ·. 
' . • ' • • I ' ' '; • · , • • ' ' • • •• ' • . • • ' ' ·I . • . 
of the members are .shown 1n Fig. 17 • .' The str~ctu~al ! members are .as'Sumed 
: • . '·. 
. . . ·~ ' :. . ' .. . . . . . . . .. ' - . ·.• . ~- . " .. · . ,· ~ · · ' . . . . ' .: : . . · . 
. to b!! . ri.gid'ty cOnnected and. tlie -p11~ .diameters asSUIJled to · ~e the tsanie as . · :. .. :. -. _; 
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. · ·,; : 
. · Ice:fo;ce ·records are generat.ed .artif'ici~ll:y ·as 'the .contir.auou~ 
. ' 
, to • 
. . 
·. \ 
• • G o 
. "' .0: .· ' ·: . ,r; . . . < • • > . ' ' ~ . . . . . . '. . . . 
1 · · .. · , fo~c~ ·VS:· _lime\ r_e~~rds . ~ere not available. · The proc~dure .for .~enerat,i?~ .. · . · 
· of artifidal. 1ice ·f~rce re,cords has been·. ·described· in Chap~er · III. Thr . . 
.,. 
. ·. 













. . . 
-t . I . . . , , . . · 
force vs. time) i ce force records ar~ -shown i(l FiR. 14. -. Ice force recordS 
·. ·.·- were digi ttzed wi,th ~ - time interval ,Of 0.:·0:1·. S~t:ond~· ·and; kn~wing .t he . . ' . 
' . ' . . . . . . . . . ~ . . .· 
fi 1 t:r _.P~~'er~i:s . ~-~d. t}.le i.~ter~al_. o.f .. dj gi~j-~at:ion, the .. Pr~dominant 
.frequency !t,the record is estimated as 2.35 ·cps: In al l the" analyses, 
r . • . . . ;,.. - . - . • • ' .J • • ~ 
ice/ qrces' are appHed at •the. M.S.L..: l~ve.l, ~nd ' the to-tal dt,Jration~ of 
l' . . . . . . . . I . ;: . . . ·. ' · . . 
ttie recor~ is taken. as 7. 6. ~econds'; . . •· • - ·. .' ' ( . . . . . 
. ' . ' . ~ . i ". . . . . ' ... I . . . . . ·. ' ~ o. • ' : .. . I • • . 
5.4. Metjod - ~f Analysis .fo·r . o;~fer~nt ... Ki~ds of .. Model·~ 
. 1 . 
. J 
:; . 
· ...... ·.· .. 
., -
' f ~ . '.. . • . 
. . .-/ -The r~~~~e·· amiJ~s_is _.for di ffert\lt . ·k~nds . of. ·model"s was carri~~ 
, .· ·"", , , ' • ~· _. , 'r • § , . . , , t , • : • • • • • , • • • I _' , . • , • • ~ ~ • , , ' 
out tJy th~,-~omputer prograDJOe.: SAP~ IV . (158),. , The preparation of input _. · 
lo o ' • : ( ' I\ ~·, ' • ' I f •' • •. o ' • • ,#: ' ~ ' '. '' ' o 
d~ta a'nd output .coJllllanps will no't 'be :.,giyen as-they are well-described in . .. 
. . .. · . . 
'/ o ' ' • • • ' ~' • • • • • I ' I • ' • o ' ' > • o o o ' ' o ' ' ; > , • ' • ' 
.. ~~r .. 15~ ~-- .!h~ ·first fi.V~ :frequ-~n~_ies· . ~e.re ,c~n~j~~~~ed for_:.eac~- .~n~t~~~.ua~\ . ; . 
lilo(lel' iri th~ resp_onse · ev.~luation<_ by' a :modal ' analys:is, :and the modal _: · ..p • .• • • • 
· · d~mp~_19 i ·~·.,~a~n · o~· tb~.:· :s·~~~~~~ra(~~es .. ij~s'.~~~-~~~~ to ·be . lo%.'.: .~hi.re:· :- ~ .. 
: . . 
.. -~ 
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thi$ m~y seem ~it hi~li forlfixed base a~alYsfs, ft is r~~sonable 
. 
when the yieldi~g of the 'foundation 'is ~aken· intQ consideration.- . . . . ·_ . 
.o . . . . • . , . . -
~ . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . (}. . . . . 
. The 1mport~~t ~onsideration i~. t .he -analysi.s of the off.shore . . :i ' ··, _ 
structure is the soil condition . . For the prob1em tinder- investigation~ · 
, th~ S$)~1 consi~~s of ·approxi.inately · ·io~ ft ·?f ciay und~:~l~in by ·.rock.: 
• • ' " • , • • • ,· 1 ' ' • ' ., • 
In:.the finite element model, the side boundaries . are located at· a · · 
. .. ' . . . . .. 
• 0 
·. ~is~a~ce o.f -approximately .f~ur . times 'the :base.· width ~o erisure. ·free 'fiel _d.· . 
. motions. · The· soil medium has ·.been represent~d .bY .the · finite element . 
.. ' . . . . . . 
..: 
I· . . . . • :.. . . . . • . •• 
·· mesh (plane ·strain) shown .in Fig . . 15(c), ,. wh.ich coilsi.sts of 24 elements 1. . ·· 
. , ' ' . . I • . 
· ah_il 36 nodal poin'l;s·. . In order to. - ~im~}a~e a_ semi-infi~ite system,_ . .. 
. . . ' . ' . . 
. . . nod~ 1 poi nt~t.18, . 27, 36, .16, 19 ~:-and 28 , were. fixed: ~·n t~e .verti ca ~ · · 
. . . · . i . . . . . 
. · . · •. difection P.ennjttin_g ·mov~mentonl.Y in the ·.norizontal direction . .- Nodal 
. ' . . , 
. Poi~ts 1 ·to ~- (except --~ and 6) :-are.' .fixed· to the base_ ~ Forty.:.four · b~am 
• ' : • • , , .. Q " 
'elemen~s wer~ required .. to represe~t the stf'uc'ture. Two .t~pes . 
,., .,. .··· 
of foundation · lay.ers were taken into ·considera-tion: 
I t ' • • ' . t r . 
i) .soft. ~nd i iJ 
stiff • . Below the mudline, the basic .scfll properties 
. . . . ' ..:-
vary wj.th· dep.t~ . and : 
·a;e fun·~·tions of uni't weight, . undrained ·shear s'trength .and Poisson's . · . : 
. . • . , , , . . ' .· , , , I , ~ . , • 
ratio. ·Knowing the value of ~ndra'ined sh~ar strength. for . each layer,- it:. · . 
. . . :: :_ . . .. - . ) ' . ' c ' . ' ' . ~ - ' . ~ • ' ' · . 
is, possible. to find out '.the 'shear modulus at sinall . strain~ ,(here defined ' .. 
. - . •. . . ·. . • . . . . , . . . . . . I ; · ~· ' 
·_as v -~ 10-:-4%) from~ Fig. 10~ ' . T~1s \l~lu~ is .listed··. in Table 3(a) and· J(b) .· · 
! ~s ~max:: f~~ .·each · ~le~nt • . ~· · F~r an._el.em~nt -1~ :the ·:cl_ay·_ me_di~um.~. - ~ma~ ~uld . . 
, :. ·· b_e r ~qual to the·i·u~dr~1:ned1 shea~ .~t~~ngth, Su, of the clay. wit~in the 
. -. el~nt ~i~s :t.~e ,value .. o~ . . {G/S~)m~~~ ; as· sugge~te·~ in Ref . .' ta6. ·Typical· · 
.· .. : va 1 u~s ·f~r , th,e. m~~~.!'lum .Sh_~ar .Moct~lu~ .<.~x ~1)_strain . i.o-4%} . a.re_ g·i~en_ · i~ 
· . :. ·,·: Tabl~~z for .. ditf~·reni .1~1~~5 - : as. ~'!·lc~lated' f~~~ th~ ~ndrain~ct . .'sh~a~ · ·'. ~ · :: 
-:·:· s~·te~gth :o·f.-: .th~ . sample.'. .. ·· · . . · ~_::. . . ; . < · · . -· · · 
. :.J 
' . f 
_· (I; 
' • ·i' . . . 
. . 
. ~~ 
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For. 1 ~near analysis'· ~he .s~ear:_ mod,ulus : of _e~ch\leme.n.t ~s . n~t- · depend~~t 
· on the s~~ar strain; it will be· con'stant .and analYsis is carded out · · 
.:· with . the above values ot-'Gma~ fo.r two kinds ofso~l_. . T~e frequencies 
I . - ' . ' •' ' ' ' ' ' ·. ' ' ' . ' ' ' I '. ' ' · ' .. -' ' ' I j: 
· and. the responses computed_ for the two different kincts :of soils are: 
shown i~ · -Table•4(a) to 4(~) and FigS. 18 'to 25 •. Fp.r. nonlinear finite 
.• . . : 
e'lement analysis~ 'it' is assu~ed that .'th,e '·shEfa'r ·modulus for each element' 
• ' · . ' I I • J ' ' • • • ' ' • , • • I ~' •• I' ' : '' ' .- ' • • 
' is str(lin-dependent an~ the e~valent . line~r method described in 
. . . . I .. .. , . · . . , _ 
.. _Chapter IV is applied. The soii:..structu!'e .s.Ys.tem ·isanalysed. first · .- • . 
0 ' • • o , ' ' ' , . /'/' • 0 ' • • 
·using·.the p·rop~rti~s ~s ·given in Table 2, ;.'e .. · a _li~ea~, analysis ·is _:. / 
ca-rried .out first . . ThEm the maximum shear strain. is computed for each 
. e.l ement '. from 'the ·stress· history, ~ and. th~ · ~ffective 1 she~r stta~r\. ~a-lculate~ 
. . . . . . . ' 
.. at the eiement centroid by the following relation: ' 




·wh~re ~eff = effect_ive she~r. strain ·at element -~Emtrofd . 
' : . . . . 
. ;_ ' 
. ,i ·_ . 0 
and ."max ,;, .maximu~ · ~h-~ar .~trai!l .computed from str~ss hi~tory; 
· · · T.he .fact~r · for · effeJt,e shear s-tr~in 1s. as·s.umed .to be···O.G,S· • 
. I . . : ·. . 
: ·.· 
.. 
I ' V 
....... 
Fr<?m the c~mp~~ed .. ef~e~ti~~ -~tiear st~a.1!_ at-ea~_h· e'le~ent cen~ro_j~,/tp~ 
~educt.io~ f~ctor · .f~r - shear · . modul.!J~ .,.:; ~ "estima~ed :from Table ·- i ~nd Fi.g • . u, 
' .· . · .· :. - ·. ·. · .. ·:. ·_. . . ) : : ' . _. .· .. . · ·.- : .· ·· . . ·. :· · .,· . ··. 
an~ :the new -shear moduli :for• hi9hei -~tra~n ,~eveJs at:"e co'!'puted· -~~ follc;»~s: · 
. . . . , ' . . . . ' . ' 
. \ 
' 
... >I, ; ,. 
' . ' 
: l . . ·Re.dutt.ion' factor: = · . Shear mad.ulus ~t 4an,Y. stra_in ·v . · : . •• _(S.2) . .. · . . _ :r 
. . . . <. -· · < ·. ·':: . _o·· .-shear · Modulus .at i?- __ % ·str~in· (~~_xl : . . 
. I - . .-
. . 
i 
: • ' ' ' ' , • • • • ' .._ - ' ' ' ' • ' • ~ ~ ' J , • ' '.., I • ' , ., · ~ 
. .Table ~(a)' ~nd -~(b_~ ,show, the valu~~of .. new s,hear mod~l- ~ ~t th·e~_end o~ the 
· ·  fir~t- · c.Ycl.e ~:f'- it~ration ; It i s . s-~en"tbat ~ the ·· soil -. p~operti es are not 
' .. ·, 0 ! • • .. - . • .. . : ' . . . . . • .. 
:. ·l 
. .. . ; . ~ . 
. .. 
. ' ' ·.' . ,. . ' ·. . . .. 
-.. ~·- ~ . .- . -: ... -: ~·. :··.··-· .··_Strain ·.ComPatible.· · .Also the- diff~rerlc~~ bt;!~ee"· .the -aSsum_ed a_nd . -cOmpu·t~~-- ~ 
, ,• · .' .. ' • ' ' ... ; • . • • "· C• •• ·. -' . '. •. · , . 0 • , • , ,·. ' , • ' f . .·. • • , 
· .: ; , 
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· . . ' . 
shear.-ll)odulf is .:;ery high: Hence, a- n'ew iteration i·s· carried out with . 
·. ,·.. ' . . ' . 
the 'improved·. values ·of ~hear modulus .. for each elemE;!nt and the process is · 
. .. ' . ' . ' . . . 
' ..... 
- ' ~ . 
:.repea~ed until converge'nce has occu~red. Fi rial results. are shown · .. in · 
. . < .· . . "\ . .. . . . . .. · ·. ·. . . . ·. • ' .' . .. . . . . . . .... . . . 
· Table 3(af'and .. 3(q) 1 ·. The val.u,es: computed from th~ .final iter~~fon 
. . . il . . . . . . . .. , . . . .. 
... constitute: th~. nonlinear respohse. · The ·:requencies and t~e re~pcm~es 
. :computed /from . the non~ inear analysis . a~e p'resented in Table 5(a) to 5ld) . 
. and· Figs . · 26 to' 33. 1 .<>. .. . • .. 
• ' . ! • , . r . 
. fo.r .the-lumped· parameter model', shown · in Fig.15(b)",,the : so-i1 
. ' . . ' . . . . :. . . . . . . . . . (- . 
·. ··medium is idealized by ·.two kinds . of spfi.ng~ ·at :the st'fuctur~'bas_e -: ~evel, 
' , • ' I ' ' f' ' ' : ' •, ' , " : ' 
. . · .termed horj ioryt~J .: and ·rota tiona 1 si>ri ngs i i1 Chapter IiI...._ . .'The pr9perti e~ 
- ~ ... ' i::; ·. · • ":' . ' . . , . . ,r" . 
:· . · o~ these spr;ings ar~ · given in. ,Table 6. The.' ~tructural inod'el is · 0 
.. . 
. · rrpres~nted · by .two RinCts of element· groups· . . · These ·are! :1) -.beam 
. elemen:ts 'repre$enting th~ struct~~a) .. memb'e~s . and. i i.) . bo.~nd~ry eleme~ts . 
' . . ·. ' ' • . . J; . ; · ' . ... . . .. : 
representing the · foundation springs for the ·1 umped ·parameter mode 1 • · 
... • • ' • - ' • - .. • 4 • ' 
. . . ·. The -total number of- n~dal.. poin~s :and elef!!emt~. necessar; to,.: 
' ' • I , ' coJTiplet~ the ·model are · twenty-three··.a~d . 'forty~two, respecti 'veiy._· The 
' • .~ ' ' ', • I ' ' ' ,• • ' ' ' • ' 
·nodal points~ ·l .alld 2,· ·at ·the base.' level . are · a~sumed . to be .:fixed -in the 
.. . - ' . . . . -- . '. . .. . ' 
. ·. v~rti~a 1 di rectionl'· }he ~freq~~ncies and . th~ . r;spoh~es are ·· present~d .iji 
. . · · ... · _. ·. · . ·. \ · .. · . _, ... --~ . - , . . ., 1 ~.~ 
Table 7 (a) to 7lc) :and.Figs_. 34 tp 3~. · .• . 
. For ~~~ fbu:~·CI ~.as.e '_~del ~~~~- in .. Ffg ~ · ista),. the st~uC:¢,ure 
' i . . · .. . ' . · .· I ' • . . 
' is represente~ by'_nin~teen nodal .points ~nd .,th1rtY-!a1Q~t .elements .(two":" .· · 
· : dimensional·. beam elerilents.}. · ·.Th·e. ~re~uendes .and the · ·~espo~ses obta.ineci- · · . · ' · 
. J;~ 
. ~~,}; 
• • . • l ' • 
. :~ . . 
. ,, 
. .· . 
· . I 
_, . 
' ,, ' 






.· are ·· sho~n .in Tab~~ ~-(a·) t~- 8(.t) ·and · ~i·gs ~ . 34 t~ 39. :-· . . . . .~ .. 
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·s.s Se9uen~e of Operations 
. . 
Finally; an ou:tl,ine of th~· seqdenc~ ~f operati9ns required for 
·,, 
. . . . 
' / r 
-the-, response ~v.aluation• is Hst'ed below·: · · : 
. ~/ . . . . . . . , · . . 
·./ .. 1. Idealization of· the soH-structure system as an assemblage 
:/ . . , . . . ,' . . . . .. . '• . 
of r finite· elements 
·' · . Input . ' 
.. { . ( 
/ 
a) Nod~l .. p·oints · ,. 
/ .. 
b) · ·B()undary' condi.t-ions . 
. ' 1 , · • • 
c) ... Elements· ·: ·. ., 
• , /' , I 
d) _·-' Es_timated ~teri .al properties · . ·· · 
I ' • , ' ~ ' ' 
. I 
2 • . . Fonn Mass Matrix ·· 
.-
' .,. 0 
3 . . Fonn ·Stiffness Matrix 
, ..
4~ ·· ·setup the eqaations , of, !ll~tion 
- . 
. ~ ·: : 
. \ . 5~ · '~olation to, evaluate nodal · ·poi·n·t displacements 
. ' . . . I . ' - . 
6 • . ··. Evaluation of. stresses .and strains. ' . .I 
., .. . . '·l 
For nonl~near analysis: .·· ,~ · 1 
··. , ' : I ·. : ,· , • 
'· . 7. D~termine effectiv~ ·shear : strains -in al 1 .sol1 .elements · as : 
: v · · · ~ - ·Factor ·x ·1" 1: eff . · · . . ....._ 
. - - . : · . max \ . 
. . ·. . I . I . . ' . .. . . 
·y .a. ·. ~amputation· of strain~compa~ible soil' pr-opert'\les .. · 
. . · - ' · I , · . · ., : . ,'· · . . . r 
. .'_ a) . Enter: Tabte J for -all .soil. eternents 
. ' ... 
. · .. 
. • 
. . . ' . . . 
• • • • • • ~ • ' 1 • 
_b) .. Compar.e w~th ~ propert1e5' useci ·. io t~e analysis 
' • ~ '} '.' , ' • ' '• ' I , ',· ,' • ' ~ < ', ' • ,· l ' , ' ' ' 
·. . i) If the difference is too large, -the' analysh is ·· · 
·. . ·:. rep_e~ed -f~m . ,Ud·)_' w1ih new. propertie~. : . . ~. . .: . . 
IIJ . . . ·: · _. .· .. ·. . ,· ' I . . , ,r- . ··.. . , ~: 
· · · · ... . ·.· ii)' If-'the· difference is' small.' the '·computatfon ·is · , . 
: ·: .. ' • . . . . .· . . J _.. '· · .· .... : . . ·. . . • ·. . ' . . 
, -· 
.· l 
' I I , ' • 
• .• • 1 . 
I .. , ' • 
. . .• 4 • " • .. 0 ~·- • 
t , ' · .. ' ,_stoppe~(> · · .r ; .. ·: . -- .. , . 
. ~. ~ . ' 
.. 
. .... '• 
. \ . . 
. , ,;, .. _ .. . . 
r. . . . ~ ' . ': 
., ': .. 
. , .. ·· . 
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· DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS · •. 
" 
I 
6d· Introduct-ion ' ' 
·I . ' 
The resu,ts are pr'eserited in : separa:t~ sets.·. _~ach r~pre's~nt-ing --
one. of .the problems investigated-• . The cases considered are: _1) Fini-te . 
Elerttente~ Foundation Model cit 'th~ son -Str~cture System ~fth .f) Line~r- . 
I .. : : . . . . ' . . .. _' . , 
Soji ·· Behavio~r, - and ii ) . Nonlin~ar so~l ·aehavi~ur; 2) Lumped Parameter · 
. · ' 
. ' . . . - . . . . ' . . _- . - . . ' ' ~ · ' . ; 
_ (or Hal f-Spa~e) Foun~ation Model with linear Soil ~prings_ ; ·arid; fin~lly, . · _ · 
· . . . . . , . . ' 
' ... 
~ 3) Fixed B~_~e Model. Th~ numerical _· results are presented ·at th~ end of 
this chapter. 
· .I 
6.2·. i Frequencies 
I 
· . it is. seen from the above results' tti.at the·· .funclaniental 
. -- I . . . . . . 
_fr~quencies of the frame .are ,influenced· stgni,fi_cantly by_ soil-structure..: : · 
.. ' 
-: interaction~ . For -~x~mple, the fuod~ment'al· frequency of the lumped ·· , · · i . : ' ./ ' 
· ·parameter ·model · ·for .. the ·s·oft soil conditi~n is ' 10.0%. less . t~·an th~t - fQr-. 
I . . - . . . . • . . I . . . . . '. ' . . . . . . _. : . . ' . . 
the 'rigid cas·e. For the :finite element model' in soft soiLwith linear . 
., ·. · ' . 
• 'Ill • I 
·soil behaviour, .the fund~me.nta'f frequency is .6~67% ·less .than that. for 
' • • 11 ..... ' I ' ·, ..ofl : 
. · .. 
· the . fixed base. - :...: · ~ . 
... 
i . 
. ' ·' 
'I •' 
,' 
' . . . 
. r., _ ... 
' ~1 ' 
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·· exam~l~ .. ;t .. ma~ be . ·se~n ·4rom Tahie S(a·) th~:· for the _ finit(lele~~"~- · _ .. 
. - . " • - . . . . - - . ' • J ' 
model-· in soft soil ,with nonlinear soil betiavi'our; 'the third ~ode 
fi-~ciUencY i s 11 t t ~ 0' OJO re tha,n a t~ \l.d ·o/ the co~respond; ng frequency i . 
. for 'the ·t:i gi d· folJ·n~atfon e.iise_;. ~ · 
) . -~ ·\ 
6.2.2 ~ents . . ' . <' ·. . . ·. . . · 'J · 
·. D ) . .!~ the_ detr~as~ :in: th~ t:u~dament~l as well as the higher 
. . . . ' . .:... ' .: . . . . . . . . . -~ . . ~ . . 
frequencies' tbe flexjbl e foun,.da'tion has .a major infl u~nc'e. on the .-. 
.. s.tru.ct~ral . 1:-e~pons~., This ca~b~ e~s:i~y·~e·~·~ : - ~~~!ll · ~he· .. results· ~n · . : 
Table. ~(b)· . . The· ·Ol!xi~um .. di:s~J~c'e~n~·-· at' · de.ck -~e~~l.: it 4~·~73 i.n. fQr . ~hk .. 
. . . _;:_ . . ·.. . . ~- . . -. . -. . . . . l . 
soft soil condit1on which .is 36.% more . than that for the rig d case. 
" . . . . /. . . . 
Eve~ fo~ t·h~ c·ase\t~h~n soil :n·(m.linearity i\ n_~gl~cted~ the ispla_cem~nt 
.. ~t 'deck le.vel fo~ the so~t ~oil' . :o~~i~iorea:; ._._s~o~~ in ·ya~l _4(-6)' i ~·: ~ . · .
. 23% more than that f.or the -rig_id _f-~~e .. · ihfs ._var.iation i~ :-d'i: . phcement ·. 
.1 s . ~ l'·so not iceab 1 e -for j ~mped . p~rameter : ~detl ~ n~: of both type~- .of\ oi 1 . 
~. . . . . I -. . . . . . . . . .. ': . . . . . ·. ,. . . 
condition •. -From TabJe 7(b), .it is observed that the· maximum displacement -~ 
· · ./a~ a.;h lm~ ftJ th~sofi ·~o1J . ~o~~i~~On .1> .231. ""~·Comp~~d to . ~· rigid ... 
. . foundadon • . · ..,: ;·. · · · ·., • · . · · ·.' · .... · c' -:-· . ~ • • • • ~ • 
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' :f . 
•, 
'i .. 
· · ' co~dition ·are . Z3Ymore than that ·for the fixed ba·se f!!Odel, ~nd· 18% (lnd_ "',• . 
' 
,.1 i . . 
. t 
. ·. 1 
,/ . ,· 
. 20% mare f1o~ t.he stiJ!f,.soil condition. The ;variatic;m of ·stresses .is 
even mare when ' nonlinear soi l hehaviotir is · co~sidered -Table .5(c}. f , I, 
l ' 
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.. ·· ·. : 
dl: • ' \ 
. ; .. ' 
.. ) ' 
. . 
stre\sses fn members, 15· and 17 are 48% . mare for th~ soft' soi'l ··and 24% ' . ·. 
· .. . .. •\·· . ' ' . 
; . . 
.. '· .· .· . 
.· ... . . 
' ' 
-• '' \ , ' '• ' ' I . ' 
more · {o·r · the stiff sbi-1 than that' for the fixed base condition. · It1 .the. 
• : : ' : · fo~r cas~, the ~tress in memb+ is' 20% less th~n that 'for the rigid 
. . ~oundir~ion c~ndition. · An the.~e 'tre~.~ · variations are _due ·to the . . : 
relative displacement~·.' of the· ·florir~evels with respect t~ the' foun·d~tion. · i . . r . . . ~ , . .' . . , . , . . . .~ .. . . . ·. . 
It is noticed that in all' the ·cases with f1 exible foundation the .relative 
. ... . '. . . 
.. " 
. ~:t'isplaceme,nf at the .. first' floor level wfth . respect to th;e foundatfon is . 
. . . .. ' . ' ' ',, . · . ·. : . . . . 
,.· 
I : ' 
I , 
.-._ · l~ss .. than that for .the .ri,gi.d founda~io~; ·therefore. th~stre.~ses .are · . , ·t .• . , 
·' 
· ~ • / D. • to fj} . . . ,' • , . .. . . ' ' , ' ' ··. , • . ~ • • - .. · . . . • , 
' . . ' ' 
. . ·' 
. , 
... ' ~. :· 
· ,. · · -.reduced . 'in the .. ~ttom' t:nerrber • . : But the same .. situation \tfaS not obs~rved 
. ·' . . 
. . (' 
· ·. ,, ,.··-tor the ·higher levels. parttcularl~ at the · r-t~s.L. level ·.wh'ere .the 
" ' . . ·, . ' ' . ' ' . · .. 
' ' 
~elative displacement i~ 'la_rger for ... the- flexible. ·~our!dation than ·.that· 
o 0 I ' o • ' I ' , ' ~ 0 I o ' - o ' 
• ' o \ I ' • p 
. fo~ th~ . . r.ig1~ one; theref~re. stresses1 are i.nc~eased "!n.!r th~ tpp membejs. 
·. •' 
· · .· (.' ·. For the l.u~ped parameter model," .· the stresse~ in · ~n the· 
"" • • • .• • • • , 11' • " • 
member~· - Table.':7(c) .~are . 8-2~~: bel~w :' th~.se~o~ the. fi .. xed·~ b~se_ COI)di tion:.· .· 
This is . ·a 1 ittl e· surprising b·ut not unreali ~tic. when one considers .:th~: . 
• ' • • • ' • • w • • • • • ' · s' : " ' . . 
, . . ~ relative . dis'pla¢ement~ · between fll)or . level's. · .one ·Qf the limh atjons .. of 
. ~ .·. 'thi~ kin~. ·of ~·del i 's • th~t, whiif!' co~p~ting ~he horizo~t~·i' st~ffn~s~·. : . . r. .. ·' 
• I 0 ' ' • ' o ' •, ' •O • • ' ' 
IV~ ·th~ ' va.fue of· the sh~ar . modulus ~ s .iaken . only _ . fpr ·:th~ .. t~P;_ lay~r 0~ : .. . '.' ~ .: · . . 
the. soil . :It .·, is not kno~ to · "th~i. .: e.xt~n.~. 'thi.~ w·~. ll>ff~ci tt\·e · o~era~l/ . · .. .-~; 
\ ; • ' •. -. . • . . ... - .. .... ' . I . G 
· .. · ·. : ~sponse of the ·s.tr.ucture • . Alter,ne~:tlv.ely •. .iri ~~e finite ·elemented fotmd~~ . 
. ·. . • ' · :._ . • ! . : _· : · :· . ~. ' . . ' . ' '.. . -~ . . . . . f • : '.- .. ' " • • • '. • • • : ' " • • • '• • 
·. · . . -tion ·mode),the .soiFmedium ·is represented consistently a~cl th~ r:-esults .. .. 
: ' I I '" ' ·, • • \ ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' • : • ' • • • ' o ( •,', ' ., ' " ' ' . . ' I ' ' ' ' ; ' • ' 
. seem t o 'be niore ·realistic t han .those ·for .. th·e .half-space made'l. .: ·: . F- . .' . 
. ~ .•, :I • •• •," , ,• ' ' " ' ' ~ . ' • • I • ,. ,' • • a :J , I , 
.• : - ~ .• " . ,·_ · · , ' • • ~ 1 fi·.. •. 
·. ' . 
. -.. ' 
. .· .. - ·.·: ' : . 
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I· 
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. , · 
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. I · . 
. · · ' 
'• . . . ... 
·.· . . 
. · · .The .following conci· us ions .'are drawn frQm this study: . . .. . 
' . ' ' . ·, . ....... ' . . . . · .· I' ·". . ·.· . . . :· ' . . . . 
s;~ 1. ·· Furi(fa~nta 1 and· higher· mode frequenci'es· ·are i rifl uericed · 
' . :. 
· _::· signif1cant~y due to structure-soil :interaction. . . I . . · . 
• 0 . · . 
' ·: ... 
·~esponse .'signi'ficantly inducing high .stresses in tertain members. · i'~ · · I. u .• ·~ . . . . .·• .. •. . . . .. 
f~c-t, redistribution of 'stresses take·s ~·place in· the ·whole· structure . 
' I ' , · ' ' . 
2. Different. kinds of soil condi1;ions influence the structural 
. ;i· 
, •• -3. . For the ·frame con~idered . in ' th1 s investigation, . the stress 
c::;. • ( , ' ' • • ' , ~ f •o ' "' ' • . . . .' • : . ' ' ' . . . , , ' ,' ' ' "" 
·: - ~· in ·the: pi1e member:. 1~ for·' the finite ' element model var.ies significantly . 
. . ""' ? . . . . . . ·, · 
· cl~e · ta ' soil ._behav.iour: , For. nonlinear. soil .behavJour, with the stiff ' 
I •. .~ . . , . . - ' • , . . , ~ 
.• . .. 
s~il con~it.i_~n,. t-he st_r~s~ · is 7~%, - mo~e; .. t.ha~ ·th~t fo~" l~,nearbehav.i/ur. a. 
• • ' • • • • w ' • 0 • • • l (',' 
S~m~ 1 arly; far .soft' .soi_l ,_ the difference is about 25%. ·The stresses i_n : 
· :.- · -the ·-Other members are .alSo aff-~tte~ significantly compared to the-.'rigid ·. · 
J • • • • •• • • • • • 




·. -.f . 
..r 4. . It is seen from the different models used .that soiJ "stiff-
. . . . ~ 
ness -~s very impOrtant. · . For -identical 'st~uctures and same·: i·ce force~, : 
- . . . ' . . - .. ' . ' . .. ' . . 
the displacements occurring in the stru~ture. wilJ vary quite .a lot.· 
:, ~e-pe~ding upo~ th~·- rela~iv~ .stiffne~ses ·of the Ofou~datio·n. · ·an~i -:the . ·1 
.· ·. 
.-· \ '· ' , ~ . . I • , . . , ' ' 
. _strui::t~:~re~ .· ·!,t can · ~-lso be shown'· tha·f :d1 ffere_nt·f~undat1Dn d~ spl aceme~ts .: 
: wil'r be· o'btainec(f~· th~- k1~~ -- -~r stiffness: of· th~ st~~ct~re' is :·~h~ged. · .. . . : i . .. • t,. ~. 
; 
!. , . 
. ·i . 
. . : 
.. :j' -· · .
•• . . . ~ ' , . ' - . ~ 6 · ' ··, ' .:· ~ • ' •, ·. • ,, ' ' I" ." ' • • I . • " • '• • ' ' , , 
Although ·this case· .has not been demonstrated .specifically. the .author 
. _..: · ·f~el~- th~i :-~~spons~ a~alys.is ~o, dinamic ·l ·o·~dhtg ·.ma;\·e~~-·-t: ·e~~o~eous 
:. ·. · :,~:~s~i:t$~ ~f ·: t6~' . found~t~o_~:$~Pe.rstr_uct~~~- ·-inie~~c~-~~n · i~ ···1gn.ored~· ' 
r . 
; ' . 
. ' 
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t · . 
-. · ·.6.4 . Contrfbutions · · ,. 
- ·-·- - -· 
j • 
. .. : · 1. · Appli,cation of:the equi.~al~nt linear met~o-d to· st~dy · . .. :_·:_ .: 
• • ' ~ • ' ' t ,' • : ' ' ' • • • ' ' • ' ' • ' • : I ~ • • ' :-. •, 
. . •, 
subjected to iCe loading • . 
·.,.- I : . - . . . . - . . , . .· ,. . . - r . 
· · • . - 2. Study of· the effect$ of differ.Emt foundation cond1tiC?nS · 
r • 0 0 0 0 0 ,• • ' 
. ' . 
• ' : , 1 • 
· ·.-. : ·- · ·· ~with ·varying soj_l _prope.rtie.s. ... . . 






.··· · l ~h~1Que~ Onthe dynamic responseS of ~n offshoret~r. ·· · ..• · . . 





. . ' ; ' ... \ 
ftindamentat and 'h 1 gher, frecjuenc)es -anti modes • . J··. 
:_ . · s. · Ide~tifi cation of the need for more field records for the 
' , ... '· 
'artificial g~neration of realistic fo~ce record . ~n.velopes ~ 
. . . - . . . 
'6 . . • 'Indi cat'ion .~f the . necess.ity for obtaining strain-dependent : • 
• . . . . . : ~ . . . . ' . . . . ' . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . 9 . 
·. soi 1 propert'ies. ~ based on s'1te :•field exploration and laboratory test . 
. . . . '\ : : . / .. . 
progr~iTmes comp 1 ernented . by experience and ·ava i 1 ab 1 e . data 'for: si~il a r 
~ -~ .: . '. . . - • ", ~ . • . ·1 ... •• • • . • ! 
··. soils. · · · · ... ·.. . 
I 
.' ... .- . 
. 6. ~- ·. R~comnenations fo~· /Further Research · 
• • • •• •• • • . I ,/ '·. · I 
-... : 





. . { . 
. \: 
.· 
. - 1. Ap.plicat.ion to ·.other 'k1n~s ~of env1roillnentalload1ng. e.g • .. . : . 
' ' . . . ' ' . ·. . . - . . . .·. . . .. · ' . . . 
. ... 
wa.ve forces· . . • .. ' . .· 
. .. · . 
.. · 
. .. ._ ' due · t~ repe.titive' lo.adin~.- · · · · · · 
···. ~ - · ·. . . ~ :· ·. · ·. ~. ·Us-e · o~-.. ~~~qu'ency..:<fep~d~n·t ~-prings, instead of.· ·linea~ · ~i~ti~ .- · 
. . . . ' ·. :.: : -.. . - . .. -. ... , ·. . . . . . . / . . . . . / . . 
. ·-w\. < · =- ·.·. .· springs_ f9r :ttre-..1umped p~rameter fo~·nda'ticm model·:. ·_.· : . · · · · ·.· .. · 
. ,, . . .. . : · . .. :. .. . . . . . . . . . ' .· .' . . ·. . . . . . . ·: .. · . . :-".:'· . .. ... ·. : · . . . .'. :_.-.. ·· ~ .·· 
- ; .: i . • -. - .::: . . . . . ' .· . .4_;_ !Js·e 0~~ vari,able ~anipjng to. e_ns'ur.e·strail') _compa'tibil i 'tj' . . ·.:· ·: 
• • ; -~ ' I_' • • : '•' • : • • • • .r ; .. . . . ' ' - . . .. ' -: .. . ~ ' : . . . . . ' -· . . . : ' '.r : ... .. 
.. · . . , · . ......... ·:.- .. . . ·._._(N9te: · · Th-~:pre~ent1 analysis ·ha~ negle~ted the .variati'on of damping _in ·. ··· · · ~-.... ~ .· , . ,· : ' ·.:'. ~ · .. . . · . . · . .' ' :··.~ - .. ·.· .. '.'~_ · .: .·· ... ~ _: .-.: : .. ' . . . cy:' . . .' . ·. . . J ' • • ·. ··} - :' ,· ' 
·.. ..~· · .. : ·:.-. -~ ~ . : : ·. · · . ~ . : the·· .t~.o. syst~s· -·:-: ·· sJi.~ )uid. st_ructure·~ ) ·_- .. :_:. ·: :· ,. · ·_.:~ .· .· .. .- ... > .. i . ,_ .. . . : ·· .··. _;· · 
· .:.• '~ ,;;, ~);;,,\:: •••. ,;,:.{L~,~r,~r:;i~~~;~,1~,~t:.~,;jr~~~iL~,,;: . : .':~:, ., •. •.. : ...•... · f: '· ·\~,~2;:: • ·..•  :.·. •·. · 
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s~ M~del studies :and System:· Identification ·.( .•massaging•). 
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6.· . Extension tq three-d~mensional mOdelling for more 
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TABLE 1: 
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